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Abstract
The dissertation at hand introduces a novel algorithm to predict the remaining use-
ful life (RUL) of rotating components such as grooved ball bearings or gear boxes.
The focus of the implemented method is on so-called Hidden semi-Markov Models
(HsMM), which are suitable for the modeling of sequential events. The selected
method is designed to support maintenance processes based on advisory genera-
tion in the context of predictive maintenance. In this regard, the goal of predictive
maintenance is the generation of predictions about the RUL of examined compo-
nents based on their current state. Thus, maintenance events can be scheduled
more precisely, downtime is reduced, and the actual useful life of components can
be exploited.
After an initial classification of the proposed method in the context of Prognostics
and Health Management (PHM), the concept is described. The algorithm is based
on methods, which apply historical data of the component’s degradation process
for the estimation of the current and future damage state. A novel concept in the
field of HsMM permits the identification of similar damage states within different
degradation datasets to obtain more information about the damage process of the
examined components. A further research question analyzes, whether the consid-
eration of available information about the component’s endured load increases the
prognostic performance. First results in the context of verification conclude the
concept description.
Subsequently, the design and realization of a new test rig, which permits an ac-
celerated bearing aging for induction machines due to a so-called bearing current,
is presented. Here, an alternating current flows through the tested bearing and
reduces its life cycle significantly. By means of these data, the concept is evaluated.
In comparison to state-of-the-art methods in field of bearing PHM, the validation is
executed by examining the motor current of the induction machine instead of the
widespread analysis of the resulting vibration signal. The results indicate that the
precise and accurate prediction of the bearing’s RUL is possible. In addition, the
consideration of already endured load for the generation of life cycle predictions
is beneficial. A selected state-of-the-art algorithm, also based on HsMM, permits a
realistic evaluation of the achieved prognostic performance.
The dissertation ends with the estimation of possible cost savings in an exem-
plary aircraft maintenance scenario. For this, the obtained prognostic results are
assessed with a state-of-the-art cost-benefit analysis tool. The outcome indicates
i
that the application of the proposed algorithm leads to savings due to e.g. de-
creased downtimes.
ii Abstract
Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation stellt einen neuartigen Algorithmus zur Lebens-
dauerbestimmung von rotierenden Bauteilen wie Rillenkugellagern oder Getrieben
vor. Im Zentrum der implementierten Methode stehen sogenannte Hidden semi-
Markov Modelle (HsMM), die sich für die Abbildung von sequentiellen Ereignis-
sen eignen. Die gewählte Methode soll den Wartungsbetrieb durch Hand-
lungsempfehlungen im Rahmen der prädiktiven Instandhaltung unterstützen. Ziel
der prädiktiven Instandhaltung ist, ausgehend von dem aktuellen Zustand der Kom-
ponente, Prognosen hinsichtlich der verbleibenden Restlebensdauer zu generieren.
Dadurch können Wartungsevents planbarer gestaltet, Stillstandszeiten verringert
und der nutzbare Lebenszyklus von Komponenten ausgenutzt werden.
Nach einer Einordung der Methode in den Kontext des Prognostics and
Health Managements, erfolgt die Konzeptbeschreibung. Der Algorithmus besteht
dabei aus Verfahren, die, basierend auf historischen Daten über den De-
gradierungsprozess der untersuchten Komponente, den aktuellen Schadenszustand
schätzen sowie den zukünftigen Schadensverlauf prognostizieren. Ein neuartiges
Konzept ermöglicht es, mithilfe der HsMM vergleichbare Schadenszustände in ver-
schiedenen Degradierungsdaten zu identifizieren, um somit mehr Informationen
über den Schädigungsprozess der untersuchten Komponente zu erhalten. Eine
weitere Forschungsfrage betrachtet, ob das Einbinden von verfügbaren Informa-
tionen über die Belastung der Komponente Vorteile hinsichtlich der Prognosege-
nauigkeit zeigt. Erste Ergebnisse im Rahmen einer Verifikation schließen die
Konzeptbeschreibung ab.
Nachfolgend wird die Auslegung und Umsetzung eines Prüfstands beschrieben,
der eine künstlich beschleunigte Rillenkugellageralterung in Asynchronmotoren
mithilfe von sogenanntem Lagerstrom realisiert. Hierbei fließt ein elektrischer
Wechselstrom durch das Testlager und reduziert drastisch seine Lebensdauer. Mit
diesen Daten wird im Anschluss das Konzept validiert. Im Vergleich zu anderen Ver-
fahren aus dem Bereich der Lagerlebensdauerschätzung, die den Körperschall für
die Zustandsüberwachung untersuchen, wird für die Validierung in dieser Disser-
tation der Statorstrom des Asynchronmotors genutzt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
auch hiermit eine genaue Prognose der Restlebensdauer von Kugellagern möglich
ist. Auch die Verwendung der bereits ertragenen Belastung in die Generierung
von Prognosen weisen deutliche Vorteile auf. Ein etabliertes Vergleichskonzept,
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welches ebenfalls auf HsMM basiert, ermöglicht eine realistische Einordnung der
Prognoseergebnisse.
Abschließend werden die Resultate hinsichtlich möglicher Einsparungen in
einem exemplarischen Flugzeugwartungsszenario untersucht. Hierfür dient ein
Kosten-Nutzen-Rechnung-Simulationswerkzeug aus der Literatur. Es zeigt sich,
dass durch die Anwendung des vorgestellten Algorithmus Kosteneinsparungen, ins-
besondere im Bereich der Stillstandfolgekosten, möglich sind.
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1 Introduction
This thesis provides a new approach to the life cycle estimation of rotating com-
ponents in the field of predictive maintenance. With the aid of this new method,
decision-making regarding relevant maintenance events and troubleshooting in the
case of upcoming breakdowns should be supported.
This first chapter gives a rough outline of the importance of this topic and the
research questions examined in this thesis. Thus, the chapter starts with a brief mo-
tivation beginning with the benefits of predictive maintenance and the challenges
stemming from its application. The main goals of this thesis are then stated. The
final section provides an overview of the structure of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
"Predictive (...) Maintenance is a shining goal for industrial customers
and the Industry 4.0 initiative" [Pap17]
Over the recent years, the term Predictive Maintenance (PM) appears more fre-
quently in connection with safety, cost-efficiency, and sustainability. Currently, the
German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy has also identified the impor-
tance of PM and subsidizes the research and development in this field in the context
of the 5th National Civil Aeronautical Research Program [Bun16]. This should en-
sure the fulfillment of the determined goals on Federal and European levels in terms
of effective and efficient aviation or resource conservation [Bun14], [Eur11]. Since
maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) companies oversee the aircraft for the
longest period of its life cycle, they are emphasized in [Bun14] of great importance
for the achievement of these objectives.
In general, PM refers to a maintenance concept that schedules maintenance
events based on the analysis and forecasting of the current and future system
efficiency or mechanical behavior [Mob02, p. 5]. In contrast to state-of-the-art
maintenance concepts, which rely on failure statistics, i.e. preventive or predeter-
mined maintenance, or even allow the appearance of breakdowns, i.e. corrective
maintenance, PM stands through the use of two inherent steps: fault diagnosis and
fault prognosis. Whereas the task of fault diagnosis comprises the accurate detec-
tion, isolation, and identification of faults, which also includes the quantification
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of fault severity, the outcome of fault prognosis is the precise prediction of future
fault progress and its crossing of predefined failure thresholds [VLR+06, p. 15].
In accordance to [Mob02, p. 5],the benefits of PM are manifold, since it im-
proves:
• Productivity
• Product quality
• Overall effectiveness
• Machinery availability
• Fault cause detection
• Safety
All benefits lead to an assumed reduction of direct and indirect maintenance
costs. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) analyzed in [IAT15] the
development of total maintenance costs of global MRO companies within the years
2010 to 2014 without the application of PM. One conclusion is that direct mainte-
nance costs increased by 42 % within these five years, whereas in comparison the
fleet size grew only by 21 % [IAT15, p. 51]. In total, global MRO companies spent
$ 62.1 billion (direct and indirect maintenance costs excluding overheads) in 2014,
which corresponds to around 9 % of total operational costs [IAT15, p. 13]. In con-
trast, potential cost reductions of 15 to 20 % are expected through the development
and introduction of new technologies such as aircraft health monitoring systems,
big data, and PM [IAT15, p. 15]. A similar conclusion is drawn in the energy sector
by the U.S. Department of Energy in [U.S10] by estimating the cost benefits of PM
in comparison to state-of-the-art maintenance concepts; according to [U.S10, Sec-
tion 5.4], a properly functioning PM program can generate savings of up to 12 %
in comparison to a predetermined program, and up to 40 % compared to a correc-
tive maintenance approach. However, this benefit comes with the need for skilled
staff who has to interpret the prognostics results, as well as an immense upstream
investment [U.S10, Section 5.4].
One key enabler for PM is the steadily increasing amount of available sensor
data as a result of digitization [Pap17]. Strategies such as Industry 4.0 or Industrial
Internet of Things allow the implementation of a great variety of sensors into system
networks. In addition, PM also benefits from new sensor developments. In [Hei03]
for instance, a rolling-element bearing with integrated strain gauges is presented.
With the aid of these sensors, changes in the bearing’s components are detected,
which permits on-line monitoring of its current condition. However, with an in-
creasing quantity and plurality of sensors, the loss of overview about the available
data and consequently the need for data mining methods also rises in order to sepa-
rate significant from unimportant information. In [Pap17] an oil platform is quoted
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as an example, where only 1% of data sampled by 30,000 sensors is considered for
condition monitoring.
Thus, during the design phase of new concepts for the support of PM, it is nec-
essary to appraise, whether an additional sensor is necessary, or if the current state
can be detected by a combination of already mounted sensors. One promising
example of possible sensor reduction is the condition monitoring of induction
machines. The state-of-the-art approach to assess the current condition of stator
windings, squirrel cage, or bearings is to analyze the vibration signal. New con-
cepts make use of the stator current sensors that are required for the speed control
of the induction engine. Whereas the fault diagnosis of induction machines by
means of current sensors has been successfully proven, the suitability of this in the
context of fault prognosis remains unknown.
1.2 Aims
Based on the above mentioned challenges of predictive maintenance, a new data-
based concept to support the decision-making and initiation of maintenance tasks in
the case of rotating elements is presented in the thesis at hand. Both processes are
based on the so-called Prognostic and Health Management (PHM) of components,
which provides for instance the remaining useful life (RUL) of monitored units and
examines the combination of different fault cases. Thus, the proposed algorithm
is more precisely located in the field of PHM, since the estimation of RUL is the
focus of this thesis. The approach comprises a method to identify a significant set
of features which most accurately represents the actual state of a degrading com-
ponent. The processing of this feature subset requires new approaches in both fault
diagnosis and prognosis. Thus, a method to provide comparability between differ-
ent sets of degrading components with regard to damage states within a complete
life cycle will be introduced. In addition, the impact of including the experienced
load during the component’s use on the prognostic performance is examined. The
results are compared to a state-of-the-art method for fault diagnosis and prognosis.
For the verification and validation of this concept, the data of degrading bearings
in induction machines are applied. A new test rig design is necessary in order
to analyze the stator current as well as to artificially accelerate the degradation
process. Finally, the impact of the achieved prognostic performance on current
maintenance with regard to costs is evaluated.
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1.3 Thesis outline
The structure of this thesis is summarized in Figure 1.1. In addition, the outcome
of each particular chapter is summarized in terms of research questions. The thesis
is divided into six chapters. After the introductory chapter, contemporary defini-
tions and terms in the field of PHM are presented in Chapter 2. Besides the basic
steps of PHM and a method to assess the cost benefits of PHM algorithms, the lack
of state-of-the-art approaches is also identified. The fundamentals of the proposed
PHM algorithm are then introduced in Chapter 3. The mathematical correctness is
proven with a verification at the end of this chapter. In Chapter 4, the selected case
study to validate the proposed PHM algorithm is presented. Thus, a new test rig
design for the generation of ball bearing degradation data in induction machines
is described. Bearing current, i.e. an alternating current that runs through the
test bearing, is selected as a method for accelerated bearing aging and is therefore
outlined in this chapter. The performance of the proposed algorithm is then deter-
mined in terms of a validation. Here, the focus is on the prognostic performance.
Based on derived performance indicators, possible economic benefits in the case
of an application are analyzed at the end of this chapter. All achieved goals and
possible future work are summarized in Chapter 6.
4 1. Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
• Motivation
• Aims
Chapter 2: State of the art in PHM
• Terms and definitions
• Basic steps of PHM algorithms
• Cost benefits assessment
⇒ Why is PHM for rotating compo-
nents important?
⇒ Where is the gap in the research
field?
⇒ What steps for PHM algorithms
are necessary?
⇒ How to assess a PHM algorithm
economically?
Chapter 3: Basics of the proposed
PHM algorithm
• Feature generation and selection
method
• Introduction to Hidden semi-
Markov Models
• Introduction to proposed algorithm
for fault diagnosis and prognosis
• Verification of proposed algorithm
Chapter 4: Bearing damage as case
study for the proposed PHM algo-
rithm
• Trends of PHM for bearing degra-
dation
• Test rig design and specification
• Test rig setup
⇒ What is the theory behind the
proposed algorithm?
⇒ Does the algorithm work in an
artificial scenario?
⇒ What is the state of the art in
bearing degradation?
⇒ How are the degradation data-
sets generated?
Chapter 5: Analysis with bearing degradation data
• Description of applied data
• Validation results of the proposed algorithm
• Economic assessment
⇒ What prognostic performance
is achieved during validation?
⇒ Is the PHM algorithm beneficial
from an economic point of view?
Chapter 6: Summary and conclusions
• Achieved goals
• Recommendations for future work
Figure 1.1.: Thesis structure and resulting research questions
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2 State of the art in Prognostics and
Health Management
The subsequent chapter provides an overview of current Prognostics and Health
Management (PHM) approaches. The chapter begins with the introduction of var-
ious aspects of industrial maintenance. Different maintenance types and strategies
are introduced in this first section. Terms and definitions in the context of PHM as
well as its application fields are then presented. Since PHM consists of predefined
steps, several state-of-the-art approaches for each module are discussed. To assess
the results of the PHM algorithm proposed in this thesis, selected prognosis perfor-
mance metrics are introduced. In addition, one goal of this thesis is the evaluation
of the results with regard to economic benefits. Therefore, the outline of a tool for
cost-benefit analysis in aircraft maintenance is presented. The chapter closes with
the delimitation of this thesis towards other approaches in the field of PHM.
2.1 Aspects of industrial maintenance
As in many other disciplines, the terminologies and definitions in the area of main-
tenance are not consistent. Thus, this section provides an overview of the different
approaches to classifying state-of-the-art maintenance procedures.
Maintenance is defined by [Deu10, p. 6] as "the combination of all technical,
administrative, and managerial actions during the life cycle of an item aimed to
retain it in or restore it to a state, in which it can perform the required function".
[Deu12] divide this procedure into four aspects as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Service Inspection Repair Improvement
Maintenance
Figure 2.1.: Aspects of maintenance procedures. Based on [Deu12]
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Here, service involves measures to delay the degradation of reserve of wear-out
[Deu12]. Reserve of wear-out is defined as a reserve of tolerable function fulfill-
ment under determined conditions (see Figure 2.4). During the inspection step,
the conformity of an item is examined by measuring, observing, or testing its char-
acteristics. Repair comprises all necessary physical actions required to restore the
pre-defined function of an item. The possible improvement step summarizes all
procedures required to enhance the reliability, maintainability, or safety of an item,
without a change to its original function. The method proposed in this thesis sup-
ports all four aspects of maintenance. [Deu10, pp. 26–28]
In the following sections, the terms maintenance types (Section 2.1.2), main-
tenance strategies (Section 2.1.3), and maintenance management are introduced.
Whereas the types of maintenance can be divided with respect to the point in
time, when an item is maintained [Deu12], the "maintenance strategy summa-
rizes all management methods used in order to achieve the maintenance objectives"
[Deu10, pp. 6–7]. Maintenance management connects the planning, control, and
the improvement of activities and economics to fulfill the maintenance objectives
defined above. Some of these objectives are presented in the following section.
2.1.1 Maintenance objectives
According to [Deu10], maintenance objectives are in general the assigned and ac-
cepted targets for maintenance actions. These targets could be:
• Availability
• Cost reduction
• Product quality
• Environment protection
• Safety and security
• Conservation of the item’s value
[Str12, p. 4] defines the main task of industrial maintenance as the achievement
of the preferably nondestructive useful life of a maintained object and to keep
the required effort as low as possible. The dichotomy of both aspects leads to
an optimization problem with respect to the associated maintenance costs, since a
component’s failure can be surely prevented only by a large number of maintenance
actions.
In Figure 2.2, one example of the dichotomy of nondestructive useful life on the
one hand and required effort on the other is presented by measure costs and break-
down costs, respectively. Measure costs include all costs related to the four aspects
of maintenance (see Figure 2.1), e.g. wages of the maintenance personnel or costs
due to troubleshooting or logistics. The breakdown costs include all consequential
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costs due to downtime of the component (e.g. flight delays in commercial aviation).
These costs are plotted against the degree (or number) of preventive maintenance
actions. When the number of actions increases, the probability (and therefore the
costs involved) of component failure decreases. At the same time, the costs due to
maintenance measures rise exponentially, so that a total of both cost drivers results
in a function with an optimum. Thus, the main objective is to apply a maintenance
type near to or at the total cost optimum.
Degree of preventive actions
Costs
Failure-based Value-based
Condition-
based
Time-
based
Measure costs Breakdown costs
Total costs
Optimum
Figure 2.2.: Optimization problem of maintenance. Based on [Lei14, pp. 24–25]
Based on this figure, different maintenance types can be derived, which will be
the focus of the next section.
2.1.2 Maintenance types
Since the definitions of different maintenance types are not consistent, some com-
mon approaches to distinguish them are presented in this section.
As depicted in Figure 2.2, [Lei14] distinguishes between four maintenance types
with respect to their degree of preventive actions. The failure-based maintenance
on the left of the plot marks the case when no components of an overall system
are maintained until breakdown. On the right at a high degree of preventive ac-
tions, the two maintenance types condition-based and time-based are located. The
high number of actions leads to a decrease in breakdown costs, but consequently to
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higher measure costs. All three types are explained in more detail in Sections 2.1.2
to 2.1.2. Valued-based maintenance, which is a combination of all three above-
mentioned types, represents the optimum of total costs; it demands the optimal
maintenance type for every particular component of the overall system with regard
to effort and availability.
Figure 2.3 presents another approach developed by [Deu10] to classify the dif-
ferent maintenance types. It divides the typical maintenance types into correc-
tive and preventive. Here, similarities to the approach by [Lei14] are given, since
corrective maintenance corresponds to the failure-based concept; condition-based
and time-based (or predetermined) maintenance are both summarized under pre-
ventive maintenance. One difference is the further distinction between condition-
based and predictive maintenance (PM), due to the application of prognosis tools
to forecast the remaining useful life (RUL) of a component. This maintenance type
is the focus of this thesis.
In the following sections, the most common maintenance types are introduced in
more detail. It should be mentioned that there are several other maintenance types
(e.g. risk-based [Mat10, pp. 133–147] or reliability centered maintenance [U.S10,
section 5.5]) and more finely graduated distinctions such as predictive diagnostics
or trending [VG15, slide 10], which are not within the scope of this thesis.
Corrective
Deferred
Immediate
Preventive
Predetermined
Condition-based
Predictive
Maintenance types
Figure 2.3.: Overview of the different maintenance types. Based on [Deu10, pp.
22–24]
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Corrective maintenance
In accordance with [Deu10], corrective maintenance (also known as reactive main-
tenance [U.S10, section 5.2]) is carried out after a fault is recognized in order to
return the component to a state in which it can fulfill its required function. This
can be seen qualitatively for one particular component in Figure 2.4, where the
reserve of wear-out is plotted over time with different maintenance approaches.
Here, [Deu10] distinguishes between failure and fault. Whereas failure is an event,
when the ability of an item to fulfill a required function is terminated, the fault
describes a state, which characterizes the inability to fulfill the required function.
Thus, a fault results from a failure. During its life cycle, a component can pass
through four different states [Deu12]:
• New state: the requirements are completely fulfilled and may lie above the
predefined limits for nominal state
• Nominal state: the item completely fulfills the requirements
• Degraded state: the fulfillment of the required functions is reduced, but
within defined limits; it is located between nominal and minimum state
• Minimum state: the fulfillment of the requirements is only just ensured; a
further degradation will cause a fault
The specification of the nominal and minimum state must be determined during
the design phase of the component. In dependency of the application or safety
specifications, the minimum state can also be set to the point, where the reserve of
wear-out is completely exhausted. In parallel to the term degraded state, also the
terms latent [Deu10, p. 19] or incipient fault [VLR+06, p. xxi (prologue)] are also
used to identify the deviation from nominal state.
In the case of the example degradation progress of Figure 2.4, corrective main-
tenance action is carried out in the first phase. Thus, the minimum state is crossed
and the component is used until the point of complete exhaustion of reserve of
wear-out. Due to the subsequent maintenance step, the component is (idealized)
again in its nominal state or in case of an improvement, the nominal state can even
be exceeded.
[Deu10] further classifies the corrective maintenance further into deferred and
immediate corrective maintenance. The application of deferred maintenance is only
feasible for components which are not relevant to safety or do not prevent the avail-
ability of the total system. The decision to choose one of these maintenance types
leads to a trade-off between on the one hand the possibility of a total breakdown
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Reserve of
wear-out
Minimum
state
Nominal
state
Corrective
maintenance
Predetermined
maintenance
New state
Condition-based
maintenance
Time
Virtual wear-out progress
Figure 2.4.: Distinction between corrective, predetermined and condition-based
maintenance. Based on [Deu12], [Str12, p. 300]
and on the other hand savings in maintenance actions. Thus, there is a critical
point when immediate maintenance is more beneficial. [Bau08, pp. 102–103]
In comparison to this approach, the following three sections introduce mainte-
nance types which ideally do not exhaust the complete reserve of wear-out of an
item. Here, maintenance time is determined based on the time span between two
maintenance actions (predetermined maintenance), the current state of the item
(condition-based maintenance), or the forecast of the future wear-out progress
(predictive maintenance). The virtual wear-out progress shown in Figure 2.4 il-
lustrates the further degradation without any maintenance events, which would
again lead to a total failure of the component.
Predetermined maintenance
The predetermined maintenance action is triggered according to established inter-
vals of time, or the number of units of use [Deu10, p. 22]. For the calculation
of the time between two maintenance actions, the wear-out progress is taken into
account in order to prevent a breakdown before the component is exchanged. This
therefore results in an unused RUL of a component, so that according to estima-
tions of [Lei14, p. 16–17], about 85% of predetermined maintenance actions are
too early in the component’s life cycle, as depicted in Figure 2.4. In this case, the
component is exchanged before the minimum state is reached.
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The benefit of this approach is the increased reliability of items in comparison
to the corrective maintenance. In addition, downtime can decrease since the trou-
bleshooting process can be omitted. From an economic point of view, the reduction
of capital commitment due to spare part logistics is advantageous. However, these
benefits are based on the assumption of an optimized predetermined maintenance.
If there is a breakdown before the expected time of failure, the reduced storage of
spare parts in particular will lead to increased downtimes. In addition, the data
acquisition and data updating of the maintained components required to identify a
proper maintenance interval are associated with high effort. [Str12, p. 298]
Condition-based maintenance
According to [Deu10, p. 22], condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a combination
of condition monitoring (CM), inspection, testing, and analysis of the component.
These investigations are triggered with respect to a schedule, on demand or con-
tinuously. The term CM covers a wide range of techniques which have been devel-
oped over the last 50 years to assess the current system or component condition.
For example, these techniques examine the vibration signal or acoustic emissions
of a rotating machine or its oil debris in order to distinguish between healthy and
faulty components. Different signal types and common signal processing methods
are presented in more detail in Section 2.3. [TL14]
There are several methods that can be used to define and structure the ele-
ments of CBM. Using the standards of [Int03], these elements are divided into
data acquisition, data manipulation, state detection, health assessment, prognos-
tic assessment, and advisory generation. Many of these elements are explained
in more detail in Section 2.3. The industry association MIMOSA established one
implementation and a suggested definition of an architecture for this standard.
The implementation is called Open System Architecture for Condition-Based Main-
tenance (OSA-CBM) [MIM01], and its aim is to create a modular structure for
CBM systems so that single components (e.g. for data manipulation) can be easily
exchanged.
The advantages of CBM are similar to the benefits of predetermined mainte-
nance. Additionally, as depicted in Figure 2.4 the reserve of wear-out can be
exploited until the minimum state is reached; thus, the functionality of the compo-
nent is always guaranteed. In contrast, due to high investment costs for measure-
ment instrumentation or costs related to data acquisition and processing, CBM is
not affordable for every application. Additionally, the mounted sensors can be weak
spots, since a damaged or wrongly calibrated sensor leads to corrupted information
about the current condition of the component. [Str12, p. 299]
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Predictive maintenance
The final maintenance type is the predictive maintenance (PM), which is in the fo-
cus of this thesis. Based on the CM of CBM (as depicted in Figure 2.3), maintenance
tasks are carried out as a result of forecasts that describe the future degradation
process of the item, determined by significant parameters [Deu10, p. 23]. It should
be pointed out that in the definition of CBM of [Int03] or [Bee04, p. 4], prognostic
assessment is already a part of the CBM concept, whereas the distinction between
both maintenance types proposed by [Deu10] is preferred in this thesis.
The core of PM is the forecasting method, i.e. the prognosis algorithm. The meth-
ods are divided into model-based, data-based, hybrid, and statistical or probability-
based. New methods in the field of prognosis algorithms stem mainly from the first
two approaches, so that different concepts in these fields are explained in more
detail in Section 2.3.4. As motivated in Chapter 1, the predictions support the
maintenance management related to the predictability of the component’s failure,
and are therefore able to further increase component life cycle, worker safety, and
energy savings. Drawbacks arise from the still not verifiable statements about possi-
ble cost savings with the introduction of PM. In [Mob02, pp. 60–73], a survey in the
field of manufacturing and production plants with regard to benefits from PM was
executed. About 90% of the participants reported improvements in maintenance
costs and downtime [Mob02, pp. 64–65]. On average, the derived return on invest-
ment was 1.13:1. However, the actual savings varied among participants. Whereas
50.8% did not recover any costs after the introduction of PM, 10% achieved a re-
turn on investment of about 5:1. Since the actual affect of PM on costs is still a
research issue, an assessment of possible savings with the application of the pro-
posed PHM algorithm is presented at the end of Chapter 5.
2.1.3 Maintenance strategies
As previously mentioned, [Deu10, p. 7] distinguish between maintenance types
and the maintenance strategy that determines how these types are combined in the
context of maintaining complete systems. According to [Mik15, p. 16], there are
three different strategies: run to failure, on condition, and condition-based. Whereas
the run to failure strategy consists of corrective maintenance only, the on condition
approach selects corrective maintenance for components that are not relevant for
safety and security issues, and predetermined maintenance for all other compo-
nents. The condition-based strategy permits a third option involving the predictions
of PM. Thus, the maintenance intervals are selected dynamically.
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The decision regarding which of the three strategies is to be selected in order
to maintain a component is based on, for example, failure modes, effects, and crit-
icality analysis (FMECA), which identifies the frequency of fault occurrence, the
cause combination, and the consequences of faults. All assess the criticality of a
component’s failure [Mob02, p. 55]. A good introduction to the field of weak point
analysis is given in [Str12, p. 159].
2.2 Integration of PHM into the field of maintenance
To support the predictive maintenance approach concerning decision-making, PHM
systems are necessary. Thus, in this section the basics of PHM systems are intro-
duced. Firstly, several definitions of important technical terms in this area are
provided in Section 2.2.1. The requirements and several application fields of in-
dustrial PHM approaches are presented in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Definitions and terminology
Although the disciplines of CBM, PM, and PHM have come up over the recent
decades as significant technologies [VLR+06, Preface], the distinction between
these terms is still not consistent. According to [TL14], the main difference be-
tween CBM and PHM is that CBM focuses on the monitoring of systems, whereas
PHM is more concerned about life cycle management and the predictability of fail-
ures. In addition, the terms PHM and PM are often used as synonyms [VLR+06, p.
15]. As described in [LSGB15], the difference between these terms is that PHM as-
sesses the reliability and forecasts the RUL of a critical system, whereas the decision
to maintain the component based on this information is part of PM.
PHM in general "is a field of research and application which aims at making
use of past, present, and future information on the environmental, operational,
and usage conditions of an equipment in order to detect its degradation, diagnose
its faults, predict and pro-actively manage its failures" [Kad13, p. 333]. There-
fore, it combines interdisciplinary trends from the engineering sciences, reliability
engineering, computer science, and others [VLR+06, Preface].
[VLR+06, pp. 1–2] describe the beginning of automated health management
(i.e. fault diagnosis and prognosis of critical systems) in the application field of air-
craft systems as follows: when systems grew in complexity, the manual detection
of faults by means of equipment such as a voltmeter became impractical. Thus,
as computer systems were introduced in the 1970s, manual detection was en-
hanced by the integration of built-in-test equipment (BITE) in line-replaceable
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units (LRUs). In this approach depending on the observed component, test rou-
tines check the functionality of the LRU during the power-up process or the initial-
ization step (so-called interruptive BIT) or continuously during normal operations
(so-called continuous BIT) [PDN+01]. As the number of LRUs increased, mostly
using different techniques to display the faults, there was again a trend to replace
certain BITEs with sensors in order to directly sample and collect important signals
for fault detection in global CM systems. Nowadays, CM systems also include the
information of BITE on a higher hierarchy level for the overall assessment of the
current health of the total system. [VLR+06, pp. 1–2, p. 177]
As shown in Figure 2.1.2, one advantage of extending CBM with a PHM ap-
proach is the introduction of failure forecasting methods based on the condition
of the component. The entire process of PHM systems from data collection to the
forecast is depicted in Figure 2.5. This process is roughly divided into signal gener-
ation and signal processing, diagnostics, prognostics, and advisory generation. In the
first step, the data is collected. In accordance with [HW14, p. 1], the subsequent
steps, consisting of data preprocessing, feature generation, and feature reduction, are
parts of signal processing (or data manipulation as defined by [Int03]), the goal
of which is to extract the important information of a signal. During data prepro-
cessing, the signal to noise ratio is increased by means of filter methods (low-pass,
notch etc.) for example. The feature generation includes signal compression and
certain transformations (Fourier transformation, Wavelet transformation) depend-
ing on the examined signal type [VLR+06, pp. 97–104]. Due to the large volume
of data, especially after the transformation into frequency domain, certain features
that accurately determine the current state of the item must be found. Therefore,
the feature reduction step is applied. By means of these features, a fault classi-
fication is executed in the context of fault diagnostics. [Ver99] and [VLR+06, p.
176] link fault diagnosis to fault detection, fault isolation, and fault identification
techniques, so that the fault is recognized, localized, and quantified. According
to [Int03], the output of the diagnostic part is – amongst other things – a health
indicator, which ranges from 0 (complete failure) to 10 (new state). Based on this
health indicator and the estimated fault type, the future health state and failure
mode of the component is determined in terms of a prognosis part. Here, [Int03]
also take into account the projected loads on the item in order to increase the ac-
curacy of RUL estimations. The consideration of load is also applied in this thesis.
[VLR+06, p. 284] describe the major challenge in prognosis as the management
of several different uncertainty types such as future fault evolution, future load, or
the diagnosis uncertainty. Thus, the output of the prognosis is for instance a prob-
ability density function (PDF) in the case of continuous RULs or a probability mass
function (PMF) for discrete RULs. Based on the PDF, an advisory generation about
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necessary maintenance actions is published and transferred to the maintenance
personnel.
In the context of PM, a decision making step with regard to possible maintenance
tasks based on the results of the advisory generation step would follow. Several ap-
proaches for each particular step are presented in Section 2.3. The terms diagnosis
and prognosis, which were briefly introduced in this section, are specified in more
detail in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.4, respectively.
Data acquisition
Data preprocessing
Feature generation
Feature reduction
Fault classification
Prediction of fault
evolution
Advisory generation
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
Data generation and signal
processing
Fault diagnostics
Fault prognostics
Health management
Figure 2.5.: Basics steps of a PHM system. Based on [VLR+06, p. 15] and [Int03]
2.2.2 Requirements and application fields
The critical step related to the introduction of PHM systems is the interaction of
sensor accuracy, diagnostic, and prognostic effectiveness. The accuracy of the pre-
dicted fault evolution can ensure a support of the maintenance management only, if
a fault can be detected and classified in early stages. Furthermore, there must be a
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time span between fault detection and minimum state, i.e. an evolving degradation.
Not every system matches these requirements. [VLR+06, p. 4]
One desirable characteristic of degradation is also monotonous behavior. How-
ever, due to factors such as recovery effects this characteristic is not always obtained
in real applications. Thus, the PHM algorithm must be able to accurately predict
the RUL of components, even with non-monotonic attributes. [Jen13, p. 51]
The application domains of PHM systems are widespread. Beside the mechan-
ical, thermal, and electromechanical industry, the electrical and electronic sectors
have recently applied PHM approaches to their systems [VLR+06, p. 7]. [VP06] de-
scribe methods for failure prediction of electronic power systems by observing cur-
rent drain or temperature. [SCWG09] apply a prognostic approach to determine
the RUL of transistors in the area of semiconductors by measuring the collector-
emitter current, which changes over time due to degradation. Another typical
electro-chemical application is the degradation of accumulators such as lithium-
ion batteries ([BSGR14] or [SGC09]) due to their characteristic, exponential fault
evolution, which is measured by changes in capacity. However, the assessment of
electronic systems in terms of health management is still not as well established
as it is for mechanical or in particular electromechanical systems [VP06]. The
sectors of industry involved are manifold; automotive, aviation, military, or in gen-
eral, the manufacturing sector have been the main key enabler for PHM systems.
However, the windmill, unmanned vehicles, or the robotic industries also intro-
duced PHM in their systems [PBG12]. Due to its benefits with regard to safety
and overall costs, the aviation industry in particular is interested in PHM systems
[VLR+06, Prologue]. Besides the structural health monitoring of aircraft structures
such as airframe, wings, landing gear etc. (see [Jen13, pp. 178–193] for more
information), jet engines in particular are equipped with an immense number of
CM systems to detect faults in their early stages and to transfer this information
via satellite to support centers [Cal09]. Thus, PHM is a key element to justify the
choice of single-engine aircraft [MK07].
On a component level, only a few applications are applied by researchers for
the development of PHM systems and algorithms. Beside the previously mentioned
batteries, components of rotary machines such as gears ([DQQG15], [WMZZ15]),
shafts ([JMC+09]), or bearings in particular are at the center of research. Ac-
cording to [Ant07] and [BBV14], bearings in particular offer many benefits, such
as
• Wide range of application
• Low price per unit
• Prone to faults
• Continuous, stochastic degrada-
tion
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• Extensive experience in CM • Characteristic fault signature.
These components are therefore interesting for the generation of degradation data.
[Pow85a] and [Pow85b] initiated a survey to investigate the reliability of large
induction machines such as asynchronous motors, DC motors etc. greater than
200 hp (≈147 kW) and especially to determine common failure causes under real
conditions in the daily business of several industry sectors. In summary, the sur-
vey showed that bearing faults were the cause of about 41 % of 360 total failures
over several years [Pow85a]. Further readings concerning the number and kind
of maintenance actions [Pow85a] or the analysis of ambient conditions or failure
contributors [Pow85b] for example are recommended. Consequentially, the com-
bination of asynchronous motor and bearing is the exploratory focus of many pub-
lications due to the widespread use of this robust type of electric motor [SLNL14]
and the extensive experience of CM in terms of bearings. Thus, this combination is
also the center of a case study in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
2.3 Examples of approaches to basic steps of PHM algorithms
The following sections present a survey regarding approaches that are state of the
art for the basic PHM steps presented in Figure 2.5. Since an overview of all pos-
sible application fields would go beyond the scope of this thesis, the focus is nar-
rowed down to the applications and components that are the main focus of PHM
research publications especially in the area of rotary machines such as gear boxes,
bearings, and other applications. Thus, just a small set of approaches is provided
with no guarantee for completeness. The introduced methods are presented with
exemplary publications, in case a detailed look is desired.
2.3.1 Typical signal types
Although the types of signal which are tracked within the CM concept always de-
pend on the application, several signal types are indispensable for the health mon-
itoring of a wide range of cases. [Ver99] provide a detailed overview of measured
signals for the condition detection of a variety of applications. They subdivide the
signal types into mechanical quantities (e.g. pressure, torque, etc.), electrical quan-
tities (current or power input), vibration and noise (sound level, amplitudes etc.),
and many others. A short extract including the most relevant types for this thesis
and their related applications is shown in Table 2.1.
One of the most important signal sources, especially in case of rotary machines,
is vibration. In context of CM, vibration always corresponds to structure-borne
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Table 2.1.: Typical signal types in CM and exemplary use cases
Signal type Use cases
Vibration Gear box (spline section of helicopter) [OCH+14],
pumps [LDP12], bearing [MS85]
Temperature Transistors [SCWG09], heat exchanger [WNS+14]
Current Battery (electric vehicle) [BSGR14], transistors
[SCWG09], bearings [Han10], gear box [MK06]
Torque Shaft [BCFP14]
Position Bearing (of tidal turbines) [GCLR14], blade tip
[TvFM01]
Acoustic emission Blades (combustion engine) [WC05], bearing [EM10]
Debris Gas path (F-35 propulsion system) [PN06], gear box
(gears and bearings)[Dup10]
sound, whereas air-borne noise is known as acoustic emission. Another approach
used to distinguish between these is the frequency range: [Hun96, p. 259] defines
the range for vibration from 1 Hz to 25 kHz for structure-borne sound and from
100 kHz to 1 MHz for the acoustic emission. Benefits of vibration analysis are
• Good representation of the current machine performance [LWZ+14]
• Most effective method to detect many different types of mechanical faults
[GS04, p. 7]
• Wide range of research effort
Thus, new approaches to the diagnosis and prognosis of bearing faults for example
are mainly evaluated based on the analysis of vibration signals.
Another example of frequently investigated signal type in terms of rotary ma-
chines is the motor current of asynchronous motors. Here, mechanical faults such
as the wear of gears and bearings or electrical faults such as broken rotor bars
of the motor are captured by the analysis of the phases of the motor current at
fault specific frequencies [MK06]. According to [Kli90], the detection, isolation
and identification of bearing faults by means of motor current signature analysis
(MCSA) in particular has increased due to a greater appreciation of the benefits of
CM and the wide availability of low-cost personal computers. Although the diagno-
sis based on MCSA is wide spread, no PHM system has previously been evaluated
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with it. Thus, the MCSA in terms of bearing faults is introduced in more detail in
Section 4.1.1.
2.3.2 Signal processing in PHM
After the data is collected, the signals must be adjusted for the diagnosis and prog-
nosis steps. As depicted in Figure 2.5, signal processing in PHM is divided into
data preprocessing, feature generation, and feature reduction so that the output is
a health indicator, which is analyzed in terms of the subsequent diagnosis.
2.3.2.1 Data preprocessing
The goal of the preprocessing step is to remove artifacts and to reduce the noise
and quantity of data [VLR+06, p. 96]. Thus, in general this step consists of filtering
and a normalization step. The applied filters are conventional digital Butterworth
filters such as low-pass filters (to reduce noise in high frequencies [VLR+06, p. 98]),
notch filters (e.g. to remove outshining frequencies), or band-pass filters (e.g. when
the frequency range of characteristic fault features is known [AM01]) [Alp10, p.
138]. An adequate alternative for Butterworth filters are Wavelet filters, which
can be designed in the same way. Due to the availability of more options with the
Wavelet transformation in comparison to the Fourier transformation, the applica-
tion of these filters can be beneficial in certain use cases [VLR+06, p. 126].
Since rotary machines are the focus of most PHM approaches, the normalization
of the resulting oscillating signals is a common step. Two different approaches
are introduced in [Agg15, p. 37]: min-max scaling and standardization. Both are
statistical methods to reduce the variance of the signal. Whereas the output of a
min-max scaling is a representation of the signal within the range of 0 to 1, in
the case of the standardization method, the signal’s mean value is set to 0 and its
standard deviation is 1. Thus, if the signal is normal distributed, the range of the
signal after standardization is between -3 to 3. [Agg15, p. 37]
2.3.2.2 Feature generation
[Agg15, p. 28] describes the feature generation step as transferring low-level sig-
nals to high-level features. These features are either directly passed on to the
diagnosis or are further reduced in the context of a feature reduction step, which
is introduced in the next section. It must be mentioned that the term feature gen-
eration is widely known as feature extraction, whereas in this thesis, the feature
extraction is a sub-item of the field of feature reduction.
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Figure 2.6 gives an overview of the typical feature generation methods sum-
marized by [YQI08] and [DGO11]. Comparable to the choice of measured signal
type, the selection of an appropriate method is also application-dependent. Thus,
the methods are subdivided into the cases of stationary and non-stationary signals.
Time domain
• Statistical-based
• Model-based
Frequency domain
• Spectral analysis
• Envelope analysis
• Cepstrum analysis
• Bispectrum
Time-frequency domain
• Short-time Fourier
transform
• Discrete Wavelet
transform
• Wavelet packet
decomposition
Stationary signals Non-stationary signals
Feature generation
Figure 2.6.: Overview of the different feature generation methods. Based on
[YQI08] and [DGO11]
Stationary signals are further classified according to the domain in which the
features are generated. The time domain procedures include statistical and model-
based methods, whereas in the frequency domain all methods are based on the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The theory of FFT can be found in relevant literature
such as [HW14, pp. 128–134].
[YQI08] describe the time domain features as being suitable for fault detec-
tion in the context of the subsequent diagnosis. Since one requirement of feature
operations can be real-time capability [VLR+06, p. 104], the use of traditional
statistical-based approaches in particular is widespread. These include quantities
to determine the power content of the signal such as root mean square (RMS),
or values to find patterns in the signal such as the peak-to-peak intervals or crest
factor. Classical features also include the four statistical moments (mean, variance,
skewness, and kurtosis). All methods are significant, since they can be calculated
directly on raw signals. [YQI08]
One important element of model-based feature generation methods is the mod-
eling of the examined system, for example by means of differential equations which
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represent the physical behavior of the system. One approach to gathering features
is to estimate the parameters of these models based on the measured time series
and to use these parameters as features (see [DSG12] for the modeling of pumps).
Another approach is to model the nominal state of the tested unit. The residua
between the output signal of this model and the measured signal then serve as
features (see [JOL08] for the application of bearings). A deeper introduction to
model-based approaches in the field of PHM is presented in Section 2.3.3.1 and
Section 2.3.4.1.
Whereas time domain features are mostly appropriate for fault detection, the
frequency domain methods are characterized by additionally localizing the faulty
component of a system during the diagnosis step [YQI08]. Since most CM signals
of rotary machines are oscillatory (vibration or motor current signals), transforma-
tion into the frequency domain is appropriate. Here, the most popular approach
is spectral analysis of the FFT or the power spectral density (PSD) of the signal.
The PSD is the FFT of the autocorrelation function of the signal [HW14, p. 200].
These amplitudes are either evaluated directly or further processed, for example by
calculating the statistical moments of these features (see [PAK14] in the context of
bearing faults). One similarity of the other three approaches in the frequency do-
main is that either the signal or spectrum itself is further processed. The envelope
analysis consists of band-pass filtering in the area of interesting frequencies, and
enveloping to remove structural resonances for example (see [RAC01] for cyclosta-
tionary machines). The aim of cepstrum analysis is the detection of the periodicity
of the spectra. This is achieved by means of the power spectrum of the logarithm
of the power spectrum [YQI08]. It is expected that a fault will be expressed by
impulses in the vibration signal for example. Cepstrum analysis separates this con-
voluted signal, which consists of these impulses and the impulse responses of the
system (see [RS16] for gears) [HW14, p. 340]. The final frequency domain method
is the bispectrum, which is simply the FFT of the second statistical moment of the
underlying signal. One benefit is a reduction in Gaussian noise, so that the fault
frequencies are amplified (see [Han10] for bearings). The examination of higher
order spectrum (trispectrum etc.) is also common.
The third of these methods is recommended if the examined signals are non-
stationary e.g. due to fast load changes or engine startups or shutdowns, respec-
tively. Thus, the sensor signal is transformed into the time-frequency domain in
order to identify time-dependent variations in the spectrum [YQI08]. Here, the
short time Fourier transform (STFT) is one classic method, which is based on the
conventional FFT. The STFT is calculated by transforming a sliding window of the
signal into the frequency domain, so that the so-called spectrogram includes tem-
poral and frequency information. The challenging aspect of this method is the
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selection of the window function (Hamming, von-Hann, etc. see [HW14, pp. 186–
187]) and an appropriate window length (see [Nad04] for bearings). The Wavelet
transformation can be explained analogous to the STFT. The abovementioned win-
dow function is replaced by a wavelet (Morlet, Haar, Daubechies), which is slid
over the CM signal [HW14, pp. 294–296]. The advantages of wavelets are that
they are expressed by a dynamical length (realized by a dilation parameter) in-
stead of the constant length in the case of the window function of the STFT. Hence,
higher frequencies are analyzed with high frequency wavelets, i.e. shorter win-
dow length, and vice versa so that particular frequencies are represented more
accurately [HW14, p. 286]. One extension of the Wavelet transformation is the
Wavelet packet transform, the goal of which is to further increase the resolution in
higher frequencies. A detailed introduction to the Wavelet packet transformation
and a case study with bearings is presented in [ED04]. The crucial aspect of both
Wavelet transformations is the selection of a suitable mother wavelet. References
for a structured choice are presented in [HW14, pp. 303–307].
2.3.2.3 Feature reduction
The final part of the signal processing in terms of PHM systems is feature reduction.
The aim of this step is to identify these features and summarize them into a fault
feature vector, which allows an accurate distinction between the different damage
states of the observed component [VLR+06, p. 106]. According to [Alp10, pp.
109–110], there are several reasons for feature reduction, i.e. reducing the data
dimensionality:
• Memory and computation requirements are reduced
• Simpler models based on less data are more robust
• Models have less variance due to fewer outliers
• More knowledge is extracted from fewer features
• Benefits the results of visualization and analysis
The main problem with a large feature dimension is the so-called curse of dimen-
sionality, which is outlined in [Bis13, pp. 33–38] for example. This says that by
increasing the input dimension, the amount of training data must rise exponen-
tially in order to cover all possible necessary feature combinations. Since in most
applications the amount of training data is limited, a suitable feature dimension
must be determined in upstream analyses.
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The feature reduction step is divided into feature selection and feature extraction.
The goal of feature selection is to find a smaller feature dimension k out of n, i.e. a
subset that represents the most information so that (n− k) features are discarded.
Thus, to attain this subset, one approach is to filter and rank features based on
metrics of the information theory [CP04]. There are several state-of-the-art metrics
in the field of statistics that can be used to represent the information density of
signals. Besides simple signal variance, the signal’s entropy in particular is a metric
which is at the center of information theory. To rank two different features, relative
entropy and mutual information (see Section 3.2.2 for a detailed introduction)
are state-of-the-art methods. A small introduction into the information theory is
presented in [Bis13, pp. 48–58].
To calculate the feature subset based on the information density, there are two
widely used methods: sequential forward selection and sequential backward selec-
tion. Sequential forward selection begins with no features and in each iteration
accepts only features that increase the overall information density, until no further
gain is achieved. In contrast, the sequential backward selection begins with all
features and discards features analogously [Alp10, pp. 110–112].
Another approach to obtaining a feature subset in terms of CM is the identifica-
tion of certain characteristic fault features. One typical example is the bearing fault
frequencies proposed by Palmgren [Pal59]. Based on the geometry of the bearing,
the revolution, and the contact angle, the equations of Palmgren provide evidence
regarding the frequencies of several bearing faults so that other frequencies can be
discarded.
On the opposite side in the case of feature extraction, a new set of k features
is calculated by combining the n original dimensions [Alp10, p. 110]. The most
widely used methods are Principle Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant
Analysis. Both methods are introduced in [Alp10, pp. 113–133].
2.3.3 Fault diagnosis
The aim of the diagnosis step is the detection of anomalies due to faults that cre-
ate deviations from the nominal system behavior [Jen13, p. 28]. This deviation is
expressed with a health indicator, which represents the relation between the cur-
rent state and the predefined threshold for the minimum state. It is a result of the
three steps of fault detection, isolation, and identification, which are the basis for
diagnosis and are summarized by [VLR+06, p. 176] as follows:
• Fault detection: Discovery and report of abnormal operating conditions
• Fault isolation: Determination of the failing component
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• Fault identification: Estimation of the nature and extent of the fault evolu-
tion
With respect to the examined application, only one (fault detection), two (fault
detection and isolation), or all three steps are necessary for the decision making
of subsequent maintenance tasks. Since the PHM algorithms which are at the cen-
ter of this thesis, are based on health indicators, all three steps are mandatory.
Thereby, typically not only one fault type, but several faults are observed in paral-
lel. In [SCR13], the electrical damage (broken rotor bar) and mechanical damage
(bearings) of an induction machine are diagnosed. Another output of multi-fault or
single-fault diagnosis is classification uncertainty. Since different faults have sim-
ilar effects on features, considering the probability of each fault is necessary. In
[JCD+15] several typical faults of bearings are diagnosed simultaneously.
There are two main approaches to fault classification: model-based and data-
based methods. Comparable to the model-based feature generation in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.2, model-based diagnosis approaches are also dependent on an analytical
representation of the physics of the process. With reference to the approach, model-
based diagnosis uses the same models as model-based feature generation. On the
other hand, data-based methods rely on mostly statistical models using the basis
of historical process data. The methods to form these statistical models are mainly
adapted from machine learning and pattern recognition approaches. A deeper look
into model-based and data-based fault diagnosis is provided in the following sec-
tions. [VLR+06, pp. 178–179]
2.3.3.1 Model-based diagnosis
Figure 2.7 provides an overview of a model-based diagnosis approach. Here, the
actual process is modeled by differential equations or if-then rules for example,
which form the process model. The input for both the model and the real system
is the input U . The output of the actual process is Y , which is also considered to
be an input of the model. Based on the feature generation and reduction methods
presented in the previous two subsections, a feature vector of residua ε (difference
of measured output Y and estimated output of the model), system parameters
Θ, or state variables x is generated. By comparing this feature vector with the
feature vector of the nominal behavior, the fault diagnosis determines a health
indicator containing the fault type (fault isolation) and the fault progress (fault
identification). [Ise06, p. 62]
[VRYK03] further differentiate the model-based diagnosis methods into quali-
tative and quantitative. Qualitative approaches are based on qualitative functions
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Figure 2.7.: Block diagram of model-based fault diagnosis. Based on [Ise06, p. 62]
(basically if-then-else rules) in cases where the exact model parameters are not
known or the system’s complexity is too high. Examples can be found in [VRK03].
More popular approaches are in the field of quantitative model-based methods
such as parameter estimation by means of Kalman filters. By estimating different
parameters, fault classification and quantification is determined [Sch11, p. 34].
2.3.3.2 Data-based diagnosis
[VLR+06, pp. 181–191] present a large variety of data-based fault diagnosis meth-
ods from simple approaches of fault detection such as alarm bounds to more com-
plex systems such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) for fault identification. How-
ever, the similarity of all these methods is a model resulting from a training step
which includes historical process data. By comparing Figure 2.8 with Figure 2.7,
several differences between model-based and data-based diagnosis are derived: the
output Y is directly transformed into a feature vector Φ during a signal processing
step. Subsequently, the feature vector is analyzed on-line with regard to anomalies
by means of the trained model. One result of this fault diagnosis step is again a
health indicator for specific faults.
[VRKY03] differentiate again between qualitative and quantitative data-based
diagnosis methods. One qualitative approach is limit checking based on the current
data in relation to predefined thresholds. The drawback of this method is that only
large deviations of the nominal state are detected. Thus, transient fault states that
are mandatory for PHM algorithms are not identified. [Sch11, pp. 28–29]
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Figure 2.8.: Block diagram of data-based fault diagnosis. Based on [VLR+06, p. 179]
In contrast, state-of-the-art methods are mainly based on quantitative techniques
of machine learning. Here, supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms are
both applied for the diagnosis of faults. Whereas supervised algorithms are based
on labeled data (i.e. the data is directly related to a fault state or nominal state)
unsupervised algorithms work with data that are unlabeled [Jen13, pp. 30–32].
The latter is mainly applied to reduce the data dimensionality and can therefore
also be applied for feature reduction.
Many approaches with varying complexity have been introduced in the field of
unsupervised data-driven fault diagnosis. [SLH+95] and [MPP07] use ANNs to
identify fault patterns in unlabeled data of induction machines. By summarizing
similar fault occurrences in particular clusters, different fault types (bearings, shaft
eccentricity, stator winding) are diagnosed. In [MPP07], the severity of the fault is
also classified into no fault, small fault, and severe fault. [YGA11] apply K-means to
diagnose different bearing faults. They summarize the advantages of the K-means
algorithm as:
• Simple and widespread learning
algorithm
• No prior knowledge about data
necessary
• Linear time complexity in size of
dataset
• Convergence is assured
One drawback is that the results are not deterministic and vary with respect to the
initialization of the algorithm. The basics of K-means are introduced in detail in
Section 3.3.1.
Supervised algorithms are applied to two tasks [Jen13, p. 36]:
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• Classification: Groups input data into two or more classes (nominal–faulty
state)
• Regression: Assigns objects or data to continuous labels (health indicator
1–10)
As a result, classification algorithms are typically used for fault isolation and iden-
tification based on the sampled feature vector. To divide the input data into several
classes, so-called decision boundaries are defined in most common supervised clas-
sification algorithms [Bis13, p. 179]. One classical supervised classification method
is the support vector machine (SVM). In [PPG+13], the SVM is used to identify dif-
ferent fault types in the case of a truck engine.
On the other hand, regression algorithms are applied to model a certain system
behavior analogous to the approaches of Section 2.3.3.1. However, the models cre-
ated by regression algorithms are non-parametric and, thus, no knowledge of the
process physics is required [Sch11, p. 27]. In [KP02] an ANN is applied to rebuild
the nominal state of an induction motor based on the motor current signal, revolu-
tion, and the voltage. When a mechanical or electrical fault occurs, the residuum
of the data-based model and the measured signals is evaluated.
2.3.3.3 Performance metrics for fault diagnosis
Several metrics to evaluate the performance of the fault classification are well es-
tablished. One example is the confusion matrix, which assesses the correlation
between the predicted and actual fault condition. The principle of the confusion
matrix is presented in Table 2.2. In the columns, the predicted classes (e.g. nominal
and faulty) of the classification algorithm are presented, whereas in the rows the
true classes are depicted. The options positive and negative correspond to the out-
come of the predicted class related to the hypothesis "Is the component faulty". The
terms true and false describe the correctness or miss of the predicted class. Thus, a
classifier with entries only on the main diagonal always correctly classifies the cur-
rent state of the component. True positives are also called hits, and false negatives
are called misses or missed alarms. The other two possible classification terms are
false positives (or false alarms) or true negative (or correct rejections). With regard
to safety and costs, the misclassification cases show different consequences: a high
false alarm rate (or no failure found (NFF) rate) leads to an increase in life cycle
costs, since the RUL is not exploited. On the other hand, a high missed alarm rate
can result in possible safety issues. [Jen13, pp. 41–42]
Other metrics such as the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves are
introduced in [Jen13, pp. 42–44].
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Table 2.2.: Confusion matrix of two classes. Based on [Alp10, p. 489]
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2.3.4 Fault prognosis
Once a degraded state is determined, the prognosis of the component’s RUL is ini-
tiated. In Figure 2.9, one artificial example of an RUL prediction is presented in
order to introduce several terms in the context of fault prognosis. The real degra-
dation is plotted over time from new state to minimum state at time t = 100 d.
The degradation of a component is defined by [Deu10, p. 16] as a "detrimental
change in physical condition" and is expressed by measuring related changes in
signals [VLR+06, p. 334]. One typical signal type that qualitatively represents the
degradation of a rotary component is the RMS of the vibration signal. Compared to
the reserve of wear out shown in Figure 2.4, degradation shows a reverse behavior.
From the new state (t = 0 d) to minimal state, two thresholds are crossed. One
level is reached at t = 22 d= tp, when the effect caused by the incipient fault
is detectable by the diagnosis algorithm; until then, predictions are not possible
[VLR+06, p. 259]. The second threshold that represents the minimal state is rep-
resented by the hazard zone. In comparison to a particular failure threshold (as
marked in Figure 2.4) a hazard zone is defined by its lower and upper bounds or
can be expressed with any probability density function (PDF) of a given probability
distribution [VLR+06, p. 298]. A Gaussian distribution for the hazard zone is a
common assumption.
One prediction at t = 60 d is plotted. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 the RUL is
predicted by a PDF generated by the prognosis algorithm. Thereby, the algorithm
covers the uncertainty due to [Jen13, pp. 50–51]:
• Stochastic degradation process
• Differing load levels
• Measurement uncertainty
• Varying production tolerances
• Modeling uncertainty
• Noisy diagnosis output
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Thus, an uncertainty bound that represents ±3σ of this distribution and its mean is
depicted. Assuming a Gaussian distribution in predicted degradation distribution
as well as in the hazard zone, one possibility to determine the predicted RUL is
depicted in Figure 2.9: the time difference between the point, when the mean of
the degradation distribution crosses the mean of the hazard zone, and the starting
time of the prediction represents the estimated RUL. In contrast, the actual RUL
is the time difference between the start of the prediction and the time when the
real degradation crosses the mean of the hazard zone. The deviation of predicted
RUL and actual RUL serves for several prognosis performance metrics, which are
introduced in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.9.: Example of a prognosis at time t = 60 d
[Jen13, p. 52] distinguish between four kinds of approaches for prognosis algo-
rithms: model-based, data-based, hybrid, and statistical or probability-based meth-
ods. Whereas hybrid approaches are a combination of model-based and data-based
techniques, probability-based methods use the history of component failures and
operational usage profiles. By fitting probability distributions such as Weibull to this
data [SR03], predictions of maintenance intervals in the context of predetermined
maintenance are derived. Both, hybrid and probability-based approaches are not
in the scope of this thesis, so only the widely used model-based and data-based
methods are introduced in the following sections.
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2.3.4.1 Model-based prognosis
According to [Jen13, p. 51], the basis of a prognostic algorithm is a damage prop-
agation model that captures the fault evolution in the future with reference to
operational and environmental conditions. The prognosis algorithm applies this
damage propagation model, combines it with uncertainties (current state uncer-
tainty, model uncertainty etc.), and determines the prediction uncertainty.
Based on the dynamical model and the features derived from the diagnosis step,
the prognosis in terms of model-based approaches is triggered. Here, the dynamical
model is typically integrated in nonlinear filters such as particle filters or extensions
of Kalman filters (Unscented Kalman filter, Extended Kalman filter) to capture mod-
eling or measurement uncertainties. The dynamical model is then connected to a
damage propagation model. This model stems mainly from a wear equation such
as the Paris’ law, which expresses the grow of cracks in mechanical parts [VLR+06,
p. 292]. A prediction is achieved by iteratively propagating the future fault level
(based on the damage propagation model) and the subsequent output of the mod-
eled system, until the thresholds for minimum state are crossed. The uncertainties
of the RUL prediction are determined as a result of the nonlinear filters. These
steps of a model-based prediction are summarized in Figure 2.10 with the feature
vector Φ of the signal processing as input and the kth RUL probability distribution
as output.
One model-based approach for both diagnosis and prognosis is presented in
[DSG12]. The examined application is a simulated centrifugal pump. By cap-
turing the physics of mechanical (bearings, rotating shaft), electro-mechanical
(motor), and fluidic components (impeller), the dynamical behavior is modeled.
These models are integrated into three different nonlinear filters. The two fault
cases are impeller wear and bearing fault. Both are modeled with a particular wear
equation for damage propagation. The results show nearly perfect RUL predictions
for every filter, even at the beginning of the life cycle.
2.3.4.2 Data-based prognosis
Model-based prognostics can result in excellent prediction performances due to a
high level of detail in modeling degradation process of the components. Hence,
in [Jen13, p. 52], the application of model-based prognostics is assumed to be an
enabler for prognostic algorithms in complex systems such as aircraft. However, if
a dynamical model is not able to capture all physical processes during the degra-
dation process or the modeling process is not profitable, data-driven methods are
applied to obtain a damage propagation model. The variety of methods and ap-
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Figure 2.10.: Block diagram of model-based fault prognosis. Based on [DSG12]
plication fields in the area of data-driven approaches has increased greatly in the
recent years due to progress in the field of machine learning. Certain benefits of
data-driven approaches stem from self-adapting algorithms, as well as less a pri-
ori information about the examined process, and thus, advantages in cost-benefit
analysis in comparison to model-based approaches. One requirement is the pro-
vision of sufficient test and training data that describe the damage progress. If
degradation data is not available, the artificial generation of realistic damage can
be time-consuming and detrimental for the cost-benefit. [Jen13, pp. 55–56]
One approach to data-based prognosis is the selection of an analytical model (n-
order polynomial, exponential function etc.), which is included in filters. The on-
line adaption of the inherent parameters is based on sampled data. This approach
is known as model identification and is sometimes allocated to model-based ap-
proaches. One example of this method is presented by [KAS12] to predict the RUL
of spindle tools. The spindle power is monitored and a 2nd order polynomial is
used as a damage propagation model. By including a random sample path method,
the RUL distribution is estimated.
Other approaches use methods from the field of machine learning and data min-
ing [KBA08]. State-of-the-art techniques in the context of fault prognosis are re-
gression methods. As mentioned in Section 2.3.3.2, regression models predict an
unknown function value tn+1 at input value xn+1 based on a training input vector
X = (x1...xn)T and a training output vector T = (t1...tn)T [Bis13, pp. 137–138].
One example of how to generate a regression model based on training data points,
is shown in Figure 2.11. Several methods to create a regression model are intro-
duced in [Bis13]. These vary from simple linear regression based on linear basis
functions to more complex methods in the field of kernel methods or ANNs. Further
reading into this field is recommended in [Bis13, pp. 291–356].
One data-driven approach to developing a feasible fault propagation model is
to train a regression model f with the measured degradation dk (or operational
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Figure 2.11.: Example of a regression model
conditions) as input data and degradation rate d˙k as outputs, also known as tar-
gets. The RUL is then calculated by iteratively determining the new degradation
dk+1 = dk + f (dk), until a threshold is crossed. The RUL uncertainty is gener-
ated by including this propagation model into a filter approach (e.g. particle filter),
which includes model and measurement uncertainties, similarly to the model-based
approach. This extension also allows the use of several propagation models in par-
allel to forecasting different types of degradation progresses. An application of this
approach is presented in [KBA08].
Another approach to forecasting the RUL is the assumption that a component
runs through certain discrete damage states during its life cycle. These damage
stages can be classified by the states "new", "nominal", "minimum", and "complete
exhaustion of wear-out" introduced in Figure 2.4. To capture the damage progress,
these methods are mainly based on Markov models, which include sequential as-
pects of a given time series. Therefore, the Markov assumption expresses the
transition from the paradigm "two consecutive events or states are independent
from each other" to an estimation of the underlying connection of both events
[Bis13, p. 607]. Based on this assumption, sequential processes as in the field of
speech recognition or damage progression are modeled. The Markov models and
especially its extension Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM) are introduced in more
detail in Section 3.3.2.
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[MTMZ12] and [LBC15] apply this approach to forecast the RUL of bearings.
The core of this method is depicted in Figure 2.12. This example represents three
different degradation courses of three bearing life cycles. Each bearing i remains
for a specific time in states S i1:N . One assumption of Markov models is that every
examined component’s life cycle starts and ends in the same state A (new state) and
Ω (failure, minimum state), respectively. The advantage of this approach is that
no specification of a failure threshold or hazard zone as depicted in Figure 2.9 is
necessary, since all runs inevitably end in Ω. If the tested component is expected to
be in state S11 , its RUL is estimated by summing the sojourn time of every state S
1
1:N
until failure Ω. By assuming a time distribution in every state, the RUL prediction
is also distributed.
The approaches in [MTMZ12] and [LBC15] are introduced in detail in Sec-
tion 3.7. However, the structure of the Markov models in Figure 2.12 already
shows that every bearing dataset that is used for the training process of the model
is treated separately. Thus, there is no interconnection between the different dam-
age processes of each bearing.
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... S2N−1 S2N Ω
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... S1N−1 S1N
S31 S
3
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... S3N−1 S3N
Figure 2.12.: Structure of Markov model applied for bearing damage propagation.
Based on [LBC15]
2.4 Evaluation of prognosis results
For a comparison of different PHM approaches, several metrics to assess the prog-
nosis performance are presented in this section. In [SCB+08], [SSSG09], and
[SCS+10], several indicators to describe certain characteristics of a prognosis al-
gorithm such as robustness, accuracy, precision, convergence or trajectory, are sum-
marized and introduced. Thus, this section is based on these publications.
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One basic metric is the prediction error
∆l(i) = r
∗
l (i)− rl(i), (2.1)
where r∗l (i) is the correct RUL of unit l in prediction step i and rl(i) is the predicted
RUL. Several metrics are derived from the prediction error. The mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) is defined as
MAPEl =
1
Np
Np∑
i=1
100∆l(i)r∗l (i)
 (2.2)
for Np numbers of predictions of unit l. One advantage of this metric in comparison
to the prediction error is that errors of late predictions near failure are more penal-
ized. Other accuracy metrics are based on false positives (FP) and false negatives
(FN). Similarly to the terms of Table 2.2 in the context of diagnosis, the terms true
or false describe the correctness of the predicted RUL; the options positive and neg-
ative characterize the predicted confirm or refuse of the hypothesis "The component
will be failed at the predicted time of the RUL". Thus, a FP indicates a false alarm and
FN represents a missed alarm. The metrics are expressed as
FPl(i) =
(
1 if ∆l(i)> tFP
0 otherwise
FNl(i) =
(
1 if −∆l(i)> tFN
0 otherwise
(2.3)
where tFP and tFN are predefined constants in order to accept a certain deviation
of the actual RUL.
The sample standard deviation (SSD) is applied to evaluate the precision of the
predictions. Thus, it is defined as
SSDl =
√√√√∑Npi=1 ∆l(i)−µε,l2
Np − 1 , (2.4)
where µε,l is the mean of the prediction error of the lth unit.
For the description of the prognostic convergence, two metrics are common. The
prognostic horizon (PH) expresses the time span, where a predetermined accuracy
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constraint α is permanently fulfilled until End of Life (EoL). Thus, the condition for
PH is formulated as
PHl =
Np − i
Np
(2.5)
s.t. i = min
¦
j| j ∈ [i,Np]∧ r∗l ( j)−αtPS ≤ rl( j)≤ r∗l ( j) +αtPS©
where tPS is the total prediction time span calculated with respect to the compo-
nent’s entire life cycle tEoL and the fault detection time tp, so that tPS = tEoL − tp.
One further requirement for PH is suggested in [SCS+10]: as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.3.4, besides the mean of the predictions, the prediction uncertainties in
particular are of great interest. Thus, the PH is combined with the predicted
RUL distribution by analyzing the probability mass within the accuracy bound;
if the probability mass is less than a given margin ξ, the conditions for PH are not
met. Hence, the constraints of Equation 2.5 are extended by
s.t. i =min
 j| j ∈ [i,Np]∧
∫ b+
b−
p(rl(i))dr ≥ ξ
 (2.6)
with the predicted RUL probability density p(rl(i)) and the lower accuracy bound
limit b− = r∗l − αr∗(i = 1) and analogous the upper accuracy bound b+ = r∗l +
αr∗(i = 1) in prediction i = 1. The margin ξ is the minimum acceptable probability
mass within the accuracy bounds; this is set to ξ= 0.5 throughout this thesis.
A new metric which focuses only on the prediction uncertainty can be derived
from this constraint. By calculating the mean probability mass within the accuracy
bound (MPAB) for one unit l, both the prediction accuracy and the spread of each
RUL prediction is assessed. The MPAB is formulated as:
MPABl =
1
Np
Np∑
i=1
∫ b+
b−
p(rl(i))dr (2.7)
Another common metric which can be used to assess primarily the prognostic
accuracy, but also to value the convergence, is the α-λ accuracy (AL), which is
defined as:
ALl(i) =
(
1 if r∗l (i)(1−α)≤ rl(i)≤ r∗l (i)(1+α)
0 otherwise
(2.8)
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This metric can also be linked to the predicted RUL probability. As suggested in
[SCS+10], a second condition analyzes whether the probability mass within the
accuracy bound exceeds 50%. Otherwise, the value for ALl(i) is null.
A graphical interpretation of PH, MPAB, and AL can be derived from Figure 2.13.
Beside the normed actual RUL∗ in dashed lines, the results of normed example
prognoses are plotted in blue. Both are mapped on λ, which is the normed life
span of the component after fault detection from λ = 0 (tp) to λ = 1 (tEoL). In
addition, the RUL PDF is plotted. In the case of MPAB, the intersections between
these distributions and the accuracy bound of Figure 2.13a are evaluated.
The other two metrics can be distinguished by the accuracy bounds. Whereas PH
is determined with reference to a constant accuracy constraint, the α-λ accuracy
is calculated by a cone-shaped bound. Another distinction is that PH is obtained
by finding the earliest point that the prognoses remain within the selected error
bound; in contrast, AL determines whether the constraint of Equation 2.8 is fulfilled
in time step i. Therefore, AL is used for accuracy assessment, but the evolution of
AL over the life cycle also rates the convergence.
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Figure 2.13.: Metrics for the determination of prognostic accuracy and convergence
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The final characteristic of a prognosis algorithm is robustness. One possibility
is to analyze the robustness to a varying amount of training data and to examine
the effects on the abovementioned metrics. If the impact of a varying number of
training sets is small, robustness to inherent training data outliers is given.
2.5 Economic assessment of PHM systems
One goal of this thesis is to connect the results of the proposed PHM algorithm with
the current maintenance processes with regard to cost benefits. A tool to assess
the implementation of predictive maintenance (PM) in a maintenance, repair, and
overall (MRO) company in civil aviation is presented in [Käh17]. Therefore, the
basics of the implementation are introduced in detail in this section.
The motivation for this tool is that MRO companies have already identified the
need for intelligent maintenance, but the introduction of PM for example lacks
evaluation methods to assess its benefits in aircraft maintenance. The risks due to
implementation costs or consequential costs because of prediction errors are also
difficult to estimate. [Käh17, p. 38]
Thus, two objectives are derived: the implementation of a simulation tool to cap-
ture today’s maintenance process, and a cost-benefit analysis of PM in MRO com-
panies in civil aviation. Thereby, the focus is on components that are maintained
correctively, since the expected potential for improvement due to PM is higher than
for predetermined maintained components [Käh17, p. 43].
Within the simulation, three different models are applied. These models are
interconnected and capture the influences between aircraft operations and air-
craft maintenance. The aircraft operation model represents the real world flight
schedule. Thus, the current state of the examined aircraft (on ground, available
for maintenance, etc.) is provided, based on deterministic flight schedule data.
The aircraft maintenance model includes the sequences of maintenance actions trig-
gered by events. This model is based on maintenance standards, deterministic
maintenance history data, and the expertise of maintenance personnel. The final
model covers event initiation, i.e. induction of maintenance actions. Whereas cur-
rent initiation is simulated on the basis of historical data (maintenance logbooks,
maintenance standards etc.), the prediction-based event trigger in the case of PM
is simulated by certain input parameters. These parameters describe the prognostic
performance, and are therefore metrics from Section 2.4, such as the PH. The other
parameters are the investment costs for PM implementation CP , and two metrics to
assess the prediction accuracy by means of the FP and FN. Instead of the prediction
FP and FN of Equation 2.3, where the hypothesis "the component will be failed at
the predicted time of the RUL" is tested in every prediction, another approach, which
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also includes the time for maintenance actions ∆tma is selected in [Käh17, p. 34];
as soon as a prediction goes below a specific∆tma, a maintenance event is initiated.
Thus, if for example the median of the estimated RUL probability distribution falls
below ∆tma, an FP is generated. In contrast, when ∆tma is not crossed at all, the
prediction set is assessed as FN. A TP (true positive, i.e. the correctly predicted fail-
ure) is generated only if the true RUL is estimated accurately (especially at the end
of life). The metrics that are based on these values are false negative rate (FNR)
and specific false discovery rate (SFDR) as defined by [Käh17, pp. 56–85]:
FNR =
FN
FN+ TP
(2.9)
SFDR =
FP
FP+ FN+ TP
(2.10)
By varying these input parameters within Monte-Carlo simulations, the overall
annual costs, consisting of operating costs (labor, aircraft purchase, fees), mainte-
nance costs (material, logistics), and delay and cancellation costs (dependent on
delay time) are estimated. Hence, current costs with corrective maintenance and
the total costs with PM can be compared as depicted in Figure 2.14. This plot is
a result for a constant PH= 300 min and CP = 17,500 €/a for variable FNR and
SFDR, and it shows the break-even of current and prediction-based maintenance.
As expected, in the case of low prediction errors (i.e. small FNR and SFDR) the
total costs for predictive maintenance are smaller than for corrective maintenance.
Thus, by connecting the results of the PHM algorithm in this thesis with the
outcome of the cost-benefit tool of [Käh17], in Section 5.5.2 it is inferred whether
or not the application of the introduced algorithm is beneficial. However, it must be
considered that the use cases of [Käh17] and the examined component within this
thesis differ. Hence, actual effects on the maintenance process cannot be derived,
but trends concerning cost-benefits are determined.
2.6 Delimitation to other approaches
The introduction to the field of PHM identified state-of-the-art approaches, but
also current problems. Thus, this section summarizes these challenges and how
they were faced in this thesis using several new approaches.
One severe problem in data-driven PHM for real applications is that mostly only
unlabeled data is available; the actual degradation of the examined component
remains unknown. Especially in the field of mechanical degradation, the dispersion
of e.g. cracks or pits cannot be measured directly in the process. Thus, features
to express the current state of the component are difficult to identify, since the
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Figure 2.14.: Total cost example for PH = 300 min, CP = 17,500 €/a. Based on
[Käh17, p. 132]
characteristic features also vary within different degradation processes. A new
approach in the field of feature generation and reduction that is suggested in this
thesis is able to select the relevant features automatically.
Another challenge results from the behavior of features during the degradation
process. The idealized monotonic increase is usually not measured during run to
failure trials, due to recovery processes or because the selected signal type does not
represent the actual health state. One method to overcome this problem is the use
of Markov models based on multiple observations. However, established methods
in this field lack the ability to classify similar degradation processes. Within these
approaches, each training run is treated independently. Consequentially, these al-
gorithms encounter problems if a tested degradation process differs from the ap-
plied training data. A combination of all training data in one damage propagation
model, as suggested in Figure 2.15, might benefit from more information about the
multitude of possible damage courses and the underlying stochastic of the degra-
dation process. In comparison to Figure 2.12, several damage states of different
runs are not separated, but can be reached by the damage states of other runs.
Besides the health index as an input for the damage propagation model, the
endured load is also analyzed as an additional input. Due to another signal that af-
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fects the damage, the determination of current and future degradation is expected
to be more accurate.
One further novelty is the evaluation of the proposed PHM algorithm with the
motor current of an induction machine. This decision is motivated in cases of diffi-
culties to plug vibration sensors for example in certain fields of applications with a
harsh environment. Another use case of the analysis of motor current instead of vi-
bration are applications with application-dependent vibration, which superimposes
the fault signals. Therefore, a new test rig design was realized for the generation
of degradation data.
A
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Ω
Figure 2.15.: Example of assumed damage propagation sequence
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3 Basics of the proposed PHM
algorithm
The concept of a new PHM algorithm, which is the focus of this thesis, is presented
in this chapter. Firstly, an overview of the entire algorithm is presented, separated
into training and test phases. This overview provides the structure for the subse-
quent sections, which also complies with the framework presented in Section 2.3.
Firstly, the signal processing methods are explained in Section 3.2. Based on the
selected feature subset Φ, which is the output of this section, models are trained.
Here, the focus lies on the introduction of Hidden semi-Markov Models (HsMM),
which are at the center of the fault diagnosis and prognosis steps. This includes the
fundamentals of HsMMs (Section 3.3.2), the optimal selection of model parame-
ters (Section 3.3.3), and the implementation of a model with the structure shown
in Figure 2.15. The trained models then form the basis for fault diagnosis during
the test phase. This step consists of the estimation of the current damage state
(fault identification) and the selection of the most suitable model. Based on these
two outputs, the fault prognosis is initiated. The two concepts of Remaining Useful
Life (RUL) estimation are established in Section 3.5.1. Since the concepts for RUL
estimation result in non-Gaussian probability distributions, a sample approach in
the field of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations is applied.
After the concept survey, the proposed PHM algorithm is verified in Section 3.6.
Here, the different modules are tested with state-of-the-art verification methods
in the field of PHM as well as computer science. After the concept verification, a
comparative algorithm is introduced in Section 3.7. Here, the basic idea presented
in [MTMZ12] forms the foundation of this algorithm.
Throughout this chapter, datasets of degrading bearings that are investigated as
use case in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, are applied as examples in order to demon-
strate the performance of each module. However, similar signals are assumed to be
collected in the condition monitoring of gears, pumps, or other rotary machines so
that the proposed PHM algorithm is also suitable for these application fields.
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3.1 Overview of the entire PHM algorithm
The PHM algorithm is divided into off-line and on-line phases. Whereas the off-
line step consists of the training process of the applied models by means of training
datasets, the predictions for new test sets are provided during the on-line step.
These phases are illustrated as flow charts in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The se-
lected colors and terms follow the flow chart of Figure 2.5 to identify particular
steps such as data generation, diagnostics, or prognostics.
The training process in Figure 3.1 begins with a data conversion of the recorded
datasets. This step is application-dependent according to the examined condition
monitoring (CM) signal (e.g. the motor current Iai) and the data acquisition plat-
form (e.g. ControlDesk by DSpace). The aim of this step is to transform the CM
signal into a more feasible data format. This includes steps such as conversion
from a recorded current sensor signal given in volts into the corresponding signal
Iai in amperes. In the case of rotary components, these examined CM signals are si-
nusoidal waves which are sampled for a given measurement window. The entirety
of all Iai throughout one component’s life cycle from i = 1,2,...,T builds the block
Data run depicted in Figure 3.1. Each current signal Iai of time step i is then filtered
by a notch filter to reduce the amplitudes near the supply frequency and its har-
monics. The signals are then transformed into the frequency domain represented
by the power spectral density (PSD) of the signal. In order to achieve a holistic
model which covers the degradation progress presented in Figure 2.15, where sim-
ilar damage states can be reached during different degradation processes, these
PSD spectra must be comparable for all datasets. However, since the amplitudes of
different datasets vary considerably, a normalizing step with respect to a predefined
nominal state is necessary. In this way, the features for all training datasets from
run 1 to Ntd are generated and can be joined into one normed feature matrix SˆYY ,
which comprises the damage progress of Ntd different datasets.
After the feature generation step, the matrix SˆYY contains several features with
no or similar information. Hence, to reduce the number of features and to simul-
taneously increase the information content, the two criteria mutual information
and standard deviation of single features are evaluated during the feature selection
step. A discretization according to the amount of continuous features Φc into a
predefined number of levels further decreases influences due to noise. These dis-
cretization levels are saved for the test procedure. The discrete features form the
multi-dimensional feature matrix Φ for fault diagnosis.
For a first classification of the underlying damage states and especially for di-
mension reduction, the feature matrix Φ is clustered by the K-means algorithm. By
means of the clustering, similar damage conditions in different runs are identified.
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In addition, the clustering transforms the unlabeled data Φ into the labeled clusters
C ; both, Φ as input vector and C as target vector are applied in order to train the
classification algorithm K nearest neighbor (KNN) to classify new data. Finally, the
cluster vector C , which captures the short term damage classes C , serves to train
several Hidden semi-Markov Models (HsMM) to determine the long term damage
states Si of Figure 2.15. Since these models are used for fault diagnosis (current
state of the unit) and for fault prognosis (future state of the unit), the fill color of
the process block Training HsMMs is both light gray and light blue in accordance
with Figure 2.5.
Data Run NtdData Run 2Data Run 1
Data conversion
Notch filtering
Power spectral density
Normalizing
Mutual information
Standard deviation
Discretization
Clustering with K-means
Training HsMMs Training KNN
Ia2
SˆYY
Φc
Φ
C
IaNtdIa1
⇒
⇒
⇒
Data acquisition
Feature generation
Feature reduction
Figure 3.1.: Training process of the proposed PHM algorithm
Based on the outputs of the training process, a new test run is assessed, and
is depicted in Figure 3.2. First, the new dataset is passed through the same steps
as the signal processing that is part of the training process. Here, several param-
eters which result from the training process e.g. (the normalizing factors during
the feature generation or the selected feature subset of the feature reduction) are
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applied. Likewise, the limits of the discretization step identify the current level of
each feature. In this way, the feature matrix Φ for a new test data run is generated.
The fault diagnosis of the new test dataset begins with the KNN model of the
training process. This is applied in order to classify the feature matrix Φ of the
new dataset into the short term damage classes C . In addition, the KNN provides
a score SC that expresses the likelihood of the features belonging to a certain class,
therefore indicating the class probability. Considering both the current short term
damage state C and the class probability SC , the current long term damage state
Si is determined by means of the trained HsMMs. As illustrated in Figure 3.2,
the output of the training process are several HsMMs, which include the damage
sequence of one particular run 1 to Ntd and also the combination of all sequences
in the HsMM Net. This net follows the example fault propagation sequence of
Figure 2.15. The assumption behind the application of both types of HsMMs is that
the algorithm has more options to determine a suitable model m j that represents
the current degradation process for the examined test set. Thus, the outcome of
the fault diagnosis is the estimated current damage state Si , the current duration
di within this state, and the model probability P(m j), which assesses the fitness of
each model.
Data Run
Ntd + 1
Data conversion
Feature generation
Feature reduction
Discretization
Classification with KNN
State estimation
Model identification
RUL prediction
Parameters of
training process
KNN model
HsMM Run NHsMM Run 2HsMM Run 1
HsMM Net
Φ
C SC
Si di P(m j)
Figure 3.2.: Test procedure of the proposed PHM algorithm for a new test data set
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After localizing the current position within the HsMM chains (fault diagnosis),
the models are used to proceed until the failure damage state Ω is reached (fault
prognosis). The output of this last step is the probability distribution of the remain-
ing useful life (RUL).
Each step that has been briefly introduced in this section, is presented in detail in
the subsequent sections. The structure of the sections is analogous to Section 2.3.
All necessary parameters are summarized in Section A.5.
3.2 Signal processing
This section presents the determination of feature matrix Φ for the subsequent fault
diagnosis. Since the data acquisition is application-dependent, it is omitted in this
section and introduced in detail in Section 4.2.2.2 and Section 5.1.1. Thus, feature
generation is presented first.
3.2.1 Feature generation
At the beginning of the feature generation step, it is assumed that the CM signal is
available in the time domain. Since the focus of the application fields is narrowed
down to rotary machines, several frequency bands (and their harmonics) that out-
shine all other amplitudes are filtered out by a Butterworth notch filter. These are
for example the supply frequency in the case of the motor current or the rotary
frequency in vibration signals, neither of which indicate the damage progress.
The remaining signal is transformed into the frequency domain represented by
the PSD spectrum. Other approaches such as the wavelet transformation are ig-
nored, since the examined process is expected to be stationary, and therefore the
consideration of time-frequency domain methods as introduced in Figure 2.6 are
not necessary.
By plotting all PSD spectra from new state to failure in one plot, the damage
progress over the entire life cycle of a component is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The frequency range around 30 Hz in particular increases strongly as the dam-
age proceeds. However, this growth is not monotonic, since all amplitudes fall at
approximately 40 h. The influences of the abovementioned notch filter are also
visible, since the amplitudes at 50 Hz are significantly reduced.
The amplitudes of PSD spectra SˆYY are applied as features. However, since the
amplitude values of different runs vary greatly, these features are normalized with
respect to the amplitudes at the beginning of each trial. The time span between
1 h and 3 h of each run is expected to be the nominal state, so that all features are
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Figure 3.3.: Power spectral density spectra over a component’s life cycle
scaled according to the 95th percentile of the amplitudes within this time period.
Besides this normalizing step outliers which exceed the 95th percentile of the am-
plitude of each feature, are also set to the 95th percentile. The resulting normed
amplitudes SˆYY are then transferred to the feature reduction step.
3.2.2 Feature reduction
As depicted in Figure 3.3, many features display similar behavior. Thus, the number
of features can be reduced without loss of information. One criterion to assess the
amount of information that two different signals possess is the mutual information
criterion. This is defined in accordance with [Bis13, pp. 55–58] as:
I[x ,y] =−
∫∫
P(x ,y) ln

P(x )P(y)
P(x ,y)

dxd y (3.1)
The value I[x ,y] = 0 indicates independence between the two signals. The goal is
to discard one of two features with high mutual information. Since this criterion
only provides a metric for the comparison of two signals, an additional criterion is
necessary to determine which feature is folded. Therefore, the standard deviation
of each signal is analyzed, so that the feature with the higher standard deviation is
preferred.
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For the final feature reduction, the standard deviation of all remaining features is
analyzed and only the n features with the highest standard deviation are selected.
The results for two runs (run 1 from 0 to 50 h and run 2 from 50 to 216 h, both
separated by a dashed line) are illustrated in Figure 3.4. For a better visualization,
both runs are plotted consecutively. They show that for different runs, diverse fea-
tures are necessary in order to capture the degradation process of each component.
In addition, the restriction of outliers (above 95th percentile), as mentioned in the
previous subsection is visible, since both features run into saturation and are cut
off at a certain feature amplitude. All n continuous features are summarized in one
matrix Φc .
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Figure 3.4.: Two features of different runs after feature reduction by means of mu-
tual information criterion and standard deviation
3.2.3 Discretization
Discretization according to the amount of features is necessary, since certain fea-
tures have a low signal-to-noise ratio, and in addition vary in their amplitudes.
Since the goal of the next step is to summarize these data points into classes, the
subsequent clustering algorithm has problems as it is based on the distance be-
tween the data points [Alp10, p. 163]. Thus, discretization supports this process,
as it reduces the altering length among features. The signals of Φc are firstly low-
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pass filtered and then summarized into m discrete levels in accordance to their
amplitude. The results for the features of Figure 3.4 are plotted in Figure 3.5 in
the case of m= 5 discrete levels. All n features are summarized in the final feature
matrix Φ, which is transferred to the fault diagnosis step.
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Figure 3.5.: Discrete features of two different runs
3.3 Model training
Two different kinds of models are trained during the training process (see Fig-
ure 3.1): K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) based on the results of clustering by K-means
for data classification and Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM). Both methods are
introduced in this section. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the training of HsMMs cannot
be assigned to either fault diagnosis or fault prognosis alone, since it is used in both
steps. Thus, this section varies from the structure of Section 2.3.
3.3.1 Data classification
One challenge in data-driven PHM approaches is the handling of unlabeled data:
since the actual degradation state remains unknown, assignment of the current
damage level to the actual severity of the fault is difficult. Hence, one goal of the
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proposed PHM approach is to train an algorithm that self-assigns the degradation
states into damage classes based on the feature matrix Φ.
Cluster algorithms are able to transform unlabeled data into labeled data. As
introduced in Section 2.3.3.2, one popular method is the K-means algorithm. Rea-
sons for its widespread application are that it does not require any prior knowledge
about the provided signal, and its simplicity. The aim of the algorithm is to parti-
tion the data points of a signal into K clusters. The clusters are characterized by a
point cloud, where the inter-point distance is small in comparison to the distance
to points outside the cluster. The clusters are defined by its center µk so that the
goal is to find K cluster centers µk such that for a given data input vector x the
objective function
J =
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
rnk‖xn −µk‖2 (3.2)
is minimal. Here, N is the number of input data points and rnk is a binary indica-
tor to describe whether the data point xn is assigned to cluster k (rnk = 1) or not
(rnk = 0). Thus, by iteratively optimizing rnk and µk the objective function J is
minimized. One crucial step during the parametrization of the algorithm is the se-
lection of a distance measurement between the input vector and cluster centers. In
Equation 3.2, the Euclidean distance is chosen. The entire algorithm with different
suggested distance measurements is introduced in [Bis13]. [Bis13, pp. 424–428]
Besides the choice of a suitable distance measurement, another challenge of this
algorithm is to find a suitable value for K . In [Agg15, pp. 196–198], several
criteria for the assessment of the internal validity are introduced. Among others,
the Silhouette coefficient is presented, which determines both the distance of points
within a cluster and the distance between two clusters. Therefore, a large distance
between the clusters on one hand and a small point cloud within a cluster on
the other lead to a high Silhouette coefficient, which indicates highly separated
clustering. Thus, it is applied as an optimization criterion to determine K , which is
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3.
A result of clustering the feature matrix Φ into clusters C with K-means is plotted
in Figure 3.6. Every feature of run 1 is given analogous to Figure 3.5 from damage
levels 1 to 5 in the upper part of the figure. In this example the different combi-
nations of features and their damage levels creates the necessity for 16 clusters in
order to separate each damage class.
One drawback of K-means is that the results are not deterministic, but depend
on the initial position of µk. One possible way to face this challenge is to begin
the clustering with different initial positions in order to avoid local minima. The
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Figure 3.6.: Clustering results in combination with the applied features of one run
configuration with the lowest value for the objective function J and the highest
Silhouette coefficient are used as final clusters.
The important outcome for the subsequent model training is the reduction of
dimensionality from feature matrix Φ ∈ Rk×n to damage classes C ∈ Rk×1 for n
numbers of feature and k time steps. Both signals are used to train a classification
algorithm. A wide range of methods (support vector machines with different ker-
nels, decision trees, several KNN approaches) was evaluated. The selected metric
to identify the most suitable classification algorithm was thereby the misclassifica-
tion rate, which is represented by the confusion matrix introduced in Table 2.2.
The outcome of this evaluation is presented in Section A.1. It shows that all clas-
sifiers were able to assign new test data points to the correct damage classes with
no misclassifications. Thus, the KNN algorithm is applied due to its simplicity and
temporal benefits compared to the other approaches.
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As the name K nearest neighbor implies, the classification of new data points x
with the KNN approach is made according to the K surrounding training points of
the feature matrix Φ. With reference to the corresponding clusters Ck, the posterior
probability of test point x lying within cluster Ck is:
P(Ck|x ) = KkK (3.3)
Here, K is the preselected number of nearest training points and Kk is the number
of training points that belong to cluster Ck. Thus, for every new data point x a
class probability SC = P(Ck|x ) is given. Again, a distance measurement similar
to the K-means algorithm must be selected to identify the nearest training data
points. Analogous to K-means, the Euclidean distance is chosen. The number of
nearest neighbors K is again selected with respect to the lowest misclassification
rate during a holdout-validation in the training phase. The results summarized in
Table A.1 show that K = 5 is a suitable choice. A more detailed introduction into
this algorithm is provided in [Bis13]. [Bis13, pp. 124–127]
By means of the KNN, which is trained with the results of K-means, new test
runs are classified, so that the number of features is reduced from n to 1, and
through this similar damage classes are identified. This one-dimensional signal
then offers the opportunity to further cluster these damage classes into damage
states by training Hidden semi-Markov Models (HsMMs), which are introduced in
the next section.
3.3.2 Fundamentals of Hidden semi-Markov Models
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach was introduced in [BP66]. One of
the first applications of this was in the field of speech recognition, introduced in
[Rab89]. Later, further application fields such as handwriting recognition [NSS96],
motion capturing [YOI92], or encoding of human DNA [HE96] were added. All
applications have the existence of sequential data in common.
The core of an HMM is a Markov model. The assumption of Markov is that at any
time a system is in one of N distinct states S1,...,SN . From the current state qt = Si
in time step i, the system passes on to either another state S j or it remains in the
initial state Si , which is captured by the transition probability. Here, the order of
the Markov model determines, how many predecessor states are considered for the
transition probability. For a first order Markov chain, the general formulation of
the transition probability is cut off after the last state qt−1, so that it is defined as
ai j = P(qt = S j |qt−1 = Si ,qt−2 = Sk,...) = P(qt = S j |qt−1 = Si) (3.4)
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in cases where the transitions are time independent. By additionally determining
the initial state with the probability pii = P(q1 = Si), an entire process can be
modeled. [Rab89, pp. 258–259]
The assumption of Markov models is that the states Si are directly observable.
This restriction is softened by including cases where the observations are proba-
bilistic functions of the states. Here, the actual state transitions are not observable
(hidden), so that this extension of Markov models is the abovementioned HMM.
Thus, in addition to a state transition matrix A= ai j and an initial state probability
vector pi = pii , the HMM is characterized by a further emission matrix B with its
entries
b jk = P(vk|qt = S j) (3.5)
where vk is the kth observation (k = 1,...,M) of the observation sequence Ot in
time step t. By means of B, the observations are now connected to the hidden
states S j . The sequential observations are assumed to be statistically independent.
Thus, an entire HMM is defined by its parameters λ = (A,B,pi,N), where N is the
number of states. [Rab89, pp. 259–261]
Three different problems arise from this form during the training of HMMs. They
are formulated in [Rab89, p. 261] as:
Problem 1 How is the probability of an observation sequence P(O =
O1O2...OT |λ) efficiently computed for a given model λ =
(A,B,pi,N)?
Problem 2 How is a corresponding state sequence Q = q1q2...qT , which
is optimal to model the underlying process, derived from the
observation sequence O = O1O2...OT?
Problem 3 How are the model parameters λ = (A,B,pi,N) adjusted to
maximize P(O|λ)?
Problem 1 is also called the evaluation problem, since it gives a hint about the
model fitness to a given observation sequence represented by P(O = O1O2...OT |λ).
One approach to solving this problem is the forward step of a Forward-Backward
procedure. By inductively propagating a forward variable αt(i) from time step
t to the end T , depending on the model parameters in λ the probability of the
observation sequence P(O|λ) is determined. Here, αt(i) is defined as:
αt(i) = P(O1O2...OT ,qt = Si |λ) (3.6)
The entire algorithm containing the mathematical formulations of this forward step
is presented in Section A.2. [Rab89, pp. 262–263]
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Problem 2 leads to an optimization problem to determine the best fitting state
sequence Q = q1q2...qT of the underlying process. For this, a backward variable
βt(i) is defined from time step T to the end t analogous to αt(i), but starting
at the end of the process. By combining the information of both variables αt(i)
and βt(i), the most probable state qt is derived. Besides the Forward-Backward
algorithm, another approach to solving this problem is the Viterbi algorithm, which
is introduced in [Rab89, p. 264]. [Rab89, pp. 263–264]
The final problem includes the re-estimation of the model’s parameters λ to max-
imize P(O|λ) from problem 1. One state-of-the-art method for this re-estimation is
the Baum-Welch algorithm. Here, all parameters are iteratively changed according
to a Lagrange optimization, which includes the changes of P(O|λ) with respect to
the selected parameters. Thus, an optimal set of parameters λ is chosen. The basic
formulas are also provided in Section A.2.
By means of these three steps, an HMM, which is able to predict the next states
on basis of the trained runs, is set up. In the case of HMM, these state transitions,
and thus also the duration time in a state Si , depend only on the entries of the
transition matrix A = ai j . An example of a state sequence in the case of HMM is
presented in Figure 3.7a.
The duration time within a state Si of an HMM is mathematically equivalent to
an exponential duration density given by:
Pi(d) = (aii)
d−1(1− aii) (3.7)
where aii is the probability of remaining in state Si . In [Rab89, pp. 269] the as-
sumption of an exponential duration density is denoted as inappropriate for the
majority of physical signals. Thus, [Fer80] introduces a method based on the
structure of HMM, but with an explicit duration density. With this assumption,
the underlying model for the state sequence is no longer captured by a Markov
model, but by a semi-Markov model. The extension to hidden states is consequen-
tially called Hidden semi-Markov models (HsMM). The difference between HMM
and HsMM is illustrated in Figure 3.7: the structure of both HMM and HsMM is the
same, but the self transition is changed from a constant self-transition captured by
aii , which results in the duration density given by Equation 3.7, to an adjustable du-
ration density Pi(d). Instead of the exponential distribution of Equation 3.7, other
probability distributions such as Gaussian or Gamma distributions are selectable.
The extension from HMM to HsMM demands changes for the algorithm, which
are presented in Section A.2. The parameters to define an HsMM consists of λ =
(A,B,pi,D,N), where D is the duration matrix containing the duration densities
Pi(d). These models are the core of the proposed PHM algorithm.
The implementations for model generation are based on the toolbox by Yu and
Kobayashi, which is introduced in [YK06]. This algorithm forms the basis for the
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Figure 3.7.: Difference between HMM and HsMM. Based on [Rab89, p. 269]
mathematical formulations in Section A.2. Some extensions are necessary, since
the classification results of KNN and its uncertainty must be processed during the
model setup.
In Figure 3.8, the results of the damage state identification by means of HsMM
for the damage classes of Figure 3.6 are presented. Several clusters of the K-means
algorithm in blue form the final damage states in red. The connection of both
signals is captured by the emission matrix B of Equation 3.5.
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Figure 3.8.: Results of damage state identification with HsMM
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3.3.3 Parameter optimization steps
Several parameters are necessary for K-Means and HsMM. Some are determined
by the user, for example the amount of training data or the number of features,
but the majority of parameters are intended to be chosen autonomously. Thus,
suitable optimization criteria are necessary in order to realize a self-adjusting PHM
algorithm.
As described in Section 3.3.1, one objective function for the determination of the
number of clusters K is the Silhouette value Sil, which is defined for ith data point
as [Alp10, pp. 196–197]
Sili =
Doutmini − D¯ini
max

Doutmini ,D¯
in
i
 (3.8)
where D¯ini is the average distance of all data points X inside the corresponding
cluster. Doutmini represents the minimum average distance of data points within a
cluster to the data points of another cluster. The overall Sil value is the average
of every ith data point specific Sili . The limits for the Silhouette value are Sil = 1
for highly separated clustering and Sil =−1 indicates a mixing of data points from
different clusters.
In Section A.3, one example of Silhouette values for an increasing number of
K is presented. The course of Sil converges for high values of K to one. Since
the resulting value of K for Sil = 1 is too high, a limit of Sil = 0.9 is defined to
reduce the model complexity (comparable to the motivation in [Rou87]). Thus,
the number of clusters K is determined.
Another important parameter that must be predefined is the number of damage
states N for the HsMM. In [Le15, pp. 77–78] the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), which is introduced in [Sch78], is suggested to identify N . The BIC value is
defined as:
BIC =−2 ln(Lλ) + N ln(n) (3.9)
Here, Lλ = P(C1...CT |λ) is the likelihood of C1...CT generated from an HsMM
with model parameters λ and n is the number of data points. One advantage of
this criterion is that it includes not only the model accuracy by means of Lλ, but
also the model complexity with the second term. Since a low BIC is required, a
model with higher complexity is punished.
The number of damage states N is iteratively increased during the training pro-
cess in order to calculate the BIC value. The final value for N is then selected
according to the number of states with the lowest value of BIC .
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3.3.4 Training of the net
Based on the results of the previous section, several HsMMs are trained. One
novelty in comparison to other approaches in the field of HsMM methods is the
application of a model that contains all available information about the damage
propagation sequence of all training runs. This model is called net throughout this
thesis and the theory behind it is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Therefore, all training
runs are assessed simultaneously with regard to the damage progress, so that sim-
ilar damage states are identified. The outcome of this damage state identification
also builds the basis for the single HsMMs.
One example of this training process is illustrated in Figure 3.9 for two runs,
which are combined in the net. Again, both runs are plotted consecutively for
a better visualization. Based on the damage classes from K-means, the damage
states are trained during the HsMM setup. Although both components degrade in
different ways, since the damage states near end of life vary, the nominal state S1 is
equal in both runs. As presented in Figure 3.2, in addition to the net single HsMMs
are also trained with each individual dataset. Thus, the damage state sequences
derived by the net training are then separated again for each training run in order to
set up these single HsMMs, so that each single HsMM obtains individual parameters
λ = (A,B,pi,D,N). In the case of the first training run of Figure 3.9, the state
transition matrix A would only permit transitions S1 → S2 → S3 → S4 and would
then jump into failure state Ω.
The results of Figure 3.9 indicate that both runs show a monotonic rising be-
havior related to damage states, i.e. no damage states are entered multiple times
within one run. This can also be interpreted as a measure for model validity. In con-
trast, if there are damage states that appear multiple times during one run, cycles
within the transition of HsMM are produced, which leads to inaccurate predictions.
Thus, the presence of these cycles must be avoided, which is not possible for ev-
ery dataset. In [MTMZ12], these cycles are constrained by counting the maximum
number of damage state entries during the training process; this number of entries
may not be exceeded during the prognosis step, so that an infinite number of state
entries is not possible. This method is also adapted for the postulated approach.
In comparison to Figure 2.15, the two important states initial state A and failure
state Ω are omitted, since both last only for one time step. However, both states are
important for the theory of the applied concept. The initial state A indicates that
each component starts in the same state regardless of the subsequent degradation
process. This state is solely emitting, since it cannot be reached by other damage
states. On the other hand, the failure state Ω brings together all different failure
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Figure 3.9.: Two different runs used for training of the HsMM net
modes. Thus, this final state is absorbing. In the case of Figure 3.9, the failure state
Ω corresponds to S11.
The training process of the net is completed by identifying the nominal states
of each training run. In the example of Figure 3.9, the two nominal states are S1
and S5, since both states are entered at the beginning of the life cycles. Thus, fault
predictions can be firstly initiated after leaving these states.
3.4 Diagnosis step
The aim of fault diagnosis is the detection, isolation, and identification of faults. All
three steps are realized by the definition of holistic damage states that all compo-
nents pass through during their life cycle. Therefore, an incipient fault is detected
when the component changes from its nominal state to another. The detection of
the fault is the initiation of fault prognosis, as indicated in Section 2.3.4. In addi-
tion, different faults are isolated and identified by diverse states. These states are
comparable to a health index, since they indicate the damage progress and also the
fault type.
To estimate the current damage state, and with that also the current status of
the component, the different trained HsMMs are applied. Besides the damage state,
those models, which most accurately represent the current state sequence, are also
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identified. Both the current state and the most probable model form the basis
for the subsequent prognosis step. The necessary steps are introduced in the next
sections and the algorithm is summarized in Section A.4.
3.4.1 State estimation
The aim of the state estimation step is to find the most adequate damage state
based on the trained HsMMs and the current results of the classification by KNN.
Besides the damage class Ct , the class probability SC(t) is also an output of the KNN
algorithm, so that the classification uncertainty is considered during the damage
state estimation.
The HsMM algorithm, which was introduced in the previous section and in more
detail in Section A.2, offers an opportunity to use the same formulae to find the
current damage state. Therefore, only the Forward step and parts of the Back-
ward step are necessary to calculate the most probable state sequence for each
model. Some extensions are required due to the inspection of SC(t) instead of
the one-dimensional cluster signal Ct . The extensions are introduced in detail in
Section A.4. The output of the state estimation is a vector γt , which contains the
probabilities of damage states Si (i = 1,2,...,N) in time step t. Additionally, the
duration time di inside the current state Si is counted during the state estimation.
3.4.2 Model identification
In addition to the current state, the most probable HsMM is also identified dur-
ing the fault diagnosis. Through this, the best fitting damage propagation for the
subsequent fault prognosis is selected. The model probability P(m j) for models m j
( j = 1,2,...,N), each defined with an individual λ, is calculated with respect to the
likelihood P(O|m j), which is one output of the Forward-Backward algorithm. The
model probability is then calculated by:
P(m j) =
P(O|m j)∑N
k=1 P(O|mk)
(3.10)
Since several models are running in parallel, a mixture of HsMMs could also
most accurately describe the current fault progress. Thus, a mixing algorithm which
connects the outputs of the single HsMMs is necessary. One state-of-the-art method
is the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM), which is introduced in [Blo84]. Several
formulae of this approach are adapted to calculate the mixed model probability
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µk = P(m1:N ). In addition to the opportunity to mix different models, this approach
also prevents rapid changes in the model probability, as it can have an imminent
low-pass behavior (see Section A.4 for more information).
Another difference to the algorithms of Section 3.3.2 during the training process
is that not the entire signal (t = 1,2,...,T), but only the latest signal values (t = T−
∆T,T−∆T+1,...,T) captured with a sliding window of length∆T are examined. It
is assumed that by considering only the current degradation process, the diagnosis
accuracy to find the most probable model as well as the actual damage state Si is
increased.
The results of one example of model identification during the complete life cy-
cle of a component is depicted in Figure 3.10. Four runs are applied to train four
separate models and as well the net. These models are then compared with a new
test run in order to determine the HsMM, which shows a similar behavior to the
test run. As depicted, the model of run 2 in particular has a model probability
of P(m2) ≈ 0.82 over a wide area, whereas models 1 and 4 are completely ne-
glected. Thus, model 2 and the net in particular are considered for the subsequent
fault prognosis. Another characteristic of the model identification algorithm is the
smooth changes of the net probability around t = 10 h; these are the result of the
algorithm’s inherent low-pass behavior.
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Figure 3.10.: Results of model identification
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One implemented feature of the algorithm is that the net probability can be
calculated depending on its likelihood as illustrated in Figure 3.10, or manually
selected by the user. By selecting a constant value for P(mnet), the consideration of
the net during the prognosis step is guaranteed. The influences of a fixed net prob-
ability are evaluated during the verification in Section 3.6.5 and in the validation
in Section 5.3.4.
3.5 Prognosis step
Based on the results of the diagnosis, the remaining useful life (RUL) prediction is
initiated. Therefore, the trained HsMMs are propagated from the current state Si
until the failure state Ω. The model probability P(m j) weights the RUL predictions
of each HsMM, so that a total RUL prediction is derived. The HsMMs are thereby
implemented with the Dynamic Bayesian Network toolbox, presented in [Mur02],
which provides a framework to forecast HsMMs.
The first section illustrates, how the duration time within each state is estimated.
For this purpose, one duration time estimation method that stems directly from the
duration matrix of HsMM is introduced. Another approach comprises the involve-
ment of loads within an interpolation attempt.
To capture the entire stochastic characteristic of each model, a sample approach
in the context of Monte-Carlo simulations, also called Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods, is employed. Here, samples run through every relevant model
and map their intractable probability distribution. This MCMC approach is intro-
duced in Section 3.5.2. The outcome is an RUL cumulative distribution function
(CDF), which is the integrated discrete probability mass function (PMF).
3.5.1 Duration time estimation
Two different approaches to estimating the RUL rl of a new unit l are examined.
In both methods, rl is calculated by following the state sequence given by the
transition matrix A of each HsMM from the current damage state Si to failure state
Ω; simultaneously, the residual duration time d(Si) within each particular damage
state Si are summed to determine the residual life time. Thus, both methods follow
the assumption
rl(i) =−d∗(Si) +
Ω∑
k=i
d(Sk) (3.11)
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where d∗(Si) is the already lingered time within state Si . By the definition of d(Si),
the two approaches are distinct.
The first method stems from the duration matrix D introduced in Section 3.3.2.
Examples of entries of D which were derived during the training phase for one
particular damage state Si are plotted in Figure 3.11. The depicted probability
density function (PDF) results from a superimposition of three different Gaussian
distributions. The RUL is estimated by sampling this PDF using a Monte Carlo
approach, which is presented in the next section. The results are then evaluated by
means of Equation 3.11.
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Figure 3.11.: Example of duration probability within damage state Si
One drawback of this first method is the variety of possible durations within
a damage state in the cases such as that shown in Figure 3.11. By adding more
information about the current degradation state, it is assumed that the duration
time estimation is more accurate. Thus, the second approach uses the already borne
load uΣ as another input for the duration time estimation, so that the duration d is
a function of d = f (Si ,uΣ(i)).
The idea to apply the cumulative load uΣ is based on the Palmgren-Miner Rule,
presented for example in [Sch10, pp. 297–299]. This states that every loaded
component has a fatigue life endurance, and if the borne load is equal to this
endurance, a failure occurs. Some approaches based on this rule are presented in
[PJ09] or [NAP10].
By applying this theory to HsMM, the duration time d(Si) is estimated with
respect to the cumulative load uΣ. One example of the relation between uΣ and
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d(Si) is depicted in Figure 3.12. Here, the relation between input uΣ and output
d(Si) is assumed to be hyperbolic, but this differs depending on the degradation
process within the damage state.
With regard to prediction, the function d = f (Si ,uΣ(i)) is evaluated by an inter-
polation approach. Thus, d(Si) and its corresponding uΣ(Si) are extracted during
the HsMM training and form the training points as plotted in Figure 3.12. New
durations of unknown uΣ(Si) are derived by a linear interpolation between these
training points; if the new uΣ(Si) does not lie between the training points or there is
only one point for the particular damage state, the last point is simply held. In ad-
dition, a Gaussian duration uncertainty around the expected mean is postulated to
retain the stochastic character of the first approach in Figure 3.11. Possible benefits
arising from this approach are evaluated in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 3.12.: Determination of duration by means of cumulative load uΣ
Since this is a first trial to include the cumulative load uΣ into the duration
estimation, the applied interpolation method is rather simple and can be easily
exchanged by more advanced regression techniques such as Gaussian Process or
others.
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3.5.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach
The proposed prognostic approach comprises several stochastic effects which result
from embedding various probabilities: besides the model probability P(m j) and the
state probability γ, which are the two outputs of the state estimation, the duration
time estimation within a state is also stochastic. Since the resulting duration time
probability distribution illustrated in Figure 3.11 for example is not Gaussian, an
exact inference is untraceable. Thus, the resulting RUL probability distribution is
approximated by a sample approach in the field of Monte Carlo simulations.
The evaluation of Markov models or its extension Hidden semi-Markov Models
(HsMM) by Monte Carlo simulations falls into the area of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. In [Bis13, pp. 537–546], an introduction to this field is
given. The RUL probability distribution is approximated by sampling Equation 3.11
from the time of ith prediction to failure stateΩ. Thereby, every sample experiences
other state transitions and duration times, so that with respect to the model variety
of applied HsMM the number of samples ns is increased to cover all stochastic char-
acteristics. Thus, the result is a discrete PMF for every ns achieved RUL estimation.
This PMF is integrated to a cumulative distribution function (CDF).
The number of samples ns is determined by calculating the convergence of the
RUL CDF. The Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test offers the opportunity to check
whether two stochastic variables are drawn from the same probability distribution.
An introduction to the topic of comparing two independent distributions is pre-
sented in [Fie15, pp. 217–228]. The convergence of the RUL probability distribu-
tion is estimated by comparing two results of MCMC: one with a high number of
samples ns and another with a reduced sample size. As illustrated in Figure 3.13,
the CDF with a low sample size of ns = 30 deviates greatly from the smooth CDF
with ns = 2000. The number of samples is identified when the null hypothesis
that the two stochastic variables stem from the same probability distribution of the
Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a significance level of αKS = 0.01 is not
further rejected for an increasing number of samples. The result of this procedure
is a sample size of ns = 1000. Since the consequent CDF with ns = 1000 would be
congruent to ns = 2000, the plotting in Figure 3.13 for this case is omitted.
Since the resulting RUL distribution is not Gaussian, the 5th, 50th, and 95th
percentile are applied for the evaluation of the RUL predictions. The median at
50th quantile is especially in the focus of the estimation error, whereas the 5th and
95th percentiles express the prediction uncertainty. In the case of an exemplary
Gaussian distribution, the covered 90% uncertainty is equal to a ±1.64σ bound.
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Figure 3.13.: Identical RUL probability distribution with two different sample sizes
depicted as CDFs
3.6 Verification of the proposed PHM algorithm
In [DV07], the verification of PHM technology is defined as the process in order to
determine whether the technology accurately matches the developer’s predefined
design specifications. In comparison to the validation, it is an internal process
which includes dynamic testing of the algorithm’s properties [Jen13, pp. 173–
174].
In the field of computer science, both formal and informal verifications are a class
of widespread techniques to prove the correctness of algorithms. The formal verifi-
cation automatically tests, whether all mathematical models of the system function
correctly on given inputs [Har03]. Informal verification relies on qualitative in-
stead of quantitative examination of the algorithm. Walkthroughs are an example
of informal verification methods [SB10, pp. 340–345]. Parts of both approaches
are adapted in order to test the proposed PHM algorithm. Since the output of an
unknown degradation test case is hard to predict, verification is provided by testing
the algorithm with one of the training datasets. Thus, the output of every step is
predictable and it is possible to test, whether the predefined specifications such as
prediction accuracy are fulfilled.
The data for the verification stem from the application introduced in Chapter 4
and mentioned in the preamble of this chapter. Thus, the data is an outcome of a
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test rig designed to investigate bearing damage in an induction machine. However,
similar data are expected in the case of other degrading rotary components such as
gear boxes. Thus, the data is one example of a large variety of possible applications.
The sections of the verification follow the structure of Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
At the end of the verification in Section 3.6.5, the focus lies on the net approach,
as introduced in Section 2.6.
3.6.1 Signal processing
The features are first transformed into the frequency domain and are then selected
in accordance with the mutual information criterion, as presented in Section 3.2. To
verify this step, three different features of similar frequency ranges are plotted over
the entire life cycle of the component in Figure 3.14. Since all features comprise the
same information and thus have a high value of mutual information, two of them
are removed from the feature subset. The remaining features form the feature
subset Φ, which is transferred to the model training. One example of this feature
subset for two different training runs is given in Section A.6. The number of fea-
tures varies between 3 and 5 with respect to the number of training datasets. Since
the probability of differences in features increases with a higher number of train-
ing sets, more features are required. Although this cannot be validated within this
thesis due to lack of training data, it is assumed that for an increasing amount of
training data the quantity of necessary features will converge. Otherwise, the curse
of dimensionality would lead to inaccuracies in fault diagnosis and prognosis.
3.6.2 Model training
The feature subset Φ of the previous section is handed over to the model training
step of Section 3.3 where KNN and the HsMMs are trained. The output of this
training is plotted in Figure 3.15 for four training runs. Based on Sil and BIC ,
both introduced in Section 3.3.3, the optimal number of damage classes M and
damage states N , respectively, are identified. Values of BIC during this verification
are presented in Section A.6.
Similarly to Figure 3.9, the results of Figure 3.15 show a nearly monotonic rising
behavior of the damage states in each run. Only two damage states in run 1 and one
damage state in run 4 are entered twice during the entire life cycle. Damage state
1 is also entered in all runs, which indicates a comparable nominal condition at
the beginning of each life cycle. In addition, damage states 8 and 9 are selected in
runs 1 and 2 as well as in runs 2 and 4, respectively; all of these state entries occur
near the components’ end of life. This confirms the proposed holistic approach,
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Figure 3.14.: Three features with high mutual information
since several components run through a comparable degradation state. Thus, the
generated models are capable of fault diagnosis and prognosis.
3.6.3 Fault diagnosis
Based on the feature subset Φ of Section 3.6.1 and the trained KNN and HsMMs
of Section 3.6.2, the fault diagnosis is initiated. For this, Φ is classified by KNN in
the context of the proposed verification method, where the test data is equal to one
of the training datasets. In Figure 3.16 the results of this classification are plotted.
Here, the round marks represent the training points which are the basis for KNN
training, the color distinguishes the resulting classes, and the cross marks are the
example test points. Although actually the discrete feature matrix Φ of Figure 3.5
is the input for the classification, for a better visualization the continuous features
Φc (plotted as an example in Figure 3.4) are applied. Otherwise, all training points
would cover each other and no distinction between the different classes would be
possible. The result of this verification test is that they are classified without any
misclassification, since the test points of Φ overlap the training points of KNN.
Thus, the classification score SC also equals one for every test point.
These results are transferred to the model identification and damage state es-
timation step. By applying the Forward-Backward algorithm introduced in Sec-
tion 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2, the most probable model as well as the best fitting
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Figure 3.15.: Training of HsMMs with four different runs
state sequence is identified in Figure 3.17. Since the true model and state sequence
is known in the context of verification, the outcome of both steps is predictable.
The results of model identification are plotted in Figure 3.17a, where the tested
run and the training run of model 2 are the same. As expected, the algorithm
identifies the true model 2 after a short period of time (t ≈ 4 h) as being most
suitable. The fact that the model probability of model 2 in the first four hours is
almost null and simultaneously the probability of model 3 is high can be explained
by connecting the model probability with the emission matrix B of the trained
HsMMs of Figure 3.15. All runs start at damage state S1, which is connected to
the damage classes 1 to 3. As introduced in Section 3.3.2, the emission matrix B
of Equation 3.5 links the damage states with the damage classes. The emission
matrices of each HsMM can be also interpreted as the ratio of each damage class
within a particular damage state. In the verification example at hand, the emission
matrix entries for the damage state qt = 1 and the damage classes vk = [1,2, 3] are
b21,1:3 = P(v1:3|qt = 1) = [0.43,0.57, 0] for model 2 and b31,1:3 = [0.59,0.13, 0.28]
for model 3. The state estimation for the test dataset (equal to model 2) starts with
a damage class v = 1 during the first four hours and thus, the first entries b21,1 and
b31,1 in particular are the reason for the deviations in model probability. Since b
3
1,1
is higher than b21,1, consequently the probability of model 3 being the most suitable
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Figure 3.16.: KNN classification during verification
is more likely, in accordance to Equation 3.10. After the first four hours, damage
class v = 2 is detected, so that the model probability for model 2 tends to 1.
The state estimations plotted in Figure 3.17b show that models 1, 3, and 4 have
difficulties finding the true states. This is due to the fact that the actual damage
states of model 2 are not included in these models with the exception of damage
state S1. In contrast, the true states and the estimated states of model 2 are equal
throughout the life span, which shows that the state estimation works as expected.
In addition, the net is also able to predict the true states with only one small devi-
ation at t ≈ 65 h. The time of the first prediction tp is also marked in this figure:
when the state transition from nominal state S1 to S8 is executed, a fault is detected.
3.6.4 Fault prognosis
With the model probability and state estimation of Figure 3.17 the fault prognosis
of the different trained HsMMs is initiated at time tp. Here, the state estimation
provides the initial state of the HsMM propagation, whereas based on the model
probability, the sampled RUL prediction probabilities of each particular HsMM are
combined.
The first example addresses the prediction of model 2, which is also the applied
example of Section 3.6.3. Since the damage state sequence of this model presented
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Figure 3.17.: Model identification and state estimation for four training datasets
(the tested dataset is also included in the training data of model 2)
in Figure 3.15 has no internal cycles (i.e. no damage state is entered multiple times)
the verification by means of this dataset is expected to show ideal results. In Fig-
ure 3.18 the RUL predictions for this case are plotted. Figure 3.18a represents
the typical plot to determine the prognostic horizon (PH), that was introduced in
Section 2.4, where the RUL predictions are normalized with the total prediction
span tPC of the unit under test. The predicted RUL lies within the predetermined
accuracy bound of α= 0.2 throughout the entire life cycle.
Besides the exact match of predicted median and true RUL, the RUL uncertainty
is also small. This is because all samples follow a similar path through the HsMM
state transitions. In Figure 3.18b, this path is plotted from the prediction time
t = tp = 56 h (λ = 0) to the point of failure state Ω = 18 (λ = 1). Besides the true
states, the median and the prediction uncertainty between 5th and 95th percentile
of the resulting sampled RUL CDF is also plotted. Due to the high prediction ac-
curacy during this verification example, the true state sequence is covered by the
predicted states throughout the prediction. The plotted uncertainty bound slightly
increases after every exit of a damage state. The reason for this is the applied
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duration model of Figure 3.11. However, instead of three superposed Gaussian
distributions, only one distribution is applied in Figure 3.18b. During each state
entry, the duration time within the state is calculated based on a Gaussian distribu-
tion. Thus, the increasing uncertainty is a result of cascaded Gaussian distributions,
where the current covariance is simply added to the previous covariance.
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Figure 3.18.: Fault prognosis during verification (the tested dataset is also included
in the training data of model 2)
As expected, these results characterize a benchmark for other investigations con-
cerning RUL predictions. The trained model in combination with the applied ver-
ification concept (training data is used for testing) provided ideal results, which
shows the mathematical correctness of the implementation. In Figure 3.19, an-
other set of RUL predictions with the dataset of model 4 is presented in the context
of the same verification concept. However, this dataset differs from the dataset
of model 2, since the corresponding HsMM consists of a cycle in state transition
(damage state S15 is entered twice). The results are depicted in Figure 3.19. In
Figure 3.19a, the RUL predictions of this dataset over the normed life cycle are
plotted. This figure also exhibits differences in the two introduced approaches for
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the calculation of the duration time within a state. As mentioned in Section 3.5.1,
both the probability-based and the load-based methods were investigated. Both
approaches show similar deviations of predicted and actual RUL. The effects of
the state transition cycle are visible especially for the probability-based approach:
until λ ≈ 0.35, the predictions tend to underestimate the actual RUL (false posi-
tive), since some samples omit parts of the trained state path. By examining the
corresponding state sequence of run 4 in Figure 3.15, it means that starting in
damage state S15, the subsequent damage state S16 is skipped and S17 is directly
entered. The 5th and 6th predictions around λ = 0.5 drift to a false negative pre-
diction error, which is caused by re-entering S15 multiple times. In both methods
the predictions in the last third of the component life cycle show a comparable be-
havior concerning prediction error and RUL uncertainty, as in Figure 3.18a. The
comparison of both duration estimation methods indicates slight benefits of the
load-based approach concerning prediction error. This results in differences in
prognostic horizon (PH1 = 0.35λ, PH2 = 1λ) or in mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE1 = 15 %, MAPE2 = 13 %).
In addition, three different prediction probabilities are plotted in Figure 3.19b
over estimated RUL, which are the basis for the previously presented predictions.
This demonstrates, how the RUL predictions converge while the component’s life
cycle proceeds. The true length of the life cycle is also marked. These CDFs cor-
respond to the results of the load-based method of Figure 3.19a. The first predic-
tion shows a rather broad probability spread from 20 h (5th percentile), over 48 h
(median) to 78 h (95th percentile). The CDFs of the 5th and 6th prediction are
considerably narrower, although the 5th prediction has an offset.
The contrast between the results of Figure 3.18a and Figure 3.19a show the
need to restrain the occurrence of transition cycles. However, due to the underly-
ing training data these cycles cannot be completely excluded. A limited number of
features, a small resolution during the discretization of the features, or the opti-
mized number of damage states and classes are reasons for this. Thus, the number
of damage state entries are constrained (see Section 3.3.4).
3.6.5 Net approach
In Section 3.4.2, the possibility of manually selecting a constant net probability
P(mnet) was introduced. The influences of this approach during the verification
with the data of model 4 are presented in Figure 3.20. In Figure 3.20a the model
probability in the case of a net probability of 30% is plotted. Similarly to Fig-
ure 3.17a, mainly the model which is trained with the test data is selected to be the
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Figure 3.19.: Fault prognosis during verification (the tested dataset is also included
in the training data of model 4)
most suitable. Additionally, the model probability of the net remains P(mnet) = 0.3
as demanded.
In Figure 3.20b the impact on the fault prediction with three different net prob-
abilities (30%, 70%, 100%) is presented. The load-based duration estimation is
selected for the analysis, which can be compared to the corresponding results of
Figure 3.19a for a likelihood-dependent net probability (P(mnet) < 0.01). Only
slight differences between the three approaches are identified. Merely at the end
of the component’s life cycle does the algorithm with a net probability of 100% pro-
duce a deviation of the actual RUL, whereas the prediction error of the other two
approaches are null. In comparison to the approach of Figure 3.19a, the prediction
uncertainty is increased and the PH is smaller, since all algorithms of Figure 3.20a
leave the accuracy bound during the 5th prediction.
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Thus, the manual selection of a net probability is not beneficial in the context
of verification. In the case of unknown test data, this is expected to increase the
robustness of the prediction, since all potential state transitions are considered.
This is therefore examined in detail in Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 3.20.: Model identification and load-based fault prediction during verifica-
tion with varying net probabilities (the tested dataset is also included
in the training data of model 4)
3.7 Comparative algorithm
The abovementioned PHM algorithms are compared to state-of-the-art approaches
during the validation in Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.4.2. Therefore, parts of the
PHM algorithm introduced in [MTMZ12] and [TMMZT12] are adapted and in-
cluded in the postulated framework of this thesis. Instead of replacing the en-
tire algorithm, only the basic idea behind the model building of the HsMMs is
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exchanged in order to rather test the two different concepts instead of evaluat-
ing one particular cluster or classification algorithm. Thus, the original concept is
presented and the implementation within this thesis is then introduced.
The idea behind the concept presented in [MTMZ12] and [TMMZT12] is to treat
every training dataset of each degraded component individually. Thus, instead of
finding holistic damage states in different training datasets, each run generates
independent damage states. Therefore, the number of damage states N of the indi-
vidual HsMMs is set to N = 3 in order to distinguish the damage states "nominal",
"initiation and propagation of defect", and "failure". These states are expected to
be entered several times during a degradation process, so that the number of state
entries is counted during the training process. Later, in the context of fault prog-
nosis, the number of state entries is constrained. The stay durations of each state
are then assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution or a mixture distribution of
several normal distributions, similarly to the proposed probability-based approach
of Section 3.5.1. This concept for model training is adapted for a comparative
algorithm.
With regard to the underlying features, in [MTMZ12] and [TMMZT12] a multi-
feature approach (similar to the proposed PHM algorithm) is used. The features
are clustered by the mixture of Gaussian algorithm. The output of this clustering
is directly used as the emission matrix B of the HsMM. The number of clusters M
is determined by training HsMMs with a varying M and examining the behavior
of the resulting likelihood, which is calculated during the Forward-Backward algo-
rithm. Since the likelihood is expected to converge for an increasing number of M ,
the value M at the beginning of this convergence is selected. In [MTMZ12] this
value is M = 4. To reduce the differences between the proposed approach of this
thesis and the comparative algorithm, the feature generation and selection of the
proposed concept is applied. Additionally, the K-means for clustering and KNN for
classification are chosen, as introduced in Section 3.3.1, but individually for every
training dataset.
After the training phase of each HsMM, a test dataset can be examined. The
current damage state is determined by evaluating each particular HsMM with the
current set of features. The output of this state estimation may differ among the
trained HsMMs, i.e. the estimated damage state for model 1 is different to the
expected state of another HsMM. Simultaneously, the model probability of each
HsMM is calculated. Only the model with the highest model probability is selected
for the prediction step. After the transition from nominal state to fault state is
detected by the state estimation (change from S i1 to S
i
2 in model mi), the predic-
tion begins in tp. The RUL is estimated by identifying the longest and shortest
path through the damage states. Based on the Gaussian distributed duration times
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within each state, the RUL is estimated by summing over all durations, as intro-
duced in Equation 3.11. This procedure is also exchanged by the MCMC approach
of Section 3.5.2.
Some examples of results of this comparative algorithm with the discussed
changes to the original approach of [MTMZ12] and [TMMZT12] are illustrated
in Figure 3.21. Besides the outcome of the clustering and HsMM training in
Figure 3.21a, one set of predictions in the context of verification is also given in
Figure 3.21b. Analogous to the verification in Section 3.6.4, the tested dataset is
again included in the training data. The damage states of the trained model in
Figure 3.21a show a similar behavior to that presented in Figure 12 of [MTMZ12].
However, the number of entries in each damage state is lower in comparison to the
original approach. However, in the context of an internal model validity, the three
damage states "nominal", "initiation and propagation of defect", and "failure" are
entered in a reasonable sequence.
The fault prediction in Figure 3.21b is comparable to the prediction performance
of the proposed algorithm. The prediction errors stem mainly from the probability-
dependent duration estimation, since the differences in durations within damage
state S2 and S3 differ greatly. In addition, the outlier at λ ≈ 0.2 follows from a
falsely selected model during the model identification. The prediction uncertainty
is also higher, which is a result of the approach-dependent internal cycles.
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Figure 3.21.: Model training and prediction in the case of comparative algorithm
during verification
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4 Bearing damage as case study for
the proposed PHM algorithm
The previously defined PHM algorithm is evaluated by data of degrading bearings,
as described in Section 2.2.2. Thus, this chapter is divided into three parts. First,
a brief overview of currently established methods for bearing degradation and the
analyzed signals in terms of condition monitoring (CM) is given in Section 4.1.
Based on this overview, requirements are derived, which are the foundation for the
design of a new test rig (Section 4.2). At the end of this chapter, the final test rig
setup that was applied for the data generation is presented in Section 4.3.
4.1 Trends of PHM for bearing degradation
This section provides an introduction to state-of-the-art methods for generating and
examining bearing degradation data. Thus, a small overview of research trends
related to the examined signal types of bearing fault is given in Section 4.1.1.
Realistic damage and failure during the entire life cycle of a bearing are introduced
in Section 4.1.2. The goal of a test rig is to reproduce similar damage processes in
a short time. Therefore, the established methods for accelerated bearing aging are
discussed in the subsequent section.
4.1.1 Examined signal types
Analogous to the examined signals in rotary machines in Section 2.3.1, the focus
for the detection of bearing failures in terms of CM is on signals of vibration, acous-
tic emission, debris, temperature, and position [TSS06]. In particular, the effects
of bearing faults on the vibration signal have been explored excessively; from mod-
eling ([MS85], [Ant07], [YGA11]) to diagnosis ([BBV14], [Nad04], [OLD07]) and
to prognosis ([LBC15], [MTMZ12], [JOL08]) the vibration signal is the state-of-
the-art signal to validate new approaches.
Additionally, the motor current signature analysis (MCSA), i.e. the analysis of
motor current phases, with regard to bearing fault diagnosis is the focus of many
publications. The causes of the effects of bearing faults on motor current are radial
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movement of the rotor center on one hand and load torque variations on the other
[BGRR08]. As depicted in Figure 4.1, due to the angular deflection ϕ(t) of the
rotor, the magnetic flux density varies, since the air gap lair(t) between rotor and
stator oscillates. Thus, a voltage is induced, which is superposed to the sinusoidal
phase voltage of the induction machine. This imperfection is measurable in the
context of MCSA. As described and motivated in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.6, the
MCSA is applied in order to validate the defined PHM algorithm. Thus, the focus
of the test rig is the investigation of bearing faults in induction machines.
Since the MCSA is mainly carried out in the frequency domain, the fault fre-
quencies are of interest. Several publications base the expected frequency range
of the fault frequencies upon the equations of Palmgren as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.3. Since these equations are only valid for fault frequencies in vibration
signals, [SHKB95] set up a relation between the Palmgren equations and the fault
frequencies in the motor current. They assume that the fault frequencies fv in the
vibration signal are detectable in the stator current with
fs = | fe ±m · fv | (4.1)
where m = 1,2, 3,...,n describes the order of harmonics and fe is the supply fre-
quency of the induction machine. In accordance with these equations [Bel08],
[ZP07], and [RRBM02] identify the effects of bearing faults in the range of 30 Hz
to 150 Hz. Others ([ICBR09], [JA05], [SHH04b]) investigate a range of up to
800 Hz so that this limit must be considered for the design of the test rig’s sensor
suite.
Rotor
Stator
Faulty bearing
lair(t)
ϕ(t)
Figure 4.1.: Effects of bearing faults on the air gap between rotor and stator
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4.1.2 Common bearing damages
In accordance with [SHH04a], bearing faults are categorized into single point de-
fects and generalized roughness. Single point defects cause the abovementioned
characteristic frequencies, since the deflection of the rotor in stationary state is ide-
alized deterministic. An example of single point defects are spalls or pits on the
bearing components. Generalized roughness includes bearings that are rough, ir-
regular, or deformed over a large area. Thus, the equations by Palmgren are not
valid for this type of fault, since the effects are highly stochastic and stimulate a
broader frequency area. The causes of general roughness are contamination or loss
of lubricant, shaft currents, misalignment, or corrosion. The results are scratches or
pits over the entire component. One significant damage pattern is the appearance
of chatter marks due to bearing currents. [SHH04a]
4.1.3 Methods for bearing degradation
The aim of artificial bearing degradation is to reproduce the faults described in the
previous section as realistically as possible. According to [SHH05], two different
approaches to the generation of bearing faults are widely used for the validation of
diagnosis and prognosis methods. They can be classified as off-line faults, when the
tested bearings are removed from their in situ position, and on-line faults, which
are generated by means of measurements for the accelerated bearing aging. Off-
line faults can be further divided into artificially pre-damaging e.g. by drilling holes
into the rings ([ECBC12], [ED04]), scratching the surface of the raceways or rolling
elements [ICBR09], and faults that occur during real operations. [BGRR08] verify
and validate their bearing fault models by using of bearings which had been issued
from industrial maintenance.
In [SHH05] the problems of both off-line approaches are discussed. They state
that since the changes to the probed machine during the removal and mounting of
the bearings lead to differing test conditions, the experimental data is corrupted.
Thus, both methods are mainly used to generate data for fault diagnosis. To avoid
these problems, the on-line approach of producing an artificially accelerated bear-
ing damage is beneficial.
Several methods for accelerated bearing aging are presented in the literature. All
approaches have in common the feature that the bearings are stressed with a load
that diverges from the approved design point of the bearing. One approach is me-
chanical forces (radial [MS85], axial [JOL08]) and torques ([KP02], [RRBM02])
to generate a systematic degradation. [JOL08] combine the radial force with a high
operating temperature (about 127 ◦C) to further reduce the overall lifespan of new
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bearings to approximately one month. The artificial contamination of the lubricant
with dust [KCT+14] or alumina particles [ANMK06] is another method to achieve
a mainly monotonic degradation behavior.
One further approach to generating on-line bearing failure is the application of
a current that flows directly through the test bearing. This method is known as
bearing current. The realistic correspondent is discussed in [BH02] in the case of
paper machines. Here, the control unit of the paper machine created a potential on
the shaft, which led to electrical discharge machining (EDM) of the bearing. The
EDM produced chatter marks on the inner bearing surface of all examined motors
so that it was necessary for the bearings to be exchanged.
Besides the existence of a potential, the appearance of EDM also depends on
the state of lubrication, since the oil film around rolling elements has an insulating
effect. When the oil film is thin enough (for example in areas of high load) spark
erosions arise, which generate small pits burned into the races. [SHH05] use this
approach to generate on-line failures within a range from several hours to three
weeks, dependent on the amount of lubricant and the applied voltage of the bearing
current (sine with a maximum voltage of 5 V at 60 Hz).
4.2 Design of a test rig for accelerated bearing aging
In the previous section, established methods of bearing degradation were intro-
duced. Thus, in this section the derivative requirements for a new test rig in align-
ment with the delimitations to other approaches of Section 2.6 are presented. The
final concept is outlined in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Derivative requirements
The derivative requirements of the test rig are summarized in Table 4.1. A cou-
ple of requirements arise, since some suitable components of former test rigs were
already available. These are the type of motor, the power supply, or the data ac-
quisition system. Thus, the inclusion of these parts into the design is mandatory.
Other requirements such as the type of load, the examined bearings, the measured
signals, or the sample rate of the sensor suite are derived from the experiences
of Section 4.1. The latter is calculated on the basis of the maximum determined
frequency of bearing faults (800 Hz, [SHH04b]) multiplied by factor ten to avoid
sampling effects. The requirements for daily operations such as safety issues, easy
access, and fast assembly and disassembly of the bearings are summarized in "other
requirements".
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Table 4.1.: Derivative requirements for the test rig
Motor
Type Induction machine by Emod Motoren, type 80S/2
Supply frequency 50 Hz
Power supply Elgar type 1001SL
Bearings
Type Single-row ball bearings
Price Low-priced (maximum 10€ per part)
Loads
Bearing current Minimum voltage of 5 V, supply frequency of 50 Hz
Radial load Above design point of the bearing
Contamination Access to inside of bearing possible
Sensors
Sample rate Minimum of 8 kHz
Stator current All three current phases, low signal to noise ratio
Vibration Close to bearing, in radial direction of the bearing
Data acquisition DSpace 1103 controller board
Other requirements
Access Easy (rapid application of other load types)
Assembly/disassembly Easy (rapid exchange of test bearings)
Safety Protection against worn parts, bearing current
4.2.2 Final concept of test rig
The previously defined requirements are the basis for a test rig design, which is the
focus of this section. A general overview of the individual components of the test
rig is provided in Section 4.2.2.1. The measured signals and the sensor concept,
including the selected sensors, are presented in Section 4.2.2.2. The test bearings
for the run to failure investigations are then given.
An entire test rig description was published in [APK15], and many parts of this
section are based on that publication.
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4.2.2.1 General overview and applied loads
The test rig at hand was designed in cooperation with students in the context of
two design projects ([ABS+13], [BDGM14]). The result of the concept phase is
depicted as a CAD sketch in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2.: CAD sketch of the test rig with radial force as load
The core element of the test bench is a simple three-phase a.c. motor of type
80S/2, designed by the manufacturer Emod Motoren. The standard power of this
motor is 0.75 kW at a line-to-line voltage of 115 V. The supply frequency is fe =
50 Hz, it has two terminal pairs and for most of the experiments a slip of about
0.6%. The motor is depicted on the left of Figure 4.2. The power supply is provided
by three type 1001SL of the manufacturer Elgar, which enables a variable supply
frequency and voltage.
One difference in comparison to the delivery status of the motor is the displace-
ment of the loose bearing from the casing into a separate bearing bracket, which
can be seen on the right side of Figure 4.3. Since this bearing is also the test bearing
for the run to failure runs, the disassembly and reset of the test scenario between
two runs is more time-efficient. Therefore, a second shaft extends the motor shaft.
A stiff coupling, which connects both shafts, ensures that vibrations of the test bear-
ing are directly transmitted to the motor shaft and are therefore, detected by the
MCSA.
As required, three different types of load are included in the concept for an artifi-
cially accelerated bearing aging: Radial force, bearing current, and contamination
of the lubrication. In the case of the radial force configuration as depicted in Fig-
ure 4.2, a ball joint bearing that ensures a free angular movement of the shafts
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Shaft coupling Test bearingHybrid bearing
Carbon brushDSpace sine Amplifier
Figure 4.3.: Cross section of the test bench in bearing current configuration
introduces the load. By turning the crank lever, the joint ball bearing is deflected
and consequently the test bearing is stressed.
Another change to the motor is caused by the application of bearing current.
As it is intended that a current will flow through the test bearing, the motor shaft
must be insulated. Thus, the original fixed bearing of the motor is replaced by a
hybrid bearing (see Figure 4.3) in order to circumvent a current flow through the
motor casing. The current is introduced by a carbon brush which is pressed on the
shaft near the test bearing. To imitate the influences of high frequency switching
motor drives in accordance with the requirements, the current is rotary with a
supply frequency of 50 Hz and a voltage of up to 9 V. A DSpace system provides
the voltage signal, which is amplified by an op-amp (OPA541 by Burr-Brown). The
circuit is closed by first connecting the bearing bracket with a load resistor, which
prevents a real short-circuit. The load resistor is then connected to the ground of
the motor, which protects the user from electric shocks.
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4.2.2.2 Sensor concept
As required in Section 4.2.1, the data acquisition system is based on a DSpace 1103
controller board and a comprehensive sensor suite, which is listed in Table 4.2.
Since one delimitation of this thesis is the evaluation of PHM algorithms by means
of stator currents, the phase currents of the motor are measured by three closed
loop sensors, which use the Hall Effect for indirect current measurement. Another
current sensor measures the bearing current by recording the output of the op-amp.
In order to compare and especially to assess the performance of the applied current
sensor, an accelerometer is mounted in the radial direction on the bearing bracket
next to the test bearing. In addition, the ambient and test bearing temperatures
are measured to ensure comparable test procedures and for another assessment
of bearing degradation, respectively. The shaft rotation is measured to identify
possible changes in shaft movement during the degradation process.
In terms of sample frequency, the vibration and current signals are sampled with
a frequency of 25 kHz before the signals are filtered by means of a 10 kHz low-pass
filter. Thus, the sample rate is higher than the required sample rate of 8 kHz. The
ambient and bearing temperature as well as the rotation speed of the shaft are
captured once per second. The recording of measurement data is performed every
two minutes. The measure window width is ten seconds and the files are saved in
Matlab format .mat.
Table 4.2.: Sensor suite of test rig
Sensor Type Qty Measurement
Current sensor LEM LA 25-NP 3 Motor phase
Current sensor LEM LA 25-NP 1 Fluting current
Accelerometer Kistler 8702 1 Radial vibration
Temperature sensor National Semicon-
ductor LM35
2 Bearing and ambient
temperature
Position sensor Honeywell SS495A1 1 Shaft rotation
4.2.2.3 Test bearings
The test bearing in the bearing bracket is mounted in a hull which can be ex-
changed. Depending on the diameter D, different types of bearings can be exam-
ined. Other differentiating factors are manufacturer, dynamic and static load C
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and C0, the designation and the price per bearing (exclusive VAT). A listing of the
employed bearings is given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3.: Listing of possible bearings
OEM D [mm] Rolling element C/C0 [kN] Type No. Price [€]
SKF 32 Balls 4.0/2.3 61804 8.73
SKF 42 Balls 7.3/4.1 16004 5.81
ISB 32 Balls 4.0/2.3 61804 2.46
ISB 42 Balls 7.1/4.0 16004 2.35
ISB 47 Cylinder 25.0/22.0 NU204 8.30
SKF 42 Balls 10.0/5.0 6004 TN9/C3 7.12
4.3 Test rig setup
The test rig concept of the previous section was assembled in cooperation with a
student within a master’s thesis [Sch15]. A few changes to the concept arose after
first investigations, which are described in this section. The test bench configura-
tion which was used to generate the bearing degradation data for the evaluation of
the PHM algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.4.
(a) Front (b) Right
Figure 4.4.: Test rig in the bearing current configuration
With regard to the applied load, only the bearing current was considered, since
an overload due to radial force had caused a crack in the motor shaft. As the bear-
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ing degradation by EDMs had been sufficient with regard to degradation behavior
or timespan of run to failure trials, the application of contaminated lubrication
was also not necessary. The implementation of the bearing current is presented
in Figure 4.5. The carbon brush is pressed onto the shaft in order to guarantee
a permanent current flow. The two power supplies are depicted in Figure 4.4b in
the upper right corner. They provide the voltage for the op-amp for negative and
positive voltage. The mounted ground wire beside the test bearing is presented in
Figure 4.5b.
(a) Carbon brush (white circle) (b) Ground wiring
Figure 4.5.: Elements for the application of bearing current
The op-amp and the voltage signal are designed to generate a resulting current
through the bearing with a maximum amplitude of about 3 A; a cutout of this signal
is plotted in Figure 4.6. It can be seen that the real current shows a mismatch in
comparison to an ideal sine especially in the voltage area, near null. It is assumed
that this behavior is caused by the lubrication, which varies the overall resistance
between the outer and inner ring. The lubrication increases the overall resistance
so that the current flow is blocked, especially in areas of low voltage.
During first run to failure experiments using bearings with a steel cage, these
cages led to an abrupt failure of the tested bearing, which is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.7. Thus, there was no significant degradation either in vibration or in current
data, which subsequently led to the selection of bearings with polyamide cages
(fiberglass reinforced nylon) in order to prevent these sudden failures. The dark
polyamide cage can be seen in Figure 4.5b. Therefore, all run to failure runs ap-
plied in this thesis were executed with bearings of type SKF 6004 TN9/C3. Here,
TN9 stands for the polyamide cage and C3 characterizes increased clearance.
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Figure 4.6.: Current through test bearing
Figure 4.7.: Bearing failure due to cage damage
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5 Analysis with bearing degradation
data
The proposed PHM algorithm is tested in this chapter. For this validation, bearing
degradation data is applied. The data was generated by the test rig introduced in
the previous chapter. Thus, the first section presents the applied test procedure
and provides an overview of the available data. Validation of the fault diagnosis
and prognosis steps is split into two parts: first, a validation of both steps with
a representative subset of available datasets is executed in the context of a leave
one out cross validation (LOOCV) procedure. Besides the prognostic performance
of all three Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM) methods, the influences of differ-
ent parameter settings are also analyzed in Section 5.3. Here, especially the input
parameters introduced in Section A.5 are applied. The second part comprises a
final validation with all datasets in Section 5.4. This enables the assessment of
the of the robustness of the algorithms with regard to varying number of training
datasets. The final section begins with a general discussion of the achieved prog-
nostic performances of each HsMM approach. Based on the validation results, cost
benefits are estimated at the end of this chapter.
5.1 Description of the applied data
In [Jen13, p. 85] the challenge of data availability is discussed. Different data
sources and their pros and cons are introduced there. The range of methods
reaches from simulation models, over subsystem/system fault characterization tests
to technology maturation field program. Each method is assessed with regard to its
applicability and realism. The data generation of this thesis is located in the field of
system/subsystem fault characterization tests, since the applied induction machine
is a complete system or a line-replaceable unit of a superior system. The benefit of
this data generation method is realistic data, whereas one drawback can be that the
seeded faults are not natural. [Jen13, p. 85]
This section provides an overview of the applied data, beginning with the se-
lected test procedure for the generation of degradation data. It also presents the
selected performance metrics for the subsequent validations. A general overview
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of the available datasets is then provided. The achieved damage cases as a con-
sequence of the accelerated bearing aging with bearing current, are illustrated in
Section 5.1.3. This section ends with an insight into the available data.
5.1.1 Test procedures
The test rig presented in Section 4.2.2 was utilized in order to generate degradation
data of bearings (type SKF 6004 TN9/C3) loaded with bearing current. These
bearings were in delivery status at the beginning of the experiments, so that no
preprocessing steps such as removal or contamination of lubrication as well as
initial damage of components was applied. The induction machine was driven
under the conditions described in Section 4.2.2.1, with a line voltage of 115 V and
a supply frequency of 50 Hz. Except for the bearing current, no further load was
applied, so that the rotational speed was almost equal to the supply frequency with
only a slight slip of 0.6 %.
The bearing current plotted in Figure 4.6 was applied as a load. Instead of a
constant stress throughout the life cycle, the following load cycles were executed
until a failure occurred:
1. Reference phase and initialization for 1 h
2. Load with 10 V for 2 h
3. No load for 3 h
4. Continue with 2.
These load cycles are plotted in Figure 5.1 as the RMS of the bearing current for
the overall life of one component. The actual amperage that runs through the
tested bearing varies between 0.02 A at the beginning of the run (t = 0.5 h) to
1.6 A at t = 1.5 h. In addition, the amplitude during load phases varies, so that the
RMS is reduced to 1.4 A at t = 27 h. Possible reasons for this change of electrical
resistance during the life cycle of the component life cycle are manifold: burnt out
lubrication, increase of bearing clearance as well as contamination of lubricant due
to loss of material (cage, races). These damage cases are discussed in more detail
in Section 5.1.3.
It was necessary to apply two different abort criteria in order to increase com-
parability between the runs. One criterion was related to the supply power of the
induction machine: when the supply current in one phase exceeded an RMS value
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Figure 5.1.: Bearing current (RMS) during life cycle of one component
of 2.5 A, the power supply was shut down and the trial was halted. This crite-
rion was mainly applied when the bearing cage was broken or the clearance of the
bearing was so high that the rotor scratched the stator.
However, the majority of runs was stopped manually due to a strongly increased
noise level in order to protect the other test rig components. Thus, this second
abort criterion was based on the acceleration near the test bearing: an RMS level of
0.15 g was identified as an appropriate threshold, which on one hand was reached
by the majority of trials and on the other hand correlated with the measured accel-
erations of the first abort criterion.
Examples of both abort criteria are plotted in Figure 5.2; whereas run 1 was
interrupted by the current threshold of the first abort criterion, run 2 was stopped
manually. Since the trial continued for a further twelve hours after the threshold
was crossed for the first time, this time span was removed from the data and the
End of Life (EoL) was assumed to be at tEoL = 60 h. To avoid early interruptions
of particular runs due to peaks as at t = 29 h in run 2, a moving median filter was
applied. Thus, the median of the last 20 time steps of the acceleration RMS was
considered for the second abort criterion. The actual and the filtered RMS of the
acceleration are plotted in Figure 5.2.
For the evaluation of the prognostic performance, several metrics were intro-
duced in Section 2.4. Not all of them are applied, since the information contents
of several metrics overlap. Thus, the prognostic horizon (PH) with the additional
constraint of Equation 2.6 for prognostic convergence, the mean absolute percent-
age error (MAPE) for accuracy, the sample standard deviation (SSD) for prognostic
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Figure 5.2.: Acceleration signal (RMS) of two different abort criteria
precision and the mean probability within accuracy bound (MPAB) for the assess-
ment of prediction uncertainty are used. Additionally, the specific false detection
rate (SFDR) and false negative rate (FNR) are evaluated during the validation with
all datasets, since they are necessary for the cost benefit analysis in Section 5.5.2.
Throughout this thesis, ten predictions of the time span between first fault is de-
tected and abort of trial are executed. A temporally triggered prediction approach
would be also possible, but this leads to an unequal number of predictions, which
would influence the performance metrics of the test cases.
5.1.2 Overview of available data
A total number of 40 run to failure trials were executed with the test rig. However,
due to varying bearing types (as discussed in Section 4.3) and differences in the
load scheme, only 31 trials were conducted under similar conditions. A further
16 trials were abandoned, since neither of the two abort criteria introduced in the
previous subsection were fulfilled, but mainly because there was no identifiable
degradation before the breakdown. Both cases are illustrated by means of the RMS
of the acceleration signal in Figure 5.3a. Whereas run 1 was manually stopped
due to acoustic noise, run 2 was automatically switched off by the power threshold
without any noticeable fault precursors. The investigation of the corresponding
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filtered acceleration signal of run 1 indicated that the received RMS values did not
permanently cross the threshold of 0.15 g, so that this run is not comparable to the
other datasets.
Hence, 15 datasets build the database for the validation of the proposed PHM
algorithm. The acceleration signals (RMS) of all datasets over their entire life cycle
are illustrated in Section A.7. All datasets vary greatly with regard to degradation
characteristics, initial acceleration magnitude, and total lifetime. The correspond-
ing failure distribution is illustrated in Figure 5.3b. Whereas the majority of trials
lasted 10–70 h, the life span of two other trials was about 150 h.
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Figure 5.3.: Causes of dataset reduction and resulting failure distribution of applied
datasets
With the aim of finding similarities between different runs, the available datasets
are clustered with reference to the monotonic behavior of the RMS values of the
vibration signal. Thus, three categories are identified for this classification:
• Strictly monotonic: 1, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15
• Monotonic: 4, 10, 12
• Not monotonic: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9
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During a first validation beginning in Section 5.2, a representative subset of five
datasets of all three categories (datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15) is selected. Due
to computational costs associated with an increasing training database (which is
further investigated in Section 5.4.2) this subset is applied to show the prognostic
and diagnostic performance of the proposed algorithm.
5.1.3 Achieved damage cases
Some damage cases that are the result of the run to failure tests are illustrated in
Figure 5.4. The main origin of the damage cases was the bearing current and its
resulting effects. In particular, the heat introduced by the electric sparks affected
the components of the bearings. Thus, chatter marks on the inner and outer races
of bearings were the consequence, as depicted in Figure 5.4a. This fault pattern is
produced due to the combination of a steady shaft revolution and a bearing current
with constant supply frequency, as mentioned in Section 4.1.2.
Additional effects of heat (which were detected in nearly all trials) were the
decomposition of bearing cages and the burning out of lubrication. In some tri-
als the degrading structure of the cage led to cracks and tears in cage material
(see Figure 5.4b). In addition, dissolving cage particles and dried lubricant formed
a mixture that adhered to the moving parts such as balls, and thus significantly
altered the vibration and current power spectral density (PSD) spectra. Some re-
maining particles, still tightly adhered to the balls after the trial, are depicted in
Figure 5.4c.
The final image of Figure 5.4d shows the shaft, which is the extension of the
motor shaft (see Figure 4.3). Clear signs of wear are also visible in this picture,
since many sections have changed color due to corrosion. The shaft coupling (at
the right of this image), the carbon brush (right of the second shoulder), and the
test bearing (right of the first shoulder) led to strong color changes and also to
differences in the electric flux of the bearing current. It is assumed that due to the
corrosion on the surface, on which the test bearing was mounted, the electric flux
was not equally distributed across the contact surface. This led to abrupt failures
of several bearings (e.g. the discarded run 2 of Figure 5.3a), so that the shaft had
to be replaced.
A summary of a descriptive damage analysis of the applied run to failure trials
is presented in Section A.8. By means of two tables where changes of the bearings
were recorded after the trials, similar causes of failure and degradation processes
can be identified. Thus, this analysis offers the opportunity to compare the defined
damage states of the applied PHM algorithm with the actual detected faults.
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(a) Chatter marks (b) Torn cage
(c) Particles on balls (d) Shaft corrosion
Figure 5.4.: Damage cases and signs of wear after run to failure trials
5.1.4 Resulting signals
The acceleration signal is the state-of-the-art condition monitoring signal type for
bearing faults, as introduced in Section 4.1.1. Therefore, the second abort criterion
and the overview of all applied datasets in Section A.7 were presented in terms of
the RMS of the acceleration signal, since it is assumed to provide a more accurate
representation of the current health status. However, the motor current signature
analysis (MCSA) is the focus of this thesis. Thus, a comparison between both signal
types of the applied data is given in this section.
As introduced in Section 2.3.2.2, one possible option is to derive features directly
from signals in the time domain. For this reason, in Section A.9,the time signal of
the stator current is inspected for two different points in the life cycle of an example
component. Since no changes in the magnitude of the time signal can be identified,
this justifies the transformation into the frequency domain. Thus, a plot similar to
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Figure 3.3 is derived for each dataset. An upstream analysis of the PSD spectrum
to identify an appropriate frequency range for possible features was necessary. The
outcome was a range between 1 Hz and 1 kHz, which was also the specification in
Section 4.1.1. Thus, all amplitudes within this range are summed up to frequency
bands of 1.5 Hz in order to reduce the overall number of features.
As already stated in Section 3.2.1, the amplitudes at a frequency of 30 Hz of
the resulting PSD spectrum provide the most promising health index. Hence, the
amplitudes at 30 Hz of dataset 5 and 10 are examined in Figure 5.5. In addition,
the RMS values of the corresponding acceleration signals are plotted. For a better
comparison of both signal types, the respective amplitudes are normed.
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Figure 5.5.: Correspondence of acceleration and stator current signals with regard
to representation of actual health
The amplitudes of the current signal in Figure 5.5a show a good correlation to
the acceleration signal. However, both signals have no monotonic behavior, since
especially in the time span between 20 and 30 h the amplitudes are lowered again.
The amplitudes of current signal even reach the level of the assumed nominal state.
Thus, a prediction based only on this feature would be challenging, as most predic-
tion algorithms are not able to handle a sudden "improvement" of the component.
In contrast, Figure 5.5b shows a high degree of monotony, especially in the ac-
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celeration signal. However, a discrepancy between the investigated signal types
is also observable. Particularly in the time span between 50 and 140 h where the
RMS values of the acceleration signal indicate an incipient fault, the corresponding
amplitudes of the current signal remain low close to the point of failure.
Both, the lack of monotony and the discrepancy between acceleration and cur-
rent signal require a multidimensional feature approach. By means of more infor-
mation about the current health status of the component covered by amplitudes of
other frequencies, benefits with regard to diagnostic and prognostic accuracy are
assumed. This hypothesis is evaluated in Section 5.3.5.
Finally, a comparison of one resulting (continuous) feature for four applied train-
ing datasets is presented in Figure 5.6. In accordance with Figure 3.2, this feature
is the outcome of feature generation and subsequent feature reduction with respect
to the mutual information criterion. For better visualization, the continuous feature
of Φc instead of the discretized feature Φ is plotted. As expected, all trained fea-
tures begin and end on a similar amplitude level, and are therefore appropriate for
distinguishing different damage states. After discretizing all features, the resulting
feature matrix Φ is transferred to the diagnosis step.
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Figure 5.6.: One selected feature of training during the test with dataset 5
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5.2 Diagnosis results with selected data subset
The proposed algorithm is validated with the database of the previous section. As
mentioned and motivated in Section 5.1.2, the first results are achieved by a leave
one out cross validation (LOOCV) with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15. Thus, four
runs are used for training and the remaining dataset is applied as a test case. The
feature generation and training process of K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Hidden
semi-Markov Models (HsMM) is skipped in the context of this validation, since it
was introduced in detail in Section 3.2 and during the verification in Section 3.6
with the applied data. Thus, the validation begins with the fault diagnosis step.
Since the two proposed PHM approaches, probability-based and load-based Hidden
semi-Markov Models (HsMMs), are based on the same results in fault diagnosis,
this section is also separated from the subsequent sections, which focus on the
prognostic step.
The fault diagnosis begins with the classification of the test dataset by the trained
KNN, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Here, the three-dimensional feature subset Φ
is reduced to the unidimensional damage class vector C . In addition, the class
probability SC is calculated in accordance with Equation 3.3. The classification step
is presented in Figure 5.7. Whereas the distribution of training and test data points
is illustrated in Figure 5.7a, one example of the resultant damage class probability
SC is presented in Figure 5.7b. The circles in Figure 5.7a represent the already
classified training points and the crosses correspond to the new test points, which
must be assigned. In contrast to Figure 3.16, the test points and the training points
are not equal in the context of validation during the verification. With respect to the
distance to adjacent training points, the test points are classified, so that in border
areas between the trained classes the class assignment is not unique. Thus, the
outcome is a class probability SC for every test data point depicted in Figure 5.7b.
The results can be interpreted as follows: in t = 36 h, 40% of K = 5 surrounding
training points belong to damage class 8 and the rest is assigned to damage class
20.
The matrix SC is then transferred to the state estimation algorithm, presented
in detail in Section A.4. For a better comparison of estimated states and trained
state sequences, a directed graph of the HsMM net, comparable to Figure 2.15,
is illustrated in Figure 5.8. This provides a better overview of possible damage
state transitions within the HsMM net, which is trained with datasets 5, 7, 12, and
14. The related damage classes and the damage states which are the basis of this
directed graph are presented in Section A.10.1. Several discoveries can be derived
from this plot and Figure 5.8:
• All trained models start in S1 (new/nominal state)
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Figure 5.7.: Classification of a new test dataset by means of the KNN algorithm
(DC=Damage Class)
• Several damage states are entered by different models (e.g. S1, S4, S8 etc.)
• Although some internal cycles between two damage states exist (e.g. S1 ↔
S2, S11 ↔ S13), the general characteristic of state transitions is acyclic, i.e.
there are no transitions from damage states close to end of life cycle to be-
ginning of life cycle (e.g. S12→ S1)
• The models of datasets 5 and 12 show a similar fault process, since both
models include the states S1, S4, and S9
As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, based on the derived damage states and the
descriptive damage analysis of Section A.8, a comparison between datasets is pos-
sible. Datasets 5 and 12 show similarities in the context of the descriptive damage
analysis with regard to roughening of bearing components, burnt out lubrication,
or especially the cage condition at the end of the trial. However, the divergence in
the selected abort criterion or the appearance of chatter marks in dataset 5 indicate
that these similarities can be coincidental.
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Figure 5.8.: Real net structure with trained damage state transitions of training
datasets 5, 7, 12, 14
The final step of fault diagnosis consists of model identification and damage state
estimation, which are both illustrated in Figure 5.9. In combination with Figure 5.8
and Figure A.7 of Section A.10.1, the results can be explained as follows: at the
beginning of the life cycle of the tested bearing, the model trained by dataset 7 is
selected as most suitable in Figure 5.9a. As described in Section 3.6.3, this stems
mainly from the trained emission matrix B. At t ≈ 20 h, the model, derived from
dataset 5, has the highest model probability, since the assumed state transition in
Figure 5.9b for model 5 from S1 to S2 is captured in this model. A final change in
model identification takes place at t ≈ 26 h, when another state transition from S2
to S1 is assumed by model 5 and the net; the net is subsequently selected as the
most probable model. This stems from the duration time within damage state S2
derived by the state estimation: since the estimated duration time d(S2)≈ 26−20 h
within damage state S2 does not fit with the trained duration times of model 5
(d(S2) < 4 h), the net is selected as the most probable. Thus, the net combines
both the possible state transitions and a suitable duration time within S2.
A final remark is related to the estimated damage states at the end of the life
cycle in Figure 5.9b: until t ≈ 45 h, the selected models indicate state transitions,
which are covered by the directed graph of Figure 5.8. Thereafter, the assumed
state transitions differ from the trained state sequences (net: S12 → S6, model
5: S2 → S6). This divergence between actual damage state sequence and the
sequence propagated by the models reveals that not all possible fault propagations
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are covered by the models. Hence, this inevitably leads to inaccuracies in fault
prediction.
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Figure 5.9.: Model identification and state estimation during LOOCV with tested
dataset 15 (Tr=Training dataset)
5.3 Prediction results with selected data subset
The prognostic performance of the two proposed algorithms as well as the com-
parative algorithm is validated in this section. As motivated in Section 5.1.2, the
algorithms are tested with a data subset consisting of datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15.
The selected validation method is a leave one out cross validation (LOOCV), where
one dataset is used to test the HsMMs that are trained with the remaining datasets.
First, the two proposed algorithms, which differ in the state duration estimation
introduced in Section 3.5.1, are validated; the probability-based method is fol-
lowed by the load-based duration estimation. The comparative HsMM algorithm
of Section 3.7 is then tested. During the final three subsections, the impact on the
prognostic performance of different parameter settings and a change from stator
current to vibration signal is investigated.
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5.3.1 Probability-based approach
Based on the results of the fault diagnosis with regard to state estimation and model
identification, the fault prognosis is initiated. As introduced in Section 3.5.1, this
probability-based method is characterized by a damage state duration estimation
based on a probability distribution. The prognostic results of the LOOCV produced
with this approach are depicted in Figure 5.10. Therefore, the five prediction sets
are split into trials with a higher prognostic convergence expressed by the prognos-
tic horizon (PH) in Figure 5.10a and a poor convergence in Figure 5.10b.
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Figure 5.10.: Prediction results of probability-based HsMM approach in context of
LOOCV with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, 15 (Tst=Test dataset)
A noticeable conformity among the predictions of Figure 5.10a is that in an area
between λ= 0−0.4, all predictions tend to conservative forecasts. This is, because
trial 7 and 14 are the longest runs (72 and 78 h) in the selected subset. Thus, the
HsMMs trained with the shorter remaining datasets drift to false positive predic-
tions. Despite the good PH, especially for test 5 and 14, the prediction sets have
problems related to prognostic accuracy and uncertainty. In Table 5.1, the corre-
sponding performance metrics are summarized. The prognostic accuracy, expressed
with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), of test 14 is 108%, and in addition
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only 18% on average of the predicted RUL distribution of test 7 lies within the
defined accuracy bound, covered by mean probability in accuracy bound (MPAB).
In contrast, the MAPE values of the prediction sets in Figure 5.10b are low com-
pared to test 14. In particular, the final prediction of both tests fits the actual RUL
almost perfectly. In addition, the prediction precision, covered by the sample stan-
dard deviation (SSD), is small for these trials due to nearly constant prediction
errors. The low MPAB value of test 15 is a result of the wide RUL spread between
λ= 0.3− 0.7.
Table 5.1.: Performance metrics of probability-based HsMM approach
Test PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
5 0.35 86 50 138
7 0.14 62 18 152
12 0.03 76 49 78
14 0.35 108 53 198
15 0.04 82 23 95
The basis for these predictions during this first approach is a duration probability
density distribution (PDF), as in Figure 5.11 for damage state S1. As formulated in
Section 3.5.1, these distributions determine the duration time within each damage
state until the failure state Ω is reached. These are derived during the training
process, when the particular damage state is entered. In Figure 5.11, state S1 was
selected eight times with a wide spread of duration times from d(S1) = 4− 33 h.
This results in a large prediction uncertainty at low λ of test 7 in Figure 5.10a. This
is assumed to be reduced with the load-based approach, which is the focus of the
following subsection.
5.3.2 Load-based approach
Instead of a probability distribution of the duration time within each damage state
as in the previous subsection, the sojourn time of the load-based approach is esti-
mated by the model, depicted as an example in Figure 3.12. Analogously to the
probability-based HsMM approach of the previous section, this method is validated
by means of a LOOCV with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15. Figure 5.12 is again
separated into predictions with a higher convergence (Figure 5.12a) and forecasts
where the predicted and actual RUL do not converge (Figure 5.12b).
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Figure 5.11.: Example duration probability within damage state S1 (training
datasets 5, 12, 14, and 15)
All three trials shown in Figure 5.12a predict the particular RUL of the tested
component at the beginning of the component’s life cycle with high accuracy, al-
though the actual RUL of all participating runs vary greatly. Whereas in test case 5
the predictions tend to be conservative between λ = 0.10− 0.55, tests 12 and 14
match the required PH accuracy over the entire life cycle, so that even in the first
three predictions of test 14 the majority of probability mass lies within the accuracy
bound. The constant prediction error of test case 12 stems from the model iden-
tification and state estimation: over the entire prediction phase, only one model
and also one damage state are identified as the most suitable, so that based on this,
there are no changes in the predictions.
The low prediction errors for test cases 12 and 14 also manifest in small values
in the accuracy-specific metric MAPE as well as the precision assessing metric SSD.
All metrics are summarized in Table 5.2. The trends in prediction accuracy are also
reflected in the values of MPAB; since the majority of estimated RUL probability
distribution lies within the accuracy bound, the values for MPAB are high. In con-
trast, the metrics for test cases 7 and 15 in Figure 5.12b are significantly worse.
The PH in particular is reduced due to the prediction errors near the end of the
component’s life cycle. Additionally, the spread of the predicted RUL probability
distribution is considerably larger in comparison to test cases 5, 12, and 14. This
leads to reduced MPAB values in both cases.
As introduced in Section 3.5.1, the estimation of the duration time within a
damage state in this approach uses the cumulative load uΣ as additional input.
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Table 5.2.: Performance metrics of load-based HsMM approach
Test PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
5 0.35 92 49 139
7 0.14 64 23 166
12 1.00 63 96 1
14 1.00 88 76 88
15 0.04 95 26 186
By means of linear interpolation and extrapolation between derived training data
points, the duration time is calculated for new test points when the particular dam-
age state is entered. Thus, in Figure 5.13 three examples of the cumulative bearing
current uΣ (Figure 5.13a) as well as the resulting duration model (Figure 5.13b)
are illustrated. The cumulative load is derived by integrating the load phases of
Figure 5.1. In the case of prediction, when the future cumulative load is not avail-
able, several approaches are possible. If the expected load profile is not assessable,
uΣ must be predicted. For this first approach, it is assumed that the load profile
is available, and the actual load is therefore applied. Although all bearings were
loaded with the same voltage, differences in the resulting uΣ arise due to varying
electrical resistance of the lubricant in the bearings for example, as described in
Section 4.1.3. In Figure 5.13a for training dataset 12, the effect of the lubricant is
visible, since a significant increase in uΣ is registered after 15 h, when the majority
of lubricant was burnt out.
In Figure 5.13b, the duration model based on uΣ as input is plotted. As described
in Section 3.5.1, the training points are generated, when the particular damage
state is entered during the training phase. Thus, every time the state is entered,
the current cumulative load and the corresponding duration time in this state is
applied as training inputs and outputs, respectively. The resulting model shows an
approximate hyperbolic behavior with smaller values at larger cumulative loads.
This model can also be connected to the predictions of test case 7 in Figure 5.12b.
Especially at the beginning, the predictions are conservative. This can be explained
by the duration model: when damage state S1 is entered at a low value of uΣ, the
maximum duration time of the trained model does not exceed d = 38 h. Based
on the state estimation of test case 7 (given in Section A.10.2), a duration time
of d = 52 h in damage state S1 would result in perfect predictions for this state.
However, since the maximum duration of the model is d = 38 h, this inevitably
leads to conservative predictions until λ= 0.45.
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Figure 5.12.: Prediction results of load-based HsMM approach in context of LOOCV
with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, 15
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Figure 5.13.: Determination of duration in damage state S1 by means of cumulative
load uΣ in context of LOOCV (training datasets 5, 12, 14, and 15)
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5.3.3 Comparative approach
The results of the LOOCV in the case of the comparative approach, (introduced as a
benchmark method in Section 3.7) are plotted in Figure 5.14. Several differences to
the results of the previous approaches can be identified in the performance metrics
of Table 5.3. The prediction accuracy is higher in the majority of trials, which leads
to lower MAPE values. This can be also derived by examining Figure 5.14: the
prediction errors are small and the predictions show a good convergence at the
end of the life cycle. The test case 15 in Figure 5.14b in particular is predicted
very accurately at the beginning and at the end, so that a MAPE value of 45% is
achieved.
However, the prediction uncertainty is higher in the majority of trials, which
reduces the MPAB values. This stems from the internal cycles within the trained
HsMM, which produce the approach-dependent state transitions between the as-
sumed states nominal S1, incipient fault S2, and failure S3. Test case 12 in particular
shows a wide probability spread over the entire life cycle of RUL∗(λ = 0.01) =
[0.1,2.9]. In addition, although the convergence of the fault predictions is good,
the achieved PH values are in general lower in comparison to the results in Ta-
ble 5.2.
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Figure 5.14.: Prediction results of comparative HsMM approach in context of
LOOCV with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, 15
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Table 5.3.: Performance metrics of comparative HsMM approach
Test PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
5 0.14 51 16 103
7 0.24 64 28 181
12 0 258 30 100
14 0.35 65 30 241
15 0.15 45 16 91
5.3.4 Net probability
In the following subsections, several parameters of the proposed HsMM approach
are varied in order to investigate their impact on the prognostic performance. Since
the load-based duration estimation approach achieved the best results with the
selected subset of datasets 5, 7, 14, and 15 with regards to prediction accuracy,
convergence, and precision, this will be the focus of this investigation.
In Section 3.4.2, the possibility of overruling the likelihood-based model iden-
tification by manually selecting the net probability P(mnet) was introduced. In
this way, it is guaranteed that a constant ratio of prediction samples stems from
the HsMM net. Analogous to the verification in Section 3.6.5, the analyzed net
probabilities are P(mnet) = [0%, 30%, 70%, 100%].
In Figure 5.15, the evolution of MAPE and PH for the selected net probabilities
is presented. Besides the actual sampled values, the arithmetic mean is also plotted
in order to highlight the overall trend of the particular performance metric. Both
metrics indicate a similar development: predictions with a low net probability re-
sult in high values for MAPE and low PHs, whereas with increasing P(mnet) the
prognostic accuracy and convergence also rise. The spread of MAPE values is also
strongly reduced for P(mnet)> 30%.
All investigated averaged performance metrics for the analyzed net probabili-
ties as well as the likelihood-based net probability (named as variable) are sum-
marized in Table 5.4. In comparison to MAPE and PH, the MPAB values remain
approximately constant for all net probabilities (except for the likelihood-based),
whereas the SSD values follow the trend of higher prognostic precision with in-
creasing P(mnet).
One finding that could be derived from this overall trend is that likelihood-based
model identification provides an optimal solution, since the likelihood-based ap-
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proach is outperformed by P(mnet) = 100 % only in SSD. It is noticeable by ex-
amining the resulting likelihood-based model probabilities, which are plotted for
further interest in Section A.10.3, that the net probability is 1 in four of five cases,
especially at the end of the runs. This could be a reason for the increase of PH
values in correspondence to larger P(mnet).
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Figure 5.15.: Evolution of MAPE and PH with increasing ratio of net probability
P(mnet)
Table 5.4.: Averaged performance metrics with constant and variable (likelihood-
based) net probability P(mnet) (load-based HsMM method)
Net probability PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
0% 0.05 113 40 168
30% 0.05 111 42 151
70% 0.12 87 46 124
100% 0.32 79 45 96
Variable 0.51 80 54 116
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5.3.5 Number of features
The choice of feature dimension has an even greater impact on prognostic perfor-
mance compared to the selected net probability. While the default for a database
consisting of 4 training datasets is set to 3 features, the performance with 1 up to
5 features is analyzed in this section. In Section A.10.3, the corresponding features
are plotted.
The trend of PH and MPAB for an increasing number of features is plotted in
Figure 5.16. The PH values indicate that a number of features differing from the
default value 3 result in significantly worse convergence. A symmetry with respect
to the default value can be identified, since 2 and 4 as well as 1 and 5 features create
comparable results. A similar characteristic is detected in the case of MPAB. Here,
a feature set consisting of 3 features also shows the best performance, whereas
the symmetry of the PH values is not given in this case. However, although the
arithmetic mean generated by the default number of features results in the best
prognostic performance, the spread of the PH and MPAB samples is also increased,
so that the PH values for example are distributed from PH= 0.03 to PH= 1.00.
In Table 5.5, all (averaged) achieved performance metrics are summarized. Sim-
ilar results to the PH and MPAB can also be detected for MAPE and SSD. While a set
of features less than 3 might contain insufficient information about the degradation
process, a feature dimension greater than 3 could lead to the curse of dimension-
ality, which was introduced in Section 2.3.2.3. Thus, the correct selection of the
feature dimension is a crucial part of the proposed algorithm and requires an in-
tense upstream analysis.
Table 5.5.: Averaged performance metrics with increasing number of features
(default= 3)
No. of features PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
1 0.01 171 35 220
2 0.07 158 20 189
3 0.51 80 54 116
4 0.09 177 39 203
5 0.01 177 28 226
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Figure 5.16.: Evolution of MPAB and PH with increasing number of features
(default= 3)
5.3.6 Stochastic robustness
Since many steps during model training and fault prediction contain stochastic
functions, examination of prognostic robustness against stochastic influences is the
focus of this subsection. During model training, the clustering with K-means in
particular can vary, since the initial distribution of clusters is arbitrarily selected,
as discussed in Section 3.3.1. This further provides the required input and output
of K nearest neighbor, and can therefore change the inputs to HsMM training for
example, which influences all subsequent processes.
In order to generate reproducible results despite stochastic effects, MATLAB pro-
vides so-called seeds to initialize the internal random number generator. Thus, by
selecting the same seed, the generated random numbers become predictable. In
Figure 5.17, the prognostic performance for three different seeds for test dataset
15 is illustrated. Therefore, seed 1 corresponds to the testing of Figure 5.12b. As
expected, there are stochastic influences on the prognostic performance, since the
prediction of seed 2 differs from seed 1 for instance. However, the influences are
minor, since for example seed 3 covers seed 1 over the entire prediction phase.
Due to stochastic effects, the performance metrics also vary. As depicted in Ta-
ble 5.6, they fluctuate in a range of up to 12 % in the case of prognostic precision
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Figure 5.17.: Changes in prognostic performance due to stochastic effects with test
dataset 15
SSD. Other metrics such as PH vary by about 6%, so they are more robust against
stochastic influences.
Table 5.6.: Averaged performance metrics with different seeds (load-based HsMM
method)
Seed PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
1 0.51 80 54 116
2 0.51 86 53 121
3 0.48 79 57 133
5.3.7 Analysis of vibration signal as input data
Although the focus of this thesis is on the MCSA, the proposed algorithm is intended
to process any signal type of rotating components. Thus, this section investigates
the prognostic performance of the load-based HsMM approach using the vibration
signal as input data.
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In addition to the prognostic performance (Figure 5.18b), one selected feature
for two datasets during the training phase is also presented in Figure 5.18a. Many
similarities to the feature in Figure 5.6 with stator current as input can be derived:
in both datasets the feature begins and ends at a comparable amplitude, and is also
not strictly monotonic. However, an increasing trend is clearly visible, especially in
the last third of the life cycle of both components. Thus, from the point of view of
the features, both signal types are analogous.
The prognostic performance with vibration signal as input data (plotted in Fig-
ure 5.18b) also indicates similarities with the results of the stator current in Fig-
ure 5.12: whereas the prediction of test case 5 shows an analogous behavior with
regard to convergence and accuracy, the forecasts of test case 15 with vibration
data even outperform the results with stator current with PH= 0.58λ. The trend of
comparable results is also reflected in the averaged performance metrics (summa-
rized in Table 5.7) for both vibration and stator signal. The depicted MAPE values
are on a similar level, and in addition the MPAB is only slightly worse in the case
of vibration data, so that the prognostic accuracy of both signal types is analogous.
In contrast, the SSD and PH values indicate a significant performance decrease.
The PH values in particular are reduced, since the last prediction probabilities with
vibration signals lie outside the assumed accuracy bound.
Table 5.7.: Comparison of averaged performance metrics for signal type vibration
and stator current (load-based HsMM method)
Signal PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
Vibration 0.19 84 41 146
Current 0.51 80 54 116
The results of this subsection demonstrate that the application of stator current
leads to similar results in comparison to the state-of-the-art vibration signal with
regard to feature generation and prognostic performance. For some test cases,
the stator current-based forecasts even outperform the results with vibration data.
Thus, due to possible cost reductions, a recommendation can be made for an MCSA
based PHM system.
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Figure 5.18.: Feature selection and prognostic performance of load-based HsMM
approach in context of LOOCV (with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15) with
vibration signal as input
5.4 Prediction results with all datasets
Instead of the selected subset in the previous section, a validation with all 15
datasets is executed in this section. The database is arbitrarily divided into training
and test data. For a better comparison, all examined HsMM approaches are trained
and tested with the same randomly selected datasets. The number of training
datasets Ntd is 4, 6, 8, and 10; for every Ntd , 5 different trainings are performed.
The trained HsMMs are then tested on 5 also randomly selected test datasets, so
that in total 100 prediction sets are generated for each HsMM approach. The focus
of this validation is on the three approaches: probability-based, load-based, com-
parative. In addition, the results with differing net probability P(mnet) in the case
of the load-based method is examined.
The section begins with an overall comparison of the prognostic performance
that is achieved by the considered HsMM approaches. The following subsection fo-
cuses on the influences and especially the robustness of the prognostic performance
with varying amounts of training data.
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5.4.1 Overall comparison
The validation results scored by the selected approaches are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.8. Again, the arithmetic mean of each performance metric is presented.
Besides the three HsMM methods of Section 5.3.1 to Section 5.3.3, the load-
based HsMM approach with P(mnet) = 0 and P(mnet) = 1 are also examined,
as motivated in Section 5.3.4.
In comparison to the results with a selected subset of datasets, nearly all perfor-
mance metrics are considerably worse. The values of PH in particular are strongly
reduced to only PH= 0.10λ for all proposed HsMM approaches and PH= 0.05λ in
the case of the comparative HsMM concept. Thus, all approaches have difficulty
identifying the true RUL in the majority of test cases. Selected predictions for all
three HsMM approaches are presented in Section A.10.4.
There are specific differences between the proposed methods and the compar-
ative HsMM approach. The prognostic convergence and accuracy of the proposed
methods in particular are significantly better. The MPAB and SSD values of all ap-
proaches are comparable. A clear difference between the results of the probability-
based and load-based HsMM method cannot be recognized, although the metrics of
the load-based approach indicate slightly improved results for all categories except
PH. The influences of the selected model probability P(mnet) are also noticeable,
since predictions which only stem from the net (P(mnet) = 1) result in more accu-
rate and precise forecasts.
Table 5.8.: Averaged performance metrics for the three examined HsMM ap-
proaches and a fixed net probability (also load-based HsMM approach)
Approach PH [λ] MAPE [%] MPAB [%] SSD
Prob. HsMM 0.10 173 24 304
Load. HsMM 0.10 166 26 298
Comp. HsMM 0.05 271 26 283
P(mnet) = 0 0.10 172 25 285
P(mnet) = 1 0.10 162 25 278
For a better visualization, the metrics of Table 5.8 are plotted in a radar chart
in Figure 5.19. For this purpose, the metrics were normalized by min-max-scaling
(see Section 2.3.2.1), so that the results are more distinct. In addition, metrics
which are optimal in the case of low values such as MAPE or SSD are trans-
formed (MAPE∗ = 1−MAPE∗−, where MAPE∗− represents the normalized value
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before transformation), so that the best results are achieved with a high per-
centage. The chart shows that none of the approaches outperforms the others.
However, the load-based HsMM approach with likelihood-based model probability
and with a net probability of P(mnet) = 1 achieves good results for the majority
of examined performance metrics. This can be derived by inspecting the area cov-
ered by each approach within the radar chart. According to this illustration, the
probability-based approach shows the poorest performance. However, the perfor-
mance metrics of Table 5.8 show only slight differences to the load-based approach
for example.
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Figure 5.19.: Comparison of four HsMM approaches with normalized performance
metrics
In addition to the performance metrics in Table 5.8, the false negative rate (FNR)
and specific false discovery rate (SFDR) of Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.10 are
also plotted. Here, a time for maintenance action ∆tma = 10 steps is selected.
These values will be important in Section 5.5.2, where the cost benefits in the
case of an actual implementation of the proposed approaches are evaluated. The
values for SFDR and FNR are illustrated in Table 5.9. Besides the two rates, the
achieved true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) of the
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100 prediction sets are also presented. All resulting FNR values are comparable to
each other, and only the SFDR of the comparative HsMM is slightly lower compared
to the proposed algorithms. However, due to the prediction inaccuracies during this
second validation, the achieved error rates (especially in the case of FNR) are also
high.
Table 5.9.: Achieved SFDR and FNR for the three investigated HsMM approaches
Metric TP FP FN SFDR in % FNR in %
Prob. HsMM 3 21 76 21 96
Load. HsMM 4 22 74 22 95
Comp. HsMM 2 17 81 17 98
A discussion of all achieved prognostic performances is presented in Sec-
tion 5.5.1. Besides the differences in the examined HsMM approaches, reasons
for the comparatively poor prognostic performances of all approaches are also pro-
vided.
5.4.2 Amount of training data
The validation of the HsMM approaches by means of all datasets allows the assess-
ment of the influences of a varying amount of training data Ntd . As introduced in
the preamble of this section, the evaluated Ntd are 4, 6, 8, and 10, which is mainly
motivated by the number of available datasets and the process time to generate one
prediction. Therefore, the averaged time (per test run) allocated to model training,
state estimation and model identification, and actual prognosis with respect to Ntd
are illustrated in Table 5.10. Here, only the load-based HsMM and the compara-
tive HsMM approaches are examined, since the probability-based HsMM method
is identical to the load-based algorithm in terms of duration for training and state
estimation. The process time for one prediction is also similar in both proposed
methods. The comparison of load-based and comparative approach indicates only
slight differences in prediction process time. The training duration for small values
of Ntd is also similar. For increasing Ntd , the time for training and especially for
state estimation rises exponentially in the case of the proposed approaches. This is
caused by an increasing model complexity, since more damage states are necessary
in order to cover all available feature combinations. Therefore, the dimensions of
the majority of HsMM parameters (transition matrix A, emission matrix B, duration
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matrix D) rise, which leads to longer computing times. Thus, Ntd was restricted to
a maximum of 10.
Table 5.10.: Averaged process time [min] with respect to the varying number of
training data Ntd
Training State Estim. Prognosis
No. Tr. Data→ 4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10
Load. HsMM 4 9 24 40 7 16 43 95 8 7 13 8
Comp. HsMM 8 13 10 12 5 8 12 21 10 7 8 6
Prognostic performance with varying Ntd is illustrated in Figure 5.20. The evolv-
ing prognostic accuracy (Figure 5.20a) as well as the prognostic precision in Fig-
ure 5.20b are presented in the form of arithmetic mean and corresponding 5th and
95th percentile (in dashed lines). The results indicate a large spread for all applied
HsMM approaches in both, accuracy and precision. The mean of MAPE values for
the probability-based and load-based approach is relatively constant for the four
examined Ntd , whereas the values in the case of the comparative algorithm con-
verge to a similar accuracy level at Ntd = 10. Thus, an increase of training data for
the proposed algorithms is not necessarily beneficial. In contrast to the accuracy,
the averaged precision metric of Figure 5.20b indicates a rather robust behavior
in the case of the comparative algorithm and a slight trend to decreased precision
with rising Ntd for the other two approaches.
By means of these values, a quantitative assessment of the algorithms’ robustness
against Ntd is possible. For this purpose, the standard deviation of the averaged per-
formance metrics for varying Ntd are presented in Table 5.11. The corresponding
database is archived in Section A.10.5. Analogously to the courses of Figure 5.20,
the accuracy robustness of the proposed approaches is high (corresponds to a low
standard deviation) in comparison to the comparative algorithm and vice versa in
the case of precision accuracy. The spread of values for PH and MPAB indicates a
high robustness for all approaches.
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Figure 5.20.: Evolution of prognostic performance metrics for varying amount of
training data (arithmetic mean (continuous line), 5th and 95th per-
centile (dashed lines))
Table 5.11.: Prognostic robustness based on averaged performance metrics with re-
spect to varying number of training data Ntd
Approach σ(PH) [λ] σ(MAPE) [%] σ(MPAB) [%] σ(SSD)
Prob. HsMM 0.01 5 1.8 40
Load. HsMM 0.03 13 1.3 43
Comp. HsMM 0.01 82 2.6 20
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5.5 Discussion and cost benefit analysis for current maintenance
This section completes the experimental analysis of the three examined HsMM ap-
proaches. Therefore, in the first subsection the achieved prognostic performance
of each method is assessed and discussed. Furthermore, possible causes for the
decreased performance in Section 5.4 are presented. This section concludes with
a cost benefit assessment of the PHM algorithms in the context of aircraft mainte-
nance.
5.5.1 Comparison of applied approaches
In this concluding subsection, the results of each HsMM approach achieved during
verification and validations are analyzed. The first proposed HsMM approach is
based on the duration probability in order to determine the sojourn time within a
damage state during the prognostic step. Thus, the major advantage in comparison
to the load-based HsMM approach is that measuring the cumulative load uΣ as
a second input is not necessary. This leads to benefits related to sensor suites
and in the case of application fields, when the observed component is stressed
by multiple kinds of loads. During the validation with all datasets, this approach
showed a slightly better robustness with regard to a varying number of training
data in comparison to the load-based method. However, in all other performance
characteristics (accuracy, RUL uncertainty, precision), the load-based approach was
slightly better than the probability-based concept. Especially during the validation
with a selected subset in Section 5.3, the PH values were decreased in some cases.
The overall comparison with all available datasets in Figure 5.19 indicated that the
probability-based approach captures the smallest area of the radar chart, and thus
showed the poorest performance in the majority of selected metrics. One possible
explanation for this is the larger variety in state durations compared to the load-
based approach: since the estimated duration times depend solely on probability
distributions as depicted in Figure 5.11, the resulting spread of samples is higher,
which can lead to reduced MAPE and PH values.
In contrast, the second HsMM approach, which considers the already endured
load uΣ for the RUL prediction, showed the best performance in nearly all trials.
Especially during the overall validation in Section 5.4.1, the extension of the HsMM
approach by one further input indicated benefits, since it outperformed the other
methods in the majority of disciplines. Further investigations with regard to the
impact of selected net probability P(mnet) revealed in Table 5.8 that a duration es-
timation with P(mnet) = 1 even slightly exceeds the values of SSD, PH, and MAPE
of a likelihood-based model identification. This finding is not confirmed by consid-
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ering the performance during the validation with a selected subset in Section 5.3.4,
since the likelihood-based approach showed significantly better results compared
to all other net probabilities. Besides the need for measuring the load, another
drawback of this approach is the applied load-model, depicted as an example in
Figure 5.13b. The first attempt in this thesis to interpolate and extrapolate the col-
lected training data points is far from perfect. Further investigations focusing solely
on the influences of cumulated load on the duration time within a damage state
are recommended, especially with varying load amplitudes. Another disadvantage
of this approach is the insignificant impact on some performance metrics such as
the PH values in the context of validation with all datasets.
The comparative HsMM approach impresses by its simplicity, since no further
effort for the identification of an underlying structure of damage states is neces-
sary. This leads to a highly reduced process time for training and damage state
estimation. However, the achieved prognostic performance is poorer compared to
the results of the proposed HsMM approaches. In particular, the PH and MAPE
values during the validation with all datasets indicated a lack in convergence and
accuracy, respectively. One reason for the poor PH values is the wide prognostic un-
certainty: as previously stated during the verification in Section 3.7, one outcome
of assuming only four damage states within one training trial is the occurrence of
multiple internal cycles in state transitions, which is part of the concept. However,
this also leads to a wide spread of RUL samples during the prediction, so that the
requirement of PH in Equation 2.6 for example is rarely fulfilled.
One further outcome of the comparison of all achieved prognostic performances
are the strongly decreased metric values in the context of validation with all avail-
able datasets for the three examined HsMM approaches. Possible reasons for this
are manifold. By inspecting the RMS of the vibration signal of all available datasets
in Figure A.5 of Section A.7, one peculiarity is that only a few trials show a similar
degradation process. However, the core assumption of a data-based PHM algorithm
is similarity of trained and tested data in order to receive accurate RUL predictions.
When neither of the trained models corresponds to the tested case, the predictions
are unavoidably poor. Another reason could be the lack of monotony in the ma-
jority of runs. Although the consideration of more than one feature is assumed to
reduce its impact (as proved in Section 5.3.5) by defining several damage states,
cases occur, when all features return to their magnitudes at the beginning of the
component’s life cycle. The high spread of the failure distribution presented in Fig-
ure 5.3 also causes inaccuracies in spedific cases when the life cycle length of all
trained runs strongly deviate from the tested run.
Further reasons for the disparity of degradations concern the test rig setup, since
it offers many challenges to ensure comparability among different trials. The se-
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lected bearing current as load for accelerated bearing aging has a strong stochastic
impact on the degradation. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, the state of the lu-
bricant and other possible characteristics (initial contamination, manufacture of
bearing components, etc.) influence the bearing current, which results in varia-
tions in damage progress. In addition, the attachment of the shaft coupling or the
placement of the test bearing inside the hull could lead to different constellations
of lever arm length, which could influence the angular deflection. This would have
a direct effect on the frequency spectrum of the stator current, i.e. the features of
the algorithms. Another explanation is connected to degradation of components
apart from the tested bearing. For instance the hybrid bearing on the other side
of the shaft could be degrading during the trials, since it is exposed to the vibra-
tions induced by the test bearing. Although the functionality of the hybrid bearing
was tested after every trial and its dimensioning was ensured, a subtle degradation
during the trials is still possible. Another degrading component is the shaft which
extends the motor shaft. As described in Section 5.1.3, it was necessary to replace
this shaft due to corrosion; this exchange can also influence the angular deflection.
Many other components can have similar impacts on the test rig, so that a complete
comparability between different trials is difficult to ensure.
One indicator of the differences in degradation process among the trials is the
prediction uncertainty. Thus, the averaged spread between the 5th and 95th per-
centile of all predictions ∆RUL∗ = µ(RUL∗95−RUL∗5) is evaluated for verification,
and the two validations with a) selected subset and b) all datasets, respectively. In
order to improve comparability, only the prediction uncertainty of the load-based
HsMM approach is analyzed. To compensate differing length, the normed RUL is
evaluated, and the results are presented in Table 5.12. Since the number of training
datasets was set to 4 in verification as well as in validation with a subset, conse-
quently only the results with four training datasets of the validation in Section 5.4
are applied. A trend can be derived among the cases, so that the spread of pre-
dicted RUL is largest in the case of validation with all datasets. Thus, in the case
the prognostic algorithm assesses its own performance as being more uncertain in
comparison to the verification and the first validation.
Table 5.12.: Normed prediction uncertainty in verification and validation with both
selected subset and all datasets
Verification Validation (subset) Validation (all datasets)
∆RUL∗ 0.09 0.40 1.01
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5.5.2 Monetary influences on current maintenance process
As introduced in Section 2.5, based on the results in [Käh17], possible cost savings
of predictive maintenance (PM) in comparison to corrective maintenance can be
estimated with respect to certain prognostic parameters. For this, the examined
run to failure trials with degrading bearings must be embedded into a scenario of
aircraft maintenance. Thus, several restrictions stem from this embedding:
• The examined component, which is not explicitly named in [Käh17] due to
confidentiality, might differ from degrading bearings; however, bearings can
fulfill the specified requirements of [Käh17, p. 42]: correctively maintained,
shows observable wear-out behavior, negative impact on aircraft operations,
etc. Thus, a bearing is assumed to have an analogous impact with regard to
aircraft availability, repair time, and consequentially costs
• The tolerated failure threshold in aircraft maintenance is typically lower than
the assumed failure level Ω. However, this can be easily adapted by defining
a new failure state Ω (minimum state) which is far from actual breakdown
• Accelerated run to failure trials must be transformed into the life span of a
real bearing to obtain important input parameters such as PH
• Besides the mean annual costs of the particular maintenance concept, the
2.5th and 97.5th percentile of expected PM costs are also determined in
[Käh17, p. 137]; for a first guess, only the mean costs are applied in this
thesis
• All underlying costs (indirect, direct maintenance costs, delay costs, etc.)
and the PM implementation costs CP = 17,500€/a (which is an input pa-
rameter of the simulation) are adapted from [Käh17]
• The total cost response surface graph in Figure 2.14 is a result of simulation;
since the underlying simulation tool and corresponding process data is not
available, the derived surface must be approximated analytically
The latter restriction leads to a qualitative approximation by [Käh17, p. 132].
Here, one significant point is the total avoidable cost of 283,000 €/a when there is
no unexpected downtime of the aircraft. As mentioned in [Käh17, pp. 133–134],
not all costs can be reduced, since the assumed PH is still too small to prevent all
negative operational impacts. By including further boundaries (cost extrema for
SFDR and FNR as 0 % or 100%), the following approximation for cost savings ∆C ,
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i.e. current maintenance costs (corrective maintenance) subtracted from annual
costs achieved with PM, is obtained:
∆C = 283− 1.17 · FNR− 83 · exp (0.0299 · SFDR) [k€/a] (5.1)
Here, a PH of 300 min is assumed in [Käh17, p. 132]. This value must be
related to the averaged achieved PH of 0.1λ in Table 5.8 for the proposed algo-
rithms. Hence, two steps are necessary: transform the accelerated bearing degra-
dation to the life span of bearings in real applications and convert the averaged
PH values into minutes. In accordance with [SKF17], a bearing, which is loaded
8 h per day (e.g. gear drives or electric motors), is designed to last for between
10,000–25,000 h of operation. A bearing which is applied in aircraft systems can
be assumed to be designed even more conservatively, i.e. with an increased life
span. In the case a first incipient fault is recognized at half of the entire life cycle,
the selected PH of 300 min would correspond to approximately 1% of life span, so
that in comparison to PH= 0.1λ (10 % of life span), it is a conservative assumption.
As depicted in Table 5.9, the resulting prediction performance expressed by
SFDR and FNR varies only slightly among the three examined HsMM approaches.
In Figure 5.21, the resulting cost benefits ∆C derived by the approximation of
Equation 5.1 are plotted. In addition, the break-even threshold is sketched. The
achieved prognostic performances are also marked as circles for the three HsMM
approaches. The results indicate that the achieved performance of all three ap-
proaches lie on the left side of break-even, so that the application of PM with the
proposed approaches is expected to be beneficial. However, due to the high error
rates, all three approaches are near the break-even threshold.
The approximation of Equation 5.1 also offers the opportunity to quantify the
results of Figure 5.21 in Table 5.13. As the distance between break-even line and
achieved performances implies, the comparative approach creates the highest cost-
benefit of 30,400 €/a (compared to 283,000 €/a avoidable costs). In comparison,
both proposed HsMM approaches only generated a cost reduction of 15,600 €/a
(probability-based approach) and 11,600 €/a (load-based approach). However,
since the achieved PH of the comparative HsMM approach was only 0.05, the as-
sumed PH=300 min of the scenario might not be met.
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Figure 5.21.: Achieved cost benefits ∆C by application of probability-based HsMM
(blue), load-based HsMM (red), and comparative HsMM (green) (PH=
300 min, CP = 17,500 €/a). Based on [Käh17, p. 132]
Table 5.13.: Estimated savings for all three HsMM approaches based on approxima-
tion of Equation 5.1 and achieved SFDR and FNR values
Prob. HsMM Load. HsMM Comp. HsMM
∆C in k€/a 15.2 11.6 30.4
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6 Summary and conclusions
This dissertation introduced a novel data-based algorithm for predictive mainte-
nance (PM) of rotating components such as bearings or gear boxes. The core
element of this algorithm is the Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM) approach
for the identification (fault diagnosis) and propagation (fault prognosis) of the
damage sequence of the examined component.
In the first chapter, the relevance of PM concerning safety, cost-efficiency, and
sustainability was provided. Two main outcomes of this motivation were derived:
the effective cost-benefits in case of PM introduction are still difficult to quantify,
since the actual cost reductions can be annihilated due to the need for staff train-
ing and the immense upstream investment. Another challenge of PM is the con-
sequences of the digitization: although the approach benefits from the availability
of a large amount of data, it requires suitable data mining methods in order to
separate significant data from irrelevant data. Thus, both aspects were examined
within this thesis.
The focus of Chapter 2 was the integration of the outlined topic into the state-of-
the-art terms and definitions of industrial maintenance. Besides common mainte-
nance types (corrective, predetermined, and condition-based), the introduction of
the Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) was central in this chapter. Here,
the PHM comprises all steps for the support of PM: data acquisition, signal pro-
cessing, fault diagnosis and fault prognosis, and advisory generation. Several
state-of-the-art methods for each step were introduced. Data-based diagnosis and
prognosis in particular were the focus of this survey. One approach in both fields
is the application of HsMMs, which allows the modeling of sequences of dedicated
damage states such as from nominal state via first fault inceptions to failure state.
The outcome of this survey was that state-of-the-art HsMM approaches lack the
identification of holistic damage states in different trials, so that each run is treated
individually, since no interconnections between different runs are available.
In Chapter 3, this research gap was closed by the introduction of an HsMM that
contains all possible damage sequences derived by the training datasets. By means
of this so-called net, the merging of similar damage propagations is possible. In
addition to the net, further HsMMs are trained with each particular dataset; with
these single HsMMs it was ensured that test runs, which highly correlate with a
training dataset, were reproduced very accurately. However, before the training of
HsMMs, it was necessary to identify suitable features. Since the application field
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of the proposed PHM algorithm was narrowed down to rotating components, one
state-of-the-art method for feature generation is the transformation of the exam-
ined signals into the frequency domain in order to obtain more information about
the current state of the component. The output is a multitude of features, which
mostly contain no information or a similar amount of information. Thus, a feature
reduction step is necessary in order to obtain only relevant features. For this, the
mutual information criterion was selected to reduce the number of features and
to simultaneously sustain the same amount of information. The resulting feature
subset was then applied for HsMM training.
Based on the trained HsMMs, new test datasets are assessed in the context of
fault diagnosis and prognosis. For this, all trained HsMMs are considered within a
multiple model approach: as new data points are exploited, the probability of each
HsMM (net and single) representing the underlying damage sequence most accu-
rately is calculated. The derived model probability built the outputs of the fault
diagnosis, in addition to the most probable current damage state. From here, two
concepts in terms of fault prognosis were introduced in order to estimate the re-
maining useful life (RUL) of tested components. Both methods forecast the future
duration time within each consecutive damage state until failure. The first ap-
proach was based solely on the duration probability distribution for every specific
damage state derived during the training process. The second approach considered
the already endured load for duration estimation. Both, the probability-based and
load-based approaches were tested at the end of the chapter in terms of verification
in order to confirm the mathematical correctness of the implemented algorithms. In
addition, a state-of-the-art HsMM approach, which as previously mentioned lacks
holistic damage states, was introduced and verified.
After the conceptual design of the proposed PHM algorithm, a case study was
executed in Chapter 4. Based on trends in PHM, bearing degradation in induction
machines was chosen to validate the suggested PHM algorithm. For this, a new
test rig design and its realization were introduced in that chapter. For accelerated
bearing aging, a so-called bearing current was applied as a load in order to signifi-
cantly reduce the life cycle of bearings in the context of run to failure trials. Here,
an alternating current runs through the test bearing; due to electrical discharge
machining, all bearing components degrade rapidly.
The data derived from the test rig built the base for the analysis of the proposed
PHM algorithm in Chapter 5. One novelty in comparison to state-of-the-art valida-
tions was the selected signal type. Instead of the widespread use of vibration data,
the stator current of the induction machine was applied to identify the actual state
of the bearing. Two different validations were executed: a leave one out cross val-
idation with five representative datasets and a second validation with all available
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datasets. The first validation indicated higher prognostic performances for the pro-
posed algorithm for both applied duration estimation methods (probability-based
and load-based HsMM approach) in comparison to the state-of-the-art HsMM al-
gorithm. The load-based HsMM method in particular generated very accurate
forecasts of unknown test datasets. A significant decrease in all evaluated per-
formance metrics was detectable in the context of the second validation with all
datasets. One identified potential reason was the discrepancy in degradation pro-
gresses within the examined datasets. Finally, one state-of-the-art tool for cost-
benefit analysis of PHM algorithms in context of aircraft maintenance offered the
opportunity to assess possible cost savings in the case of the introduction of the
proposed HsMM approach. Despite the reduced prognostic performances of the
second validation, the application can lead to savings, so that implementation is
suggested. Further conclusions and a recommendation about future scientific work
are presented in the following two sections.
6.1 Conclusions and recommendations
Several conclusions and recommendations are derived with regard to the tested
algorithm and the applied test rig. These are summarized in the following itemiza-
tion:
• The evaluation of PHM algorithms with stator current signals instead of vi-
bration signals is possible; in terms of a validation (with selected subset of
data), the predictions with examined stator current were even more accu-
rate and precise than with vibration signals (e.g. PHv i b = 0.19λ, PHcur r =
0.51λ)
• Consideration of the endured load for fault prognosis led to better prognos-
tic performances in nearly all examinations (e.g. PHload = 0.51λ PHprob =
0.18λ during validation with data subset); thus, an extension of the applied
input vector for the estimation of RUL was beneficial in the context of the
employed test procedure (load cycles, load spectrum, etc.).
• The generation of holistic damage states, which is the main novelty of this
thesis, resulted in more accurate, precise, and robust performance compared
to state-of-the-art HsMM approaches (e.g. MAPEload = 166%, MAPEcomp =
271%).
• The expected cost-benefits of the suggested scenario with the achieved prog-
nostic performances varies between 11.6k€/a to 15.2 k€/a (in comparison
to 283 k€/a avoidable maintenance costs) for the proposed algorithm.
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• The applied bearing current as a load for accelerated bearing aging pro-
vided rapid degradations (10 h – 150 h); however, the resultant degradation
processes varied greatly among the trials. A change in the applied test pro-
cedure is therefore recommended: lower voltage of bearing current (instead
of 10 V) and continuous load instead of load cycles (better monotony is as-
sumed).
• The combination of selected bearing type (with polyamide cage) and applied
load resulted in less abrupt failures in comparison to bearings with steel
cage.
6.2 Outlook
One of the most crucial aspects during the implementation of the presented algo-
rithm was the selection of suitable features that represent the actual degradation.
Although the applied selection criterion based on mutual information and standard
deviation of each feature provided a reasonable feature set, several improvements
are possible. One example is that currently, the number of features must be se-
lected by the user. A superior information criterion, which evaluates the total
information content of a selected feature subset, could support or automate this
parameterization step.
Whereas this dissertation focused on the evaluation of motor current signals so
that the measured vibration signal was applied only as a comparative signal, the
consideration of both signal types could increase the prognostic performance. A
mixture of both signals in the applied feature matrix could be a simple implemen-
tation. The derived research question would target the actual increase in prognostic
performance compared to implementation and product costs.
One last recommendation for future scientific work is related to the embedding
of load into the RUL forecast. Since this consideration resulted in increased prog-
nostic performance, further research effort in this field is suggested. This includes a
change in the applied load spectrum (randomly selected load levels and load cycle
lengths, combination of different load types, etc.). However, also the influences
of load on estimated damage states or the duration time within these states could
also be the focus of further research. This could include for example the extension
of the selected load-model by more advanced regression methods in the field of
machine learning, e.g. Gaussian Process Regression or Relevance Vector Machines.
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A Appendix
This chapter offers more information on several aspects of the proposed algorithm,
the applied data, and validation. Thus, it supports the main part of this thesis by
additional analyses, auxiliary plots, and pseudo code of the applied algorithms.
A.1 Evaluation of different classification algorithms
As presented in Section 3.3.1, several classification algorithms that are available
in the classification learner application of Matlab were tested. The algorithms had
to classify the results of the clustering by K-means as targets in accordance to the
feature matrix as inputs. The test included a holdout validation so that 50 % of the
data was used for training and the other 50% of the data points was applied for the
evaluation. Three different kinds of classifiers were evaluated: Decision trees with
different numbers of splits, SVMs with several kernels, and KNN with a varying
number of neighbors. The results are summarized in Table A.1. One extraction
of the confusion matrix of an inaccurate classification by a simple decision tree is
presented in Figure A.1.
Table A.1.: Evaluation results of different classification algorithm
Algorithm Decision Tree SVM KNN
Parameter Number of splits Kernel Number of neighbors
4 20 100 Linear Cubic Gauss 1 5 6
Accuracy [%] 53 80 100 100 100 99 100 100 99
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Figure A.1.: Extraction of a confusion matrix to display the misclassification of Sim-
ple Tree approach (four splits)
A.2 Basics of the Hidden semi-Markov Model
In this section, the mathematical formulations for the applied Forward-backward
approach to train Hidden semi-Markov Models (HsMM) are presented. The for-
mulations and notations base on the implementations introduced in [YK06]. The
entire algorithm is divided into the Forward-backward step in Table A.2 and the
subsequent parameter re-estimation step in Table A.3. Both tables illustrate the
algorithms as pseudo code.
The inputs of the algorithm are initial values for the required parameters λ =
(A,B,D,pi,N), which are selected in a determined way:
• Transition matrix A is an N by N matrix with entries ann = 1/N
• Emission matrix B is an N by M matrix with a Gaussian distribution around
its principal diagonal
• Duration matrix D is an N by DN matrix, where DN is the maximum number
duration steps (d = 1,2,...,DN ) in one particular state; the values of D are
exponentially decreasing with d
• Initial state vector with length N has the uniform entries pin = 1/N
• N is in first place chosen as half of the maximum value of clusters C = Ct
The estimates of these parameters, signified by a hat, serve also as inputs. All of
the estimated parameters are set to zero before the first iteration.
At first, the Forward step is executed with a first initialization at t = 1 and
then an induction from t = 2,3,...,T . Here, the forward variable αt ∈ RN×DN and
P(Ct |λ) = rt , which assesses the model fitness, are calculated. In the Backward
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step, the state St and the estimated parameters Aˆ, Bˆ, and Dˆ are identified. This step
is again divided into an initialization at t = T and induction t = T − 1,T − 2,...1,
though in the reverse chronological order.
After every iteration of the Forward-backward step, the parameters are updated.
Thus, first Dˆ and pˆi are calculated. After that, all estimated parameters are normal-
ized. The final step in every iteration is the calculation of the overall model likeli-
hood P(C1...CT |λ). This procedure is iteratively repeated until a desired value for
the likelihood P(Ct |λ) is achieved or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
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Table A.2.: Applied Forward-backward step of the HsMM algorithm. Based on the
theory introduced in [YK06]
Inputs
A= ann, B = bn = bn(Ct), D = dn = dn(d), pi= pin, N , C = Ct
Aˆ= aˆnn, Bˆ = bˆn = bˆn(Ct), Dˆ = dˆn = dˆn(d), pˆi= pˆin
Forward
Initialization (t = 1) and induction (t = 2,3,...,T):
αt(n) =
(
pin dn t = 1
st−1(n)dn + b∗n,t−1(Ct−1)αt−1(n) t = 2,3,...,T
P(Ct |λ) = rt =∑n,d αt(n)bn(Ct)
b∗n,t =
bn
rt
et(n) = αt(n,d = 1) b∗n,t
st(n) =
∑
m et(n) amn
Backward
Initialization (t = T) and induction (t = T − 1,T − 2,...,1):
aˆnn =
(
aˆnn + et(n) t = T
aˆnn + et(n) e∗t (n)T t = T − 1,T − 2,...,1
γt(n) =
(
b∗n,t(Ct)
∑
d αt(n) t = T
γt+1(n) + et+1(n) s∗t+1(n)− st+1(n) e∗t+1(n) t = T − 1,T − 2,...,1
bˆn(Ct) = bˆn(Ct) + γt(n)
St = arg maxn γt(n)
βt(n,d) =
b
∗
n,t(Ct) t = T
s∗t+1(n) b∗n,t+1(Ct+1) t = T − 1,T − 2,...,1∧ d = 1
βt+1(n,d − 1) b∗n,t+1(Ct+1) t = T − 1,T − 2,...,1∧ d > 1
e∗t (n) =
∑
d dn(d)βt+1(n,d)
s∗t (n) =
∑
m amn e
∗
t (n)
dˆn = dˆn + st+1(n)βt+1(n)
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Table A.3.: Final re-estimation step and outputs of the applied HsMM algorithm.
Based on the theory introduced in [YK06]
Re-estimation
After every iteration:
dˆn = dˆn +pinβ2(n)
pˆin = pˆin +
γ1(n)∑
n γ1(n)
pin =
pˆin∑
n pˆin
bn =
bˆn∑
m bˆn
anm =
aˆnm∑
n aˆnm
dn =
dˆn∑
d dˆn
P(C1...CT |λ) =∏Tτ=1 P(Cτ|λ)
Outputs
A, B, D, pi, St , P(C1...CT |λ)
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A.3 Determining the number of clusters
As presented in Section 3.3.3, the number of clusters, which has to be defined
during the training process, is selected with reference to the achieved Silhouette
value Sil. Figure A.2 shows an example course of Sil with an increasing number
of clusters K . Since the course converges for large values of K to one, a limit
(Sil = 0.9) is predefined, which indicates a high structure in clustering [Rou87].
The number of clusters K is determined, when the limit is crossed for the first time.
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0.6
0.8
1
predefined Sil limit
selected K
Number of clusters K
S
il
Figure A.2.: Silhouette value evaluation with different numbers of clusters K
A.4 Algorithms for state estimation and model identification
The complete algorithms for both state estimation and model identification are
summarized in Table A.4 and Table A.5. For the state estimation, many formulae
are adopted from the theory of [YK06] such as the entire Forward step of Table A.2.
From the Backward step only the variable γt(n) = P(qt = St |SC) is calculated.
Several other differences exist, which arise mainly due to the inspection of the
probability distribution captured with the class probability SC instead of the one-
dimensional clusters C . Hence, several parameters such as emission matrix B are
extended by another dimension. The resulting parameters are symbolized with a
tilde. A further difference is that not the entire cluster signal, but only a sliding
window of length ∆T = 100 is examined.
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The two outputs of this first algorithm are the model likelihood P(SC |λ) and the
probability vector γt , which captures the most probable damage states. The model
likelihood is then transferred to the second algorithm in Table A.5 that calculates
the model probability µk in time step k. The formulae are partly taken from the
Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) approach, introduced in [Blo84].
After a first normalizing step, where the model likelihood is converted into an
estimated model probability µˆ, a reinitializing step begins. Here, the model prob-
abilities of the previous time step are multiplied with a transfer matrix H . Similar
to the transition matrix A of HsMM, this transfer matrix contains the probabilities
of both a change from model m j to mi (expressed by the index h ji) and remaining
in model m j (expressed by the index h j j). Thus, by setting h j j high in comparison
to h ji (with j 6= i), the probability of selecting model m j again as the most accurate
is increased and rapid model changes are suppressed. In this thesis this parameter
is defined as h j j = 0.9. The weights w are calculated afterwards. Finally, the new
model probability µk is determined.
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Table A.4.: Applied state estimation algorithm. Based on the theory introduced in
[YK06] extended by the classification uncertainty
Inputs
λ= ( A= ann, B˜ = b˜n = b˜n(SC (t)), D = dn = dn(d), pi= pin, N), SC = SC (t,m)
Forward
Initialization (t = 1) and induction (t = T −∆T,...,T):
αt(n) =
(
pin dn t = 1
st−1(n)dn + b˜∗n,t−1(SC ,t−1)αt−1(n) t = 2,3,...,T
P(SC ,t |λ) = rt =∑n,d αt(n)b˜n(SC ,t)
b˜∗n,t =
b˜n
rt
et(n) = αt(n,d = 1) b˜∗n,t
st(n) =
∑
m et(n) amn
Backward
Initialization (t = T)
γt(n) = b˜∗n,t(SC ,t)
∑
d αt(n) t = T
Outputs
P(SC ,T−∆T ...SC ,T |λ), γt(n)
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Table A.5.: Superior algorithm for the calculation of model probability. Inspired by
the theory of Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) introduced in [Blo84]
Inputs
P(SC |m j), H = hi j
Normalizing
µˆ j,k =
P(SC |m j )∑Nm
k=1 P(SC |mk)
Reinitializing
µˆ−k = Hµk−1
wk =
h jiµ j,k−1
µˆ−j,k
New model probability
µk = wkµˆk
Output
µk
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A.5 Parameters of the proposed algorithm
The following table presents all parameters of the proposed algorithm. It is di-
vided into input parameters, which have to be preselected, the parameters, which
are the result of the optimization steps, filter parameters (mainly during feature
generation), and other settings.
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Table A.6.: Parameters of the proposed algorithm
Input parameters
Number of training data Ntd 4, 6, 8, 10
Number of features 3, 4, 5, 5 (corresponds to Ntd)
Net probability likelihood-based, 0%-100%
Self-learning parameters
Number of damage states N Optimized by BIC criterion
Number of damage classes M Optimized by Sil criterion
Filter settings
Notch filter - cutoff frequency
(time signal)
n · (48 Hz− 52 Hz)
Frequency bands 5 Hz
Low-pass filter - cutoff frequency
(time signal)
1875 Hz
Moving average filter (continuous
features)
12 steps
Moving average filter (discrete
features)
100 steps
Interacting multiple model self
transition probability
0.9
Other settings
Discretizing levels 5
Mutual information - cutoff 0.9
Sliding window ∆T - diagnosis 400 steps
Number of samples ns 1000
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A.6 Additional plots for verification
This section provides additional plots that support the findings during the verifica-
tion in Section 3.6. In the first plot in Figure A.3, the derived BIC course during
one training process is plotted. By finding the minimum BIC value, the number of
damage states is determined.
18 20 22 24 26 28
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Figure A.3.: Optimizing the number of damage states N for HsMM by evaluating
the BIC values
In the second plot, one example of the feature subset, identified during the fea-
ture selection step, is plotted in Figure A.4. Four features are depicted for two
different runs. A similarity between both runs can only be recognized in feature 1.
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Figure A.4.: Feature subset Φ of two runs
A.7 All datasets
In the following figure, all applied datasets for validation are depicted by the root
mean square (RMS) value of the acceleration signal. The 15 datasets are sorted in
chronological order of generation.
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(b) Datasets 5–8
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(c) Datasets 9–12
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(d) Datasets 13–15
Figure A.5.: Acceleration signals (RMS) of all applied datasets (in chronological or-
der)
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A.8 Descriptive damage analysis
In Table A.7 and Table A.8, the changes of the single bearing components due to
the run to failure trials are recorded. Several characteristics like the condition of
the lubrication or the appearance of corrosion are summarized for each dataset to
distinguish between different damage processes. Due to corrosion, the shaft was
exchanged (see Section 5.1.3) after the sixth trial so that in Table A.7 there is a
further distinction of old and new shaft. Besides the abort criterion, the appearance
of characteristic, brown marks mainly on the outer raceways of the bearings is reg-
istered in Table A.8. The origin of these locally contained marks remains unknown,
but it is assumed to be a sort of corrosion.
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A.9 Derived time signals of motor current
In Figure A.6, an extract of all three stator current phases in time domain is plotted
for an early point in the life cycle of the component (see Figure A.6a) and for a
point near the component’s failure (see Figure A.6b). The examination of both
plots indicates no changes in the magnitude of the phases. Thus, a transformation
as suggested in Section 3.2.1 into the frequency domain is necessary to assess the
actual health status of the component.
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Figure A.6.: Stator current signals of all phases at two different points in the com-
ponent’s life cycle (dataset 5)
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A.10 Additional plots for validation
Similar to Section A.6, additional plots for both validations of Chapter 5 are pre-
sented in this section. Besides the diagnosis step in Section A.10.1, the focus of the
other subsections is on the prognosis validation.
A.10.1 Diagnosis
For a better insight into the training process and the related characteristics of Sec-
tion 5.2, the results of the training process for four training runs are illustrated in
Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7.: Training of HsMMs with four different runs in context of validation
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A.10.2 Load-based prediction approach
For a closer look into the two basic steps of fault diagnosis, the model identification
and state estimation during validation is plotted in Figure A.8.
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(a) Model identification
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Figure A.8.: Model identification and state estimation during validation with tested
dataset 7
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A.10.3 Different parameters
Two further parameters are examined in this subsection to support the findings
in Section 5.3. First, the model probability of the net during the leave one out
cross validation with the applied subset is plotted in Figure A.9. The second plot in
Figure A.10 indicates exemplarily, which features are selected during an increasing
feature dimension.
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Figure A.9.: Likelihood-based net probability in context of leave one out cross vali-
dation with datasets 5, 7, 12, 14, and 15
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Figure A.10.: Feature subset Φ of two runs during the variation of feature dimen-
sion of Section 5.3.5
A.10.4 Validation with all datasets
Figure A.11 gives an insight into the achieved prognostic performances of the three
applied HsMM approaches during the validation with all datasets. The plots are di-
vided into good results (left column), where the actual RUL is estimated accurately
or the particular algorithm shows a good convergence. In contrary, the right side
exhibits test cases, when the algorithms have issues to identify the true RUL.
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Figure A.11.: Selected good and poor prediction results during the validation with
all available datasets
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A.10.5 Metrics for number of training datasets
In Table A.9, the achieved performance metrics for an increasing number of training
data for the three applied HsMM approaches are summarized. These values form
the base for the mean calculation of Section 5.4.2.
Table A.9.: Averaged performance metrics with respect to the varying number of
training data Ntd
PH MAPE MPAB SSD
No. Tr. Data→ 4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10
Prob. HsMM 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.10 173 175 166 179 24 26 25 22 276 277 300 361
Load. HsMM 0.09 0.14 0.08 0.08 152 158 175 180 26 27 26 24 270 266 297 359
Comp. HsMM 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.07 385 261 250 189 27 26 22 28 255 301 290 288
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